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r .. IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICffiiOND. 
STATE BANI{ OF PAl\tiPLIN 
versu-s 
J. L. PAYNE AND W. I{. PAYNE. 
PETITION FOR WRIT OF ERROR. 
To the Hon01·able Justices of the Suprmn,e Court of Appeals 
of Virginia: · 
Your petitioner, .State Bank of Pamplin, respectfully rep-
resents that it is aggrieved by a judgment of the Circuit 
Court of Charlotte County, Virginia, rendered on the 7th 
day of September, 1929, in an aGtion in which it \V-as plain~ 
tiff, and ,J. L. Payne and W. l{. Payne were defendants. 
A transcript of the record and all incidents of the tria] of 
said action is hereto attached. 
STA.TEl\IENT OF THE FACTS. 
This was a notice of motion for judgment on two notes, 
and was tried before the court, with a jury.. There wa.s 
some, but not a. great deal, of conflict of oral evidence on ma-
terial matters, though there 'vas a decided conflict between 
the documentary evidence, as shO\Vll by the records of the 
plaintiff bank, and the oral evidence. Such eonflict, how~­
aver, as there was, was resolved by the verdict of the ju1~y 
in favor of the defendants. Therefore, in the statement 
of facts now to be given, we will, where there WEVS any con-
flict, adopt the version of the transaction given by the de-
fendants. 
On the 5th day of 1\fay, 1928, the State Bank Examinor, 
B. J. Woodward, elosed the doors of .the plaintiff bank, and 
-took charge of its books and records, for the reason that 
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there had been found to be a shortage of over $36,000.00 
in the assets of the said bank. This shortage was caused 
by the embezzlement and peculations of S. Pierce Loving, 
who had been the Cashier and chief m~naging officer of the 
said bank since 1916. There was found the two notes upon 
which this action is based carried as assets of said bank, 
being· two notes in the sum of $5,000.00 each, dated January 
28, 1928, drawn by J. L. Payne, endorsed by J. L. Payne 
and vV. J{. Payne, and payable four months after date to -
the order of "myself", a.t State Bank of Pamplin, Virginia. 
J. L. Payne and W. K. Payne claimed to have paid these 
notes to the plaintiff bank; through S. Pierce Loving, Cashier, 
not later than September 3, 1925. 
The history and ·origin of the above mentioned notes, as 
disclosed by the records of the plaintiff bank, is as follo,vs: 
The said Paynes 'yere the uncles of the Cashier, S. Pierce 
Loving, and, in 1924, they were doing a large tobacco busi-
ness at Drakes Branch, Virginia, and on southern markets, 
and that they were doing considerable banking business 
through the plaintiff bank. On December 30, 1924, the board 
of directors of the plaintiff bank extended to the said Paynes 
a credit line of $40,000.00. The Paynes left with their 
nephew, S. Pierce Loving, a large number of notes signed 
and endorsed by thems~lves in blank for the purpose of ab-
sorbing possible overdrafts in their account or accounts: The 
board of directors of the plaintiff bank had no actual lrno"rl-
edge of the leaving of these blank notes 'vith S. Pierce Lov-
ing. . 
On August 30, 1924, S. Pierce Loving :filled in two of the 
notes which had been left "rith him sig'lled and endorsed by 
the said Paynes, each in the sum of $5,000.00, payable on 
demand, and the proceeds of the said notes 'vere credited 
to J. L. Payne's checking account, giving his address as 
Fair Bluff, North Caroli1~a. These two notes remained in 
the plaintiff bank's files until N·ovember 10, 1925, the in-
terest being paid on the same. On this date, a note, signed 
by S. L. Loving, brother of S. Pierce Loving, another nephe'v 
of the said Paynes, for $10,000.00, and endorsed by J. L. and 
W. I{. Payne, came into the :files of the plaintiff bank as a 
renewal of the above mentioned two $5,000.00 notes. This 
no.te :was als·o payable on demand. This $10,000.00 note re-
~a.i.ned in the files of the plaintiff bank until Jan nary 27, 
1928, interest having been paid on same periodically. On 
January 28, 1928, the two notes, on which this action is based, 
came into the files of the plaintiff bank as a rene,val of the 
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$10,000.00 note just mentioned. The directors of the plain-
tiff bank were objecting to the $10,000.00 note remajniilg 
longer in the bank's files,_ as it was payable on demand, 
and, when the bank "ras closed on May 5, 1928, this; _$1&,-
000.00 note and the h\ro $5,000.00 notes, which it supplanted, 
along with several notes signed and endorsed in blank by· 
the Paynes, were all found in the p1·ivate lock box of S. Pierce 
Loving, which had to be broken open, as the key could not 
be found. The last two $5,000.00. notes, on 'vhich this action 
is based, were two of those notes which had been signed and 
endorsed in blank by the Paynes, and left 'vith 8. Pierce 
Loving, and .the evidence shows, and there is no dispute ·of it, 
that these last mentioned hvo $5,000.00 notes represent $10,-
000.00 of the assets of the plaintiff bank. The bank examiner 
learned that these two notes were disputed by the Paynes, 
and he required that they immediately be charged off as a 
conditiou precedent to the reorganization and reopening of 
the bank, and this was done. 
The Paynes testified that they discharged their entire in-
debtedness to tl1e plaintiff bank on September 3, 1925, and 
tl1at some effort was made to get bac.k in their possession the 
notes which had been negotiated at said bank, as "rell as 
the remaining notes signed and endorsed in blank by them, 
though no actual demand was ever made for the return of 
these completed notes and the notes signed in blank, and 
that S. Pierce Loving finally; claimed to have destroyed them. 
There is no denial on the part of the Paynes of their signa-
ture ·or endorsement of any of the notes herein referred to, 
and no documentary proof of payment of the two notes here 
sued on, or of the notes for which they were given as re-
newal. 
ASSIGN1vi:ENTS OF ERROR. 
Numerous exceptions were taken to the rulings of the court 
during the progress of the trial, but only three of these 
will be argued, namely: 
(1) T·o the action of the court in refusing to set aside the 
verdict of the jury, as contrary .to the law and the evidence; 
(2) To the action of the court in refusing to- grant, at 
''the request of the plaintiff, instructions 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9 
and 11; . , j • • • • 
t -- --• •- -..·.·• .... ,. _,. •- ,; • I I 
(3) To the action of the court in granting instructions 
----~-------- -----
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A and B, at the request of the defendants, and over the ob-
'jections· of the plaintiff. 
ASSIGNMENTS. 
The three assignments of error will necessarily halVe to 
be discussed some,vhat together. The issues involved in this 
case are within a very narrow compass, for our query is : 
Was the plaintiff bank a. bona fide holder for value of the 
two notes upon which this action is based 1 This query bring·s 
up the question of the imputability of the guilty knowledge 
of the managing officer of a bank, in a fraudulent transaction, 
to the bank, as well as the effect of the negligence, if any, 
of the Paynes in leaving notes signed and endorsed in blank 
with Loving, the Cashier and ma.nagip.g officer of the bank. 
It will be recalled that the Paynes defended this action 
on the theory that they received no value therefor. They 
do not deny that the notes sued on beat the genuine signa-
ture and endorsement of themselves, but claim that they paid 
all their indebtedness to the bank on September 3, 1925, and 
they further defend; by inference a.t least, that the two notes 
sued on were two of those which had been signed and en-
dorsed in blank by the Paynes, and left with Loving, tl1c 
Cashier, and that Loving had :filled in these notes and placed 
them in the assets of the bank without the knowledge of the 
Paynes. 
It should be remembered that no other officer or director 
of the bank participated in this transaction, involving the 
two notes sued on, or authorized i.t. It was proved that the 
.notes in question 'vere entered on the books of the hank as n 
part of its assets; tha.t the directors kne"r that these notes 
were in the bank, and relied on t.hem as valuable assets of tho 
bank, and that the authorities of the state banking depart-
ment found these notes among the assets of the. bank, and 
considered them as assets until it was learned that they were 
in disp:ute, wl1en the banking department required them to 
be taken out of the assets, and the amount of the notes made 
good from other sources. 
We contend that, in filling up the notes which had been 
left with Lovin.g-, signed and endorsed in blank by the Paynes, 
IJoving was acting outside the scope of his authority, and in 
no sense as agent or officer of the bank, and there is no 
imputable knowledge to the bank of his actions in so filling 
up these notes. 
Of course, as a general rule, a principal is· bound hy the 
knowledge of his agent. This is based on the principle of 
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law, that it is the agent's duty to communicate to his prin-
cipal the knowledge which he has respecting the subject mat-
ter of negotiation, and the presumption that he will perform 
that duty. (Baker v. Be·rry Hill Co., 112 Va. 280, 71 S. E. 
626.) . 
This general rule, ho\Ve'ver, is subject to certain equally 
\Veil established exception~, as was ob:served by Judge Taft 
in Thmnson-Houston Elec·tric Co. v. Capitol Electric Co., 
(C. C. A.) 65 F. 343: . 
''The truth is that where an agent, though ostensibly act-
ing in the business of the principal, is really committing a 
fraud, for his own benefit, he is acting outside of the scope 
of his agency, and it would .therefore be most unjust to charge 
the principal with knowledge of it." 
As was said in the recent case of People'.c; Na.f. Bank of 
Rocky lJilount v. lJlorris, 148 S. E. 828, Va. : 
''It has been suggested that the true reason for the ex-
ception is that an independent fraud committed by an agent 
on his own account is beyond the scope of his employment, 
and tl1erefore knowledge of it, as matter of law, cannot lJe 
imputed to the principal, and the principal cannot he held 
responsible for it. On this view,. such a fraud bears some 
analogy .to a tort wilfully committed by a servant for his 
own purposes, and not as a means of performing the busi-
ness entrusted to him bv his master." Allen v. South B·o.'l- · 
ton R. Co., 150 l\Iass. 206, 22 N. E. 919, 5 L. R. A. 716, 15 
Am. St. Rep. 185. 
The same doctrine is ably discussed in the case of Bake·r 
v. Berry Ifill Co., supra, from whic·h we quote as follows: . 
"Undoubtedly it is a "Tell-established general rule, thnt 
knowledge of the agent is knowledge of the principal, n.nd 
that the principal is ordinarily chargeable with the knowledg·e 
acquired hy his agent in executing his agency, and is sub-
ject to the liabilities wl1ich such knowledge imposes; and by 
some authorities it is maintained. that this rule is especially 
applicable to corporations, which can deal alone witl1 t.l1o 
public through ·n1eir officer.s and agents, and could not ot.hm;-
wise be affected with notice; but this rule has its exception~, 
011e of which applies to this case. The agent here is alleged, 
and by the affidavits and agreed facts is proved, to have en-
gaged in an independent fraudul_ent. transaction on a third 
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person for his o·wn benefit, and, at the same time, in order 
to accomplish the fraud, has also perpetrated a fraud upon 
his own principal. 
"In. 2 Pomeroy's Eq. Jur. (3rd ed.), sec. 675, the author 
says : 'It is no'v settled by a series of decisions possessing 
the hig-hest authority, that when an agent, or attorney ha,s, in 
the course of his employment, been guilty of actual fraud, 
contrived and carried out for his own benefit, by which he in-
tended to ·defraud, .and did defraud, his own principal or 
client, as well as perhaps the other party, and the very per-
petration of such fraud involved the necessity of his con-
cea:ling the flacts from his own client, then, under such cir-
cumstances, the principal is not charged 'vith constructive 
notice of facts known by the attorney, and thus fraudulently 
concealed. In other words, if in the course of the same trans-
.acHon in which he is employed, the- agent commits an inde-
pendent fraud for his 0"\\'11 benefit, and designedly against 
his principal,· and it is essential to the very existence, or 
possibility, of such fraud that he should conceal the real 
facts from his principal, then the ordinary presumption of 
a ·communication from the agent to his principal fails; on 
\4e contrary, a presumption arises that no communication 
'vas made, and consequently the principal is not affected witli 
constructive notice. The courts have carefully confined the 
operation of this exception to the condition described where 
a presumption necessarily arises that the agent did no.t dis-
close the real facts to his principal, because he 'vas com-
mitting such an independent fraud that concealment was 
essential to its perpetraHon.' 
"In Santia_qo, ,&c. v. ll1erchants Na-tional Bank, 139 J\lfass. 
332, 1 N. E. 282, 52 Am. Rep. 7101, the opinion says : 'While 
the kno,vledge of an agent is ordinarily to be imputed to the 
principal, it would appear now to be 'veil established tha.t 
there is an exception to the constructive or imputation of 
11otice from the agent to the principal in cases of such con-
duct by the agent as raises a clear presumption that he would 
not communicate the fact in controversy, as where the com-
munication of such a. fact would necessarily prevent the con-
summation of the fraudulent trans-action 'vhich the agent was 
engaged in perpetrating.' 
. ''There are cases which seemingly sanction the lvie'v that 
the exception to the g·eneral n1le does not apply to directors, 
presidents and other such managing officers of a corporation, 
through whom alone the corporation can act, but in the well-
C'onsidered case of Barnes v. Trenton -Gas. L. Co., 27 N. J. 
Eq. 33, the opinion says: 'The rule based on the presump-
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tion that the agent has communicated the facts to his prin-
cipal does not apply where the agent's (though an officer. 
of a corporation) interest is opposed to that of his prin-' 
cipal, for in such a transaction the officer stands as a stranger 
to the company. His interest being opposed to the interest 
of the company, the presumption is, not that he will com-
municate his kno,vledge to the, company, but that he will con-
ceal it; that 'vhere an officer of a corporation is dealing in 
his own interest opposed to theirs, he must be held not to · 
represent them in the transaction, so as to charge them with 
the knowledge he may possess, but which he has not com-· 
municated to .them, and 'vhich they do not otherwise possess.' 
Citing a number of decisions by both English and American 
courts. 
''Another instructive case in point is that of Brookhouse 
v. Union Pub. Co., 73 N.H. 368, 62 Atl. 219, 111 Am. St. Rep. 
623, 2 L. R. A. (N. S.) 993, 6 Am. & Eng. Ann. Cas. 675, to 
which there is an extended note in the last named publication 
reviewing a great number of decided cases, the conclusion 
being that the exception to the broad proposition that notice 
to the agent is notice to the principal, viz., where the knowl-
edge is acquired by an officer of a corporation, while not act-
ing for the corporation, but while acting for himself, is not 
imputable to the corporation, finds support in the decisions 
of the hig·hes.t courts of England, the United States courts, 
and the courts of hventy-seven States of the Union, citing 
the cases. 
"In G1tnster v. Scranton Illuminating Co., 181 Pa. 327, 
37 Atl. 550, 59 Am. St. Rep. 650, the question is elaborately 
and ably discussed, and a number of .the c.ases relied on by 
counsel for appellants to sustain their side of the question 
are criticised. 
''The ·opinion of this court in Ma1·tin v. South 8ale1n L. Co., 
94 Va. 58, 26 S. E. 600, is in line with the long list of 
cases to which the above cited belong, and says: 'A cor-
poration is not affected by the knowledge of a.n agent, when 
he himself contracts with it, or otherwise deals with it in a 
transaction in which his interests are opposed to the interests 
of the company, for in such a transaction he could not rep-
resent the company.' 
''It is believed that. no C?-se ca.n be found deciding that . 
when the agent 'vas acting for himself in a transaction, and 
in that same transaction defrauded his principal, and the 
principal received no advantage from the transaction, notice 
to the agent was notice to the principal.'' 
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The rule stated in the foregoing quotation is also sup-
ported in the case of .·Culpeper N'at. Ba;nk v. Tidewater l'ln-
provetnent Co., 89 S. E. 118. This case also recognizes and 
discusses an exception to the exception to the general rule, 
which is that, where the agent is the· sole representative 
.of the principal in the fraudulent transaction, even though 
he be acting hostily or adversely to the principal, or in his 
own interest, nevertheless his knowledge will be imputed to 
the principal. The reason for this rule is that the principal 
.received the benefit of the fraud, and must also take the con-
sequences of the agent's knowledge. There are many courts 
"\Vhich do not recognize this rule a.t all, amo1ig them being 
this Honorable Court, as was shown in the ca,se of Culpeper 
Nat. Bwnk v. Tidewate-r ]m,p·roventent Co., supra, which seems 
to be the only Virginia authority on the subject. Certainly, 
in the instant case, the principal has receiived no benefit from 
the agent's transactions. rrhe use of the notes by Loving 
simply ena.bled him to continue to mal{e and to cover up his 
embezzlements and defalcations from his principal. 
We earnestly contend that the negligence of the Paynes in 
leaving with their nephew, Loving, many notes, signed and 
endorsed in blank, was an ac.t of negligence on their part, 
and enabled Loving, the agent of the plaintiff bank, to per-
petrate and cover up a transaction in which he was acting 
for himself alone, and against the interests of his principal, 
in a matter in which his principal had no actual or construc-
tive notice. 
It is a well-established maxim of equity and legal juris-
prudence that, 'vhere one of two innocent parties must suffer 
from the fraud and 'vr011g-doing of another, that innocent 
party 'vho by his conduct renders possible the perpetration 
of the fraud, inust bear the loss. vVe ma.y concede that the 
Paynes were innocent of the use of ,their notes by Loving, 
but this 'vill not absolve .them from fault, because they placed 
these notes in the hands of Loving, and permitted them to 
remain in his hands long after their account with the bank 
had been closed out. They made no proper steps or demands 
on Loving, or the bank, to get back into their possession these 
notes signed in blank, but permitted them to remain in the 
hands of their nephew, where they were used as a means of 
. defrauding the plaintiff bank. This court, in the recent case 
of Webb v. Pleaswn.ts, 182 8. E. 175, strongly intimates, at 
least, that a. negligent act" of a third party, 'vhich enables an 
agent to de_fraucl his principal, will render that third party 
· liable. In that case, we find this significant language: 
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''It is true that, as Pleasants was free from any com.-
plicity in the fraud practiced by Poole, and was ig.norant 
thereof, and as the note was a purely accommodation note, 
· for which Pleasants received no value 'vhatever, as between 
the bank and Pleasants, unquestionably the hank would have 
no standing in court in an action against Pleasants to re-
c<Wer on the note. Under the facts in this case, we do not 
think the receiver suing for the benefit of the creditors of the 
bank stands in any better position than the bank would 
stand. If Pleasants had been patty to the fraud, or if he 
had negligently done 0/Jl/JJthin,g which kept an in,solvent in-
stitu.tion going, to the det1··im,ent of deposi-tors and creditors, 
the situation would have been different.'' 
In the instant case, it is earnestly contended that the Paynes 
did negligently permit their notes, signed and endorsed in 
blank, to remain in the hands of Loving, and that Loving used 
these notes in such a way as to keep going a hank whose 
assets were impaired by his embezzlement, and that this was 
done to the detriment of the bank and its depositors and 
creditors. 
INSTRUCTIONS. 
vVe respectfully submit that the court erred in refusing 
to grant, at the request of the plaintiff, instructions 1, 2, 
3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 11, because they correctly state the prin-
ciples of law applicable to this case, and they were thoroughly 
warranted by the facts. The court, in refusing these in-
structions, literally instructed this plaintiff out of court. This 
is particularly true of instructions 1, 2 and 3. The instruc-
tions refused being as follows: 
1. 
''The court instructs the jury that if they shall believe 
from the evidence that hvo notes, each for the sum of 
$5,000.00, were made and endorsed by J. L. and \V. I<. Pa.yne, 
dated .August 30th, 1924, payable on demm1cl, were discounted 
by the Plaintiff Bank on .August 30th, 1924, and the pro-
ceeds of the same credited to the account of .T. L. Pnyne; 
tl1at said notes remained in the Bank until the lOth dav of 
November, 1925, when a demand note of S. I;. Loving,~ en-
dorsed hy said Paynes, for the sum of ten thousand dol-
Jars, and payable on demand, was substituted therefor, and 
tl1at this note remained in the Bank lU)til the 28th day oi 
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January, 1928, when the two five thousand ·dollar notes of 
said Paynes, sued on in this case, payable four months after 
date each, were substituted for said S. L. Loving note, and 
.that the Plaintiff Bank had no notice of any irregularity in 
said transaction or of any fraud perpetrated therein by its 
Cashier, S. P. Loving, a nephew of the said Paynes, except 
the knowledge of said Loving himself, 'vhich was not com-
municated to any of the Directors of said Bank, that then 
they must find for the Plaintiff Bank.'' 
2. 
''The court instructs the jury that if they believe from 
the evidence that S. Pierce Loving filled in the two notes 
sued on in this case for his o\vn benefit, and thereby sought 
to perpetrate a f~a.nd on the Plaintiff Bani{ as well as upon 
the Defendants, it is a presumption of la\v that S. Pierce 
I.~oving did not communicate his kno,vledge to the Plaintiff 
~Bank and the Plaintiff is not chargeable with constructive 
notice of .the fraud of said Loving." , 
3. 
''The court instructs the jury that it is a general rule of 
· law that the knowledge of an agent acquired in executing his 
agency is imputed to the principal and charges him with 
the liabilities whicb. such knowledge imposes, but that this· 
rule l1as no application to the case of an officer of a cor-
poration "~ho, in a transaction for his o'vn lJenefit, seeks 
to perpetrate a fraud on the corporation as well as upon 
third persons. 
'.'And the court further instructs the jury that if they 
believe from the evidence that the Plaintiff Bank had no 
actual knowledge that S. Pierce Loving fraudulently filled 
in the two notes of $5,000.00 each, introduced in evidence, 
and fraudulently diverted the proceeds of said notes to his 
own use, then th~y must :find for the Plaintiff for the amount 
claimed in the notice of moj;ion. '' 
4. 
''The court. instructs the jury that if one of two innocent 
parties must suffer from the misconduct of a third, the burden 
must fall upon the one whose conduct enabled the third per-
son to perpetrate the wrong.'' 
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6. 
''The court instructs the jury that the doctrine of ·con-
structive notice does not extend to a purchaser of negotiatble 
notes as it does to a purchaser of property in general. In a 
purchase of a negotiable note regular and complete on its 
face, before maturity, and for value, the good faith of the 
transaction is the decisive test of the holder's right to re-
cover. Such holder is entitled to recover if he has come 
by the note honestly." 
7. 
''The court instructs the jury that the position of a holder 
of negotiable paper is of an exceptional character. He may 
eYen acquire title through a thief, and yet maintain it against 
the maker, provided he takes the note for value before ma-
turity, and is not guilty of fraud or bad faith." 
8. 
"The court instructs the jury that if they beli~ve from 
the evidence that the Plaintiff Bank had no actual knowl-
edge of any infirmity or defect in the title of their trans-
ferror, S. Pierce Loving, and no kno,vledge of such facts 
that their action in taking the said note amounted to bad 
faith, nohvithstanding they may believe that S. Pierce Lov-
ing was guilty of fraud in using said notes contrary to his 
agreement with the Defendant, yet the jury must find for 
the Plaintiff.'' 
9. 
''The court instructs fb.e jury that merely suspicious cir-
cumstances sufficient to put a prudent man on inquiry, or 
oven gross negligence on the part of the .Plaintiff Bank at 
the time of acquiring the notes, are not sufficient of them-
selves to prevent a recovery, unless the jury find from the 
evidence that the Plaintiff Bank acted in bad faith, that is, 
was guilty of fraud.'' · 
11. 
''The court instructs the jury, if you believe from the 
evidence in this case that the notes sued on by the plaintiff 
bank in this action were complete and regular upon their 
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face ; that the said plaintiff bank became the holder of them 
before they were overdue, a.nd without notice that they had 
been previously dishonored, if such 'vas the fact; that the 
said bank took them in good faith and -for value; tha.t at 
the time they ·were negotiated to the said bank it had no 
notice of any infirmity in the instrument or defect in the title 
of the person negotiating them, then the said plaintiff bank 
is a holder in due course, and you must find for the plain-
tiff bank. ' ' 
Any further discussion of these instructions 'vould be a 
repetition of the argument already made under assignment 
No. 1, where the views of the plaintiff are fully set forth. 
DEFENDAN'rS' INSTRUCTIONS. 
We strongly contend that the court grievously erred in 
giving instruction A for the defendants. This instruction 
told the jury that, as a. matter of law, and under the farts 
of this case, the guilty knowledge of S. Pierce Loi\7ing, in 
filling out the notes upon which this action is based, was 
imputed to the bank, whieh contention is contrary to every 
contention of the plaintiff, as set forth in the discussion of 
assignment No. 1. Instruction A is as follows: 
''The court instructs the jury that if they believe from 
the evidence that the notes herein sued on were delivered 
by the defendants to S. Pierce Loving with only the nam.es 
of the defendants signed thereto, with instructions to S. 
Pierce Loving to complete said notes to cover any overdrafts 
of the defendants in the plaintiff bank, and that it 'vas not 
necessary for .S. Pierce Loving to complete said notes to 
cover such overdrafts, and if they further believe that the 
notes were filled out by .s. Pierce Loving contrary to the in-
structions given him by the defendants and the said notes 
discounted at the plaintiff bank and the proceeds misappro-
priated by S. Pierce Loving and not placed to the credit of 
the defendants at the plaintiff bank, and that in discounting 
the notes at the plaintiff bank S. Pierce Loving 'vas the sole 
representative of tl1e bank in the transaction, then the knowl-
edge of S. Pierce Loving is chargeable to the plaintiff bank 
and you must find for the defendants.'' 
Vv e likewise. insist that the court erred in giving instruc-
tion B, at the request of the dcfencla.nts, which instruction 
is as follows : 
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''The court instructs the jury that if they believe frmn 
the evidence that the notes sued on were executed in blank 
by the Paynes prior to September 3, 1925, and that the blanks · 
therein were not filled in until the notes we1·e used at the bank 
in January, 1928, and that they were not filled l'P in accord-
an~e with the authority given by the Paynes, then the jury 
will find for the defendants." 
This instruction is absolutely contrary to the elemental 
principles of negotiable instrument law, in that it tells the 
jury that, if a note be given for one purpose, and be used 
for another purpose, then the maker is not liable. In other 
words, it tells the jury that, if a note be delivered on con-
dition, which condition does not arise, and the note be used 
for some other purpose, and even though it comes into the 
hands of an innocent holder, the maker thereof cannot be 
liable. We submit that this is utterly contrary to reason, 
as well as law, and at variance with the entire body of law 
known for ages as the la'v merchant. 
Plaintiff alleges that, on the 6th day of 1\farch, 1930, a 
copy of this petition was mailed to Allen & Jefferson, of 
Victoria, Virginia, of counsel representing defendants in the 
court belo,v. 
Plaintiff further says that its counsel desire to state orally 
to the Court, or one of the Justices of the Court, the reasons 
for asking a. review of the judgment complained of herein, 
nnd that, in the event of a writ of error and supersedeas arc 
a1Iowed, this petition will be adopted in part as the opening· 
brief in the case. 
CONCLUSION. 
For the reasons herein set forth, the plaintiff prays that 
n writ of error and supersedeas may be a'varclecl to it, that. 
the judgment herein complained of may he rcview·ed and re-
versed, and such judgment be entered by this Court a.s the 
Cireuit Court of Charlotte County should have entered. And 
your plaintiff will ever pray, etc. 
J. V. LEWIS, 
R. S. WEAVER, .Jn., 
rr-HOS. W. OZLIN, 
Counsel. 
ST.A.TE B.A.NI\: OF P.Al\IPLIN, 
By Counsel. 
14 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
We, R. 8. "'\Veaver, Jr., and Thos. "'\V. Ozlin, counsel prac-
ticing· in the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, certify 
that, in our opinion, the decision embodied in the judgment 
of the Circuit Court of Charlotte County, Virginia, rendered 
on September 7, 1929, and complained of in the foregoing 
petition, shoul~ be reviewed by said Supreme Court of Ap-
peals. 
R.eceived ~{arch 6, 1930. 
R. S. WEAVER, Jn., 
THOS. ,V. OZLIN. 
H. S. J. 
Writ of error and supersedeas awarded. Bond, $300.00. 
March 28, 1930. 
VIRGINIA: 
PIJEAS before the Hon. Robt. F. Hutcheson, Judge bf 
the Circuit Court of Charlotte County, at the Courthouse 
. of said County, on the 7th day of September, 1929. 
BE IT RE~ffi-MB.ERED,' that heretofore, to-,vit, on the 
10th day of July, 1929, came State Bank of Pamplin, Inc., 
a Corporation, and filed in the Clerk's Office of the Circuit 
Court of said County its notice of motion for judgment 
ag·ainst J. L. Payne and J. 1{. Payne, "rhich said notice is in 
the following words and figures, to-wit: 
NOTICE OF ~fOTION FOR JUDGI\fENT. 
In the Circuit Court of Charlotte County, Virginia. 
State Bank of Pamplin, Plaintiff, 
,vs. 
,J. L. & W. 1{. Payne, Defendants. 
NOTICE ON ~IOTION FOR JUDG1\fENT. 
You, and each of you are hereby notified that on the 2nd 
day of September, 1929, the same being the lst day of the 
September Term of the Circuit Court of Charlotte County, 
Vh·g-inia, at the Oourt House thereof, at 10:00 o 'cloc.Ir A. I\L 
on tl1e' said elate, or as soon thereafter as the Court will hear , 
said motion, I, the undersigned shall move the Circuit Court 
of Charlotte County, Virginia, for a judgment and award 
of execution against you, and each of you for the sum of 
' . 
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ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00), with interest thereon from 
the 28th day of J\fay, 1928, and ten per cent (10%) Attor-
ney's fees reserved in the face of the said notes 
page 2-a ~ the same being due by you and each of you to the 
undersigned by virtue of two ( 2) certain nego-
tiable notes, dated on the 28th day of .January, 1928, payable 
to my order, signed by you acting by and through J. L. 
Payne, the said .notes being each for the sum of five thous-
and dollars ($5,000.00) and payable four ( 4) months after: 
date, a copy of which said notes is hereto attached and here-
by made a part of this notice. 
I hereby certify that the said notes have been duly listed 
by me for taxation as required by law. 
Given under my hand this 8th day of July, 1929. 
J. V. LEWIS, 
N. S. TUR.NBULL, JR., 
R. S. WEAVER, JR., 
STATE BANK OF PAJ\fPLIN, 
By Counsel. 
Counsel. 
And on another day, to-wit, at a Circuit Court continued 
and held for Charlotte County, at_ the Courthouse of said 
County, on the 6th day of September, 1929, came the defend-
ants, by their attorneys and entered pleas of nil deb.et, non• 
assu·mpsit and non est fact'lnn, and filed the grounds of their 
defence in writing, which pleas and grounds of defence are 
in the following ·words and figures, to-wit: 
pa.ge 3-a ~ PLEA OF NIL DEBET. 
State Bank of Pamplin, Inc., Plaintiff, 
vs. 
,T. L. and W. K. ~ayne. · 
The said defendants, b1 their attorneys, come and say 
that they do not o·we the sum of money in the notice of 
motion in this action demanded, or any part thereof, in man-
ner and form as the plaintiff ha.th complained against them. 
And of this the said defendants put themselves upon the 
country. 
OTIS, G. J{ENDING, 
J. I{ENT EARLY, 
ALLEN AND JEFFERSON, 
Counsel. 
16 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
. PLEA OF NON ASSUMPSIT. 
State Babn of Pamplin, Inc., 
vs. 
J. L. and W. K. Payne. 
The said defendants, by their attorneys, come and say that 
they did not undertake or promise, in any manner and form, 
.a.s the plaintiff hath in this action complained. And of this 
the said defendants put themselves upon the country. 
OTIS G. J{ENDIG, 
J. KENT EARLY, 
.ALLEN AND JEFFERSON, 
Counsel. 
PLEA OF NON EST F .A.CTU~t. 
State Bank of Pamplin, Inc., 
vs. 
J. J.J. and W. K. Payne. 
The said defendants, by their attorneys, come and say 
that the said supposed. promissory notes in the notice of 
motion in this action mentioned are not their notes. And 
of this the said defendants put themselves upon the coun- · 
try. 
State of Virginia, 
OTIS G. I{E~-rniNG, 
J. l{ENT EARLY, 
ALLEN AND JE.FFER.SON, 
Counsel. 
County of Charlotte, to-wit: 
This day J. L. Payne and \V .. I{. Payne appeared before 
me, Lelia C. H-oy, a. Notary Public in and for the county 
and state aforesaid, in my county aforesaid, and made oath 
that the matters and things stated in the foregoing plea are 
true. 
Given under my l1and this 5th day of September, 1929. 
LELIA CLARK I-TOY, 
Notary Public. 
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page 4-a r STATE~!ENT OF GROUNDS OF DEFENCE 
FILED BY THE DEFENDANTS. 
For grounds of defense to the above captioned action, the 
defendants say-
(1) That. they do not owe said notes, or either of them, 
or any part of either. 
(2) That said notes 'vere left with the plaintiff bank in 
blank form, with only the names of the defendants tl1ereon, 
with the authority on the part of the plaintiff bank to com:. 
plote them by filling them in for such amounts only as might 
be necessary to take care of any overdrafts on the c.hecking 
acc.ount of the defendants, in the plaintiff bank; that said 
notes were not to be completed by the plaintiff bank, or used 
in any way, except to cover such overdrafts caused by checks 
drawn by the defendants on their checking account in said 
bank; that the defendants did not qverdraw their accounts 
and it did not become necessary to complete said notes to 
cover any such overdrafts, but the same were completed and 
filled in by the cashier of the plaintiff bank, acting for and 
on behalf of the plaintiff bank, a.nd used for the private and 
individual purposes of the cashier, to-wit: for the purpose 
of covering his O\VU defalcations at said bank; that said notes 
were not completed and filled up in accordance with the au-
thority given the plaintiff bank, and its cashier, now were 
they completed and filled up 'vithin a reasonable time. 
(3) That the plaintiff 'vas the holder of a bond, which said 
bond indemnified the plaintiff against loss caused by the de-
falcations of its cashier, S. Pierce Loving; that the plain-
tiff has made c.laim, and has recovered from the bonding 
company, all, or a part, of the amount sued for in this notice 
of motion. 
page 5-a. ~ ( 4) That the plaintiff bank is not a bona fide 
holder of said notes in due course for value. 
OTIS G. I(ENDIG, 
J .. I{ENT E.A .. R.LY, 
ALLEN & JEFFERSON, 
Counsel. 
And on the same clay, to-wit: 
At a Circuit Court held for Charlotte Countv on the 6th 
day of September, 1929, the following order was entered: 
18 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
:1\IOTION. 
State Bank of Pamplin, Inc., 
vs. 
· .T. L. and W. K. Payne. 
This day ca,e the parties by their attorneys, and the de-
fendants by their attorneys, filed pleas of n.il debet, non est 
factwm and non asswm,psit, and put themselves upon the coun-
try, and likewise filed the grounds of their defence in writ-
ing, to which pleas, the plaintiff, as to saod pleas by the 
said defendants and whereof they have put themselves upon 
the country in this action, doth the like; then eame a jury, 
to-wit, N. L. Perkinson, R. T. Sublett, H. H. Dobbins, W. J. 
Ba.iley, G. H. R.ockwell, R. B. Berkley and W. J. Hailey, 
who were selected, impanelled and swor:n the truth 
to speak upon the issue joined, and after hearing the testi-
mony, the jury was adjourned over until tomorrow morning 
at ten o'clock A.M. 
page 6-a ~ And now on this day, to-wit: 
At a Circuit Court continued and held for Charlotte County 
on the 7th day of September, 1929, the following order was 
entered: · 
State Bank of Pamplin, Inc., 
vs. 
,J. Ii. and W. K. Payne. 
This da;y came again the parties by their attorneys and the 
jury sworn in this case on yesterday returned into Court 
pursuant to adjournment, and after hearing t~1e argument 
of counsel, retired to their room to consult of their ver-
dict and after some time returned into Court with a ver-
dict in these words, we; the jury, on the issue joined, find 
for the defendants. Thereupon the plaintiff, by its attorneys, 
moved the ·court to set aside the verdict of the jury and 
grant it a ne'v trial, on t.he grou~ds thaf said verdict is con-
trary to the la:w and the evidence; on account of the Court 
refusing eertain instructions asked for by the plaintiff, and 
granting certain ii~structions asked for by the defendants; 
on account of .the Court refusing to admit certain evidence 
asked for by the plaintiff and admitting certain evidence 
on behalf of the defendants over the plaintiff's objections, 
'vhich motion, being- argued, the Court overruled, to which 
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ruling the plaintiff, by Hs attorneys, excepted. It is there-
fore considered by the Court that the plaintiff take .nothing 
by its Bill, but go hence without day, and that the defendants 
recover against the plaintiff; their costs by them in this behalf 
expended. 
page 1 ~ In the Circuit Court of· Charlotte County, Vir-
ginia. 
State Bank of Pamplin 
v. . 
J. L. and W. K. Payne. 
Stenographic report of testimony and other incidents of 
the trial of the above entitled cause before Ron. Robert F. 
IIutcheson and a jury, which trial began on Friday, Septem-
ber 6th, 1929, and ended on Saturday, September 7, 1929. 
Present: ~fessrs. J. H. Lewis, N. S. Turnbull, Jr., ·and 
R. S. Weaver, Jr., for the plaintiff. Messrs. Allen & Jeffer-
son, 0. G. Kendig and J. Kent Early, for the defendants. 
Phlegar & Tilghman, 
Shorthand Reporters, 
Norfolk, Virginia. 
page 2 ~ T. R. PUGH, 
having been first duly sworn, testified on behalf 
of the plaintiff as follows: 
Examined by Mr. Turnbull: 
Q. Mr. Pugh, 'vhat is your occupation? 
A. Assistant Cashier of the State Bank of Pamplin. 
Q. I-Io"r long have you bee~ assistant cashier of the State 
Bank of Pamplin? · 
A. I have been in the bank since 1921 and have been assist-
ant cashier since about 1924, I would say, or '25. 
Q. Are you familiar with the records of the bankt 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are these notes carried and held by the bank as holders 
in due course? 
1\fr. Allen: I object to that. It is a question of law as 
to 'vhether they a.re holders in due course. 
20 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
By Mr. Turnbull: 
Q. State how these notes came into the bank and if the bank 
still owns the notes and carries them? 
A. On August 30, 1924, we discounted two notes, Number 
9349 and Number 9350 of $5;000 each. 
Q. Where are those notes 1 -
A. They are in his lock box. 
1\fr. Allen: We object to any evidence 'vith reference to 
any other notes upon the ground that here is a notice of 
motion broug·ht specifically on these two no.tes and they are 
limited to evidence which relates to liability on these 
page 3 ~ two notes. 
Mr. Turnbull: Tlie only thing 've are doing is tracing how 
these notes came in the bank. They are renewals of these 
original notes, as 've expect to sho,v, and I tl1ink ·we have 
a right to do that. 
The Court : . O~rerruled. 
1\:fr. Allen: We save the point. \Ve object upon the fur-
ther ground that the books are the best evidence and it is 
not competent for this witness to say here wha.t the books 
show without pointing out the transac.tions on the books. 
1\fr. Turnbull: I think the witness can do that. 
The Court: It has not appeared yet that he is testifying 
as to 'vhat the books contain but if that does appear, when 
he comes back he will be required to produce the books. 
By 1\{r. Tun1bull: 
Q. The question I a.skecl was please trace how those notes 
came in the bank and how the bank got possession of them. 
State ·when they came in, how they came in and whether 
they are renewals or not? 
A. On August 30th, No. 9349 and 9350. 
By the Court: 
·Q. What yearf 
A. August 30, 1924. These notes :were drawn for $5,000 
each by J. L. Payne, endorsed by .J. L. and ""\V. I{. 
page 4 r Payne and dra·wn on demand. The proceeds of 
these notes was put to J. L. Pa"j"'lle 's credit. · 
~{r. Turnbull: \Ve introduce these notes in evidence. 
Note: The notes sued on were marked Exhibits Nos. 1 
and 2 and the notes numbered 9349 and 9350 'vere marked 
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Exhibit Nos. 3 and 4 and the following are copies of these 
notes: 
EXHIBIT NO. 1. 
''Pamplin, V a. J a.n. 28 1928 
Four ( 4) Months after date I promise to 
pay to STATE BANK OF PAMPLIN or 
order, without offset FIVE THOUSAND 
& N0/100 DOLLARS 
$5000.00 
No. 16955 
Due j\Ia.y 28/28 
Negotiable and payable at STATE BANI{ OF PAMPLIN, 
Pamplin, Va. Value received. The drawers and endorsers 
of this Note hereby waive our benefit to the Homestead 
Exemption as to this debt, and also waive presentment, de-
mand, protest and notice of same, and agree to pay Ten 
per cent Attorney fees if collected by law, or through an 
attorney. 
J. L. & vV. K. PAYNE. 
By J. L. PAYNE. 
P. 0. 
(Stamped) 
PROTESTED FOR NON-PAY~1ENT :l\fay 28, 1928: 
FEES $ Waived. 
W. R. BRIGHT,VELL, N. P. 
ENDORSED: J. L. Payne." 
page 5 ~ EXHIBIT NO. 2. 
''Pamplin, Va. Jan. 28 1928 
lilour ( 4) ~fonths after date I promise to 
pay to STATE BANK 0~ PA~IPLIN or 
order, without offset FIVE THOUSAND 
& N0/100 DOLLARS 
$5000.00 
No. 16954 
Due ]\fay 28/28 
Negotiable and payable at STATE B.ANJ{ OF P.A:MPLIN, 
Pamplin, Va. ·value received. The drawers and endorsers 
of this Note hereby waive our benefit to the Homestead 
22 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
Exemption as to this debt and also waive presentment, de-
mand, protest and notice of same, and agree to pay Ten 
per cent Attorney fees if colleced by law, or through an 
attorney. 
J. L. & W. K. PAYNE. 
By J. L. PAYNE; 
(Stamped) 
PROTESTED FOR NON-PAYMENT May 28, 1928. 
FEES $Waived. 
,V. R. BRIGHTWELL, N. P. 
ENDORSED: J. L. Payne.'' 
EXHIBIT NO. 3 .. 
"Pamplin, Va., Aug. 30th, 1924. 
ON DE1viAND after date I promise to 
pay to STATE BANK OF P A~iPLIN or 
order, without offset EXACTLY FIVE 
THOUSAND DOLLARS 00 CENTS 
EXACTLY DOLLARS. 
$5000.00 
No. 9349 
Dtle ....•.••.•. 
Negotiable and payable at STATE BANK OF PAMPLIN, 
Pamplin, Va. Value received. The drawers and . 
page 6 ~ endorsers of this note hereby waive our benefit 
to the Homest~ad Exemption as to this debt and 
also waive presentment, demand, protest and notice of same, 
nnd agree to pay Ten per cent Attorney fees if collected 
hy law, or throug·h an .attorney. 
P. 0. 
ENDORSED: J. L. and W. K. Payne. 
(Stamped) 
J. L. PAYNE. 
Pay to the order of ANY BANK, BANKER OR TRUST. 
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CO. All prior endorsements guaranteed. Sep. 9, 1924 
STATE BANK OF P Al\1PLIN 68-444 Pamplin, Va. S. P. 
Loving, Cashier. 
$75.00 Interest paid on this note to 1/1 1925. 
$75.00 Interest paid on this note to 7/1/25 1925. 
EXHIBIT NO. 4. 
''Pamplin, Va., Aug. 30th, 1924. 
ON DEMAND after da.te I promise to $5000.00 · 
pay to STATE BANI{ OF PA.M:PLIN or No. 9350 
order, without ·offset EXACTLY FIVE Due ......... . 
THOUSAND DOLLARS 00 CENTS 
EXACTLY DOLLARS. 
Negotiable and payable at STATE BANK OF PA.l\IPLIN, 
Pamplin, Va. Value received. The drawers and endorsers 
of this Note hereby 'vaive our benefit to the Homestead 
'Exemption as to this debt and also waive presentn1ent, de-
mand, protest and notice of same, and agree to 
page 7 ~ pay Ten per cent Attorney fees if collected by law, 
or through an attorney. 
J. L. PAYNE. 
P. 0. 
ENDORSED: J. L. and W. K. Payne. 
(Stamped) 
' 
. Pay to the order of ANY BANK, BANKER OR 'rR.UST 
CO. All prior endorsements guaranteed. Sep 91924 STATE 
BANI{ OF PAMPLIN 68-414 Pamplin, Va. S. P. Loving, · 
Cashier. 
By 8. Pierce Loving, Cashier. 
$75.00 interest paid on this note to 1/1 1925. 
$75.00 interest paid on this note ,to 7/1/25 1925. 
By l\£r. Turnbull: . 
Q . .State where the books sho\V they were given credit 
..... 
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for the two notes of $5,000 each on demand. What is that 
you have in your hand now? 
A. The individual ledger. 
Q. Show where l\{r. J. L. Payne, I think it is, got credit 
for those notes? 
A. $10,000 credit on .August 30, 1924, two $5,000 notes. 
This column represents deposits. 
Q. Then this credit given to Mr. J. L. Payne on that date 
was the proceeds of these two $5,000 notes~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
l\{r. Allen : "'bat two $5,000 notes 1 
Mr. Turnbull: The ones I have just referred to, marked 
Exhibits 3 and 4. 
page 8 } l\£r. Allen: Under date of August 30, 1924. 
Bv ~Ir. Turnbull: 
~Q. "\Vhat was the next step? . 
A. These notes stayed in the file until November 10, 1925l 
when the two $5,000 notes numbered 9349 and fl350 were re-
newed by a note sig·ned by S. L. Loving, endorsed by .J. J.J. 
and W. I{. Payne for $10,000. 
Q. Have you that note Y 
A. Note No. 12224. 
Mr. Turnbull: "\Ve introduce that in evidence. 
Note: This paper was marked Exhibit No. 5 and the fol-
lowing is a copy of it. 
EXHIBIT NO. 5. 
"Pamplin, Va., October 1, 1925. 
ON DEMAND af.ter date I promise to 
pay to J. L. & Vv. I{. PAYNE or order, 
without offset EXACTLY TEN TFIOTJS-
AND DOLLARS 00 CENTS EXACTLY 
DOLLARS. 
$10,000.00 
No. 12224 
Due Demand 
Negotiable and payable at STATE BANI<: OF PAn1:PLiN, 
Pamplin, V a. Value received. The drawers and endorsers 
of this Note herelJV waive our benefit to the flomestead 
Exemption as to this debt and also waive presentment, de-
mand, protest and notice of same, and agree to pay Ten per 
; 
/ 
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cent Attorney fees if colleced by law, or through an attor-
ney. 
S. L. LOVING. 
P .. o. 
page· 9 ~ ENDORSED: vV. 1(. Payne. 
J. L. Payne. 
(Stamped) 
Pay to the order of ANY BANI{, B ... t\.NKER OR TRUST 
Co. All prior endorsements guaranteed. April 21 1926. 
STATE BANK OF P A~1PLIN 68-414 Pamplin, ·va. S. P. 
LoVing, Cashier. 
$150.00 interest paid on this note to 1/1/26. 
$300 interest paid on this note to 7/1/27. 
$300 interest paid on this note to 1/1/27. 
$309.00 interest paid on this note to 7/1/27.'' 
A. That note was renewed on November 10, 1 925. 
By the Court: 
Q. The date of the note is October 1, 1925 f 
A. October 1, 1925, is the date of' the note. 
By a Juror: 
Q. Docs that note cover the two $5,000 notes? 
By JHr. Turnbull: 
Q. The question by tl1e juror is, does that $1.0,000 note 
colver the first hvo notes of $5,000 eaeh, dated Angust :JO, 
19241 
A. Yes, this $10,000 note ·went into our file as a renewal 
of the hvo $5,000 notes. 
Q. If ow was that note disposed of ·1 
A. That note stayed in the files until January 27, 1.928, 
and was renewed by two notes numbered 16954 a11d 1()955 
for $5,000 each, payable four months after date, 
page 10 ~ signed J. L. and vV. I(. Payne by J. L. Payne. 
Q. Are these the notes, Exhibits 1 and 21 
A. Those are the notes. 
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Q. Are those the two. notes 'vhich the jury is now looking 
nt, which the bank no'v owns and upon which this suit is 
being brought? 
A. Those two no.tes 'vere in our files when the bank was 
closed and carried as an asset of the bank and represented 
$10,000.00 of the bank's money. 
Q. Have those notes ever been paid Y 
A. No record on our books tha.t those notes have ever been 
paid. 
Q. Do they represent $10,000 of the bank's money? 
A. rr'hey represent $10,000 of the bank's money. 
Q. And they have never been paid to this date? 
A. There is no record on our books that they have ever 
l)een pa.id. 
·Q. No,v, ~Ir. Pugh, when these notes 'vere renewed, the twQ 
notes of August 30, 1924, by the note of October .1, 1925, 
for $10,000, what became of these two $5,000 notes Y Did 
they stay in the bank files or wha.t became of them? 
.A. When that one went into the files these two notes came 
out and were found in Mr. Loving's lock box. 
Q. Was that Mr. Loving's private lock box? 
A. Private· lock box when the bank closed ·on 
page 11 ~ ~fay 5, 1928. 
By the Oourt: 
Q. Mr. Loving, the Cashier? 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Turnbull: 
Q. What about this one? Did it stay in the bank files 
w·hen it "Tas rene,ved by the hvo $5,000 notes T 
.A. T'his note was found in 1vir. Loving's lock box along 
\\rl th the two $5,000 notes. 
Q. In other 'vords, as these notes were renewed, so far 
~s the bank records would sho,v, .they were taken up just 
hke any other rene,val notes and returned to the makers 
· thereof but the bank found them afterwards in ~fr. Loving's 
private box; is that correct? 
A .. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are you familiar 'With .the signatures of the . Messrs. 
Payne? 
A. I would say they were J\fr. Payne's signatures. 
Q. What about those two notes the jury has? Are they 
his signatures, too? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And, as I understand it, these notes are still carried 
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by the bank and represent $10,000 w·hich the bank has lost? 
A. These two, yes, sir. 
Q. Now, Mr. Pugh, your records show those facts tha.t you 
have testified to, do they not f 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 12 } Q. You can trace 'vha t you have said on your 
books? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Suppose yon trace them all through the books, just as 
you have sta.ted. The books are here. 
A. You want to show it to the jury? 
Q. Yes. 
A. These are the first two $5,000 notes t~at were put in 
on August 30, 1924. These two notes- were· put to ~Ir. J. L. 
Payne's credit on checking account. Those two notes stayed 
in the bank until November 10, 1925, ·when this note here of 
S. L. Loving, endorsed by J. L. and W. K. Payne went into 
the file and that note stayed in there. 
Q. The books yon are exhibiting and showing to the jury 
nnd tracing them on are the regular bank note registers which 
you have in your bank and w:hich you have been using prac-
tically ever .since you have been there' 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And t4ey are the original records of the bankt 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Allen: 
Q. Turn to the note you have discounted, the date that he 
discounted the S. L. Loving note' 
A. That 'vas on November lOth. 
Q. I 'vant to see your book. 
By lVIr. Turnbull : 
Q. You have stated that the two notes now 
page 13 } being sued on came into the bank in place of the 
S. L. Loving note of $10,000 endorsed by J. L. and 
W. K. Payne. Please stat~ 'vhen these .two notes came into 
the bank a.nd this other note went out of the files, as you 
have stated, from the books and show the books to the juryY 
A. These are the two notes that were in our files when 
the bank closed on May 5, notes signed by ,J. L. and W. 1{. 
Payne by J. L. Payne, $5,000, made for four months, notes 
numbered 16954 and No. 16955, $5,000 each. 
Q. They came in the bank when f 
A. January 27; 1928. 
Q. I think you have stated that these two notes were in 
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the hank when the bank was temporarily closed on May 5, 
1928 ; is that correct¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. '¥hen were the notes due f 
A. The notes were due lVIay 28, 1928. 
Q. Yvas demand made upon the Paynes to pay these notes 7 
A. These notes were protested for non-payment on }lay 
28. 
Q. ~{r. Pugh, the bank of Pamplin-:what kind of a bank 
is that-National Bank or State Bankf 
A. State Bank. 
Q. It is engaged in the regular banking business, is it f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q.· And has a charter from the State? 
page 14 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And its business is that of a bank of discount 
and deposit~ 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Now, ~fr. Pugh, 1\Ir. Loving, the cashier of the bank, 
was what relation to the Paynes, do you know7 
A. Their nephew, I think. 
Q. Did the cashier have a bond f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you remember the amount of that bond 1 
A. It was $20,000. 
Q. Has the bonding company paid anything on that bond 
and, if so, please state what items the bonding company 
paid to cover losses? 
A. The bonding company has paid $15,577.05 'vhich in-
cluded ten thousand dollars of Tucker, 0. 0. Tucker's notes 
and our bond account, the bank's bond account of $5,100 .they 
paid. 
Q·. What bonds did that co~rer that he had abstracted~ 
A. One bond of Continental Investment Company, $1,000; 
J{nowleton First ~fortgag·e Bond of $1,000 and Standard 
:M~ortgage Company $1,000, United 8tates Liberties $1,800 
and coupons of Blackstone l\filita.ty Academy $300. 
Q. "\Vhat else- did the bonding company pay 1 
A. The differenee represented cash and extraetions on Feb-
ruary 29, 1928, for $250 and eash items of ~fr. S. P. Loving, 
Cashier, $27.05 and the difference in a certificate of deposit 
on Vl. E. Brightwell of $200. 
page 15 ~ Q. ~faking a total of ho'v much? 
A. $15,577.05. 
Q. Are any of those items 'vhieh you have read in any 
way connected with or has the bonding company in any way 
/ 
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paid to the bank anything because of the loss susta,ined on 
these Payne notes 1 · 
A. No, sir. 
Q. There has been a suit brought ag·ainst the bonding com-
pany, I believe, in the County of Appomattox for the dif-
ference between -that amount and the amount of the bond; 
is that true? 
A. Yes. 
Q. On what item is this suit brought 1 
l\fr. Allen: I objec.t .to that, if your Honor please. Tho 
record is the best evidence. 
1\IIr. Turnbull: One of the grounds of defense is that the 
bonding company has paid all of these items read and I think 
we have a right therefore. to show these things. 
The Court: To show the claim on which the suit in Appo-
mattox is pending is not this item 7 I think you certainly 
have a right to show that. 
l\fr. Allen: He ought to show that by the best evidence 
which is the record or some certified copy from the record. 
The Court: I think if this \vitness knows of his 
page 1.6 ~ own knowledge what that suit was brought to re-
cover, he can testify. 
1\fr. Allen: ·vve save the point. 
Bv l\ir. Turnbull: 
·Q. You testified in this case in Appomattox? 
A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. You know of your own knowledge what items that suit. 
in .Appomattox was supposed to recover 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. \Vas that in any way connected with the loss of these 
two notes on which we are suing now f 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Can you state what the suit in Appomattox was brought 
on, what items 1 
l\fr. Allen: "VV e think the records are the best evidence. 
The Court: I have already ruled on the question of neces-
sity for producing the record but I don't see the materiality 
of your last question. · 
J\fr. Turnbull: I will withdraw the question. 
By ~rr. Turnbull: 
Q. Then, as I understand it, ::\~[r. Pugh, the bonding com-
pany has not paid anything to the bank nor is the bank seck-
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ing to recover in the suit now pending against the bonding 
company anything which is lost because of these two Payne 
notesf 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And, as I understand it further from your 
page 17 ~ testimony, thes·e notes are still carrie.d in the bank 
:as part of its assets and represent $10,000 '~hich 
the banlr loaned Y 
A. ·These two $5,000 notes were, on May 5, 1925, when the 
hank closed, carried as · $10,000 assets of the bank. 
Q. They are still carried on your books and, of course, 
the notes are here in court as an asset of the bank f 
.A. They are not carried on our books there now. 
Q. What have you done with them Y 
A. The bank examiner han us charge them off. 
Q. The bank examiner has made you charge off those two 
notes but still the bank is out of that $10,0001 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The bank examiner, as I understand you, made you 
charge those notes off and every other disputed item when 
you were allowed to reopen after you closed this lVIay? 
- A. Yes. 
Q. And tl1ese, along with some other items of disputed and 
doubtful paper, were charged off at that time? 
A. Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXA~1INATION. 
By Mr. Allen: 
Q. Mr. Pugh, I understood you to say in your direct exanli-
nation that these hvo $5,000 notes represent a loss to the 
bank of $10,000. IIo,v did the bank lose t~1at moneyY 
A. These two $5,000 notes, Number 9349 and 9350 were 
put to 1\ir. J. L. Payne's credit and he checked 
page 18 ~ this money out and there is no record on our 
books to sho'v that they l1ave ever been paid. 
Q. I understood you to very carefully state twice that 
there is no record on our books that these notes have ever 
been paid. You do not mean to say that the notes have 
not, in fact, been paid? 
A. I say there is no record that the bank has ever gotten 
,credit for these two $5,000 notes. 
Q. But .still in your own mind you are not prepared to 
say that the notes have not, in fact, been paid? 
A. I just said that the bank had never gotten credit for 
them. 
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Q. I understood you to say that there was no record in 
the bank that the notes had been paid. That is all true. 
I am asking you about that. I will ask you this, if some.· 
of the records of that bank weren't falsified f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So then you are not prepared to say that your records 
are correct with reference to whether or not these notes 
have, in fact, been paid Y 
A. I am going by the records of the bank entirely and 
there is no record that I can find that these notes have ever 
been paid. 
Q. You have two notes there that you have just ref~n·ed 
to as the Tucker notes. There was no record in your bank 
that those notes had been paid but you found out 
pag·e. 19 ~ that they had, in fact, been paid, didn't you, and 
you delivered the notes to Mr. Tucker? 
A. I think the Board of Directors satisfied themselves 
that 1\{r. Tucker didn't owe the $10,000. 
Q. But the bank records did sho'v that Mr. Tucker did 
owe it $10,000. That is true, isn't it1 · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 1\{r. Pugh, isn't it a fact tha.t the only difference be-
tween the Tucker transaction and the Pavne transaction is 
that S. Pierce Loving was a nephe'v of the Paynes and if he 
had not been a nephew of the Paynes you would have de-
Hvered the Paynes their notes just as you delivered Mr. 
~rucker his ? 
A. :i\Iessrs. Payne never have shown us where they had any 
record that they ·had ever been paid these notes and our 
records at the bank didn't show that they had been paid. 
Q. Well, that was true with reference to 1\fr. Tucker, too? 
A. :i\Ir. Tucker satisfied the Board of Directors that he had 
paid this $10,000. . 
Q. Didn't ~fr. Payne tell you that he· had paid this $10,000 
also and show you .vouchers where he had paid all of his in-
debtedness? 
A. I haven't seen any vouchers tha.t I\'[r. Payne has. 
Q. Didn't your bank have ft certified public accountant come 
there and examine the affairs of the bank and didn't they 
report to your bank that these $10,000 notes signed by the 
Paynes represent a shortage in the loans in that 
page 20 ~ amount? 
1\fr. Turnbull: Read what tl1e certified public accountant 
said. 
Mr. Allen: I am examining the witness now. 
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The Court: You are asking for what the accountant said. 
There is no better evidence than the ·accountant's own 'vrit-
ten statement of what he said. 
A. ''Current loans were found to be short $10,000 by reason 
of two notes of J. L. and W. 1{. Payne, Nos. 16954 and 16955 
for $51000 each, dated January 28, 1928, due :1\fay 28, 1928. 
'J.1he cashier claims that these notes should not be paid/ by 
the maker and the maker disputes their validity. The notes 
carry a genuine signature of J. L. and W. IC Payne by J. L. 
Payne and are endorsed by the makers. It has been the 
custom of these parties to leave "rith the cashier, S. Pierce 
I..~oving, blank notes signed and endorsed so that as their 
checking account required it they could be completed by the 
cashier and the proceeds of the loans credited to their check-
ing account. The bank's records show-
By ~fr. Allen : 
Q. You have already testified to that. 
Mr. Turnbull: I want him to read it all. 
A. The bank's records sho'v these two notes came into 
the bank January 27, 1928, having been used. to pay a note of 
S. L. Loving, No. 12224, dated October 1, 1925, due on de-
mand, endorsed by W. IC Payne and ,J. L. Payne. 
page 21 ~ The S. L. Loving note came into the bank No-
vember 10, 1925, being used to pay notes num-
bered 9349 and 9350, dated August 30, 1924, each for $5,000, 
due on demand, made by J. L. Payne and endorsed by W. K. 
Payne, the proceeds of which 'vere credited to the checking 
account of J. L. Payne, Fair Bluff, North Carolina, August 
30, 1924, a direct line back to the· J. L. Payne notes which 
were acquired for :value and thus established that ~Ir. Payne, 
whom we interviewed, disclaims responsibility for payment. 
He states from memory that in ,June or July of 1925 his en-
tire indebtedness was paid to the bank. The records sho'v 
a payment of $20,000 on August 7, 1925, $5,000 additional 
paid on September 3~ 1925. These payments closed the fol- . 
lowing notes: No. 9~26, date 10/26/24, due 2,16/25, amount 
$10,000; No. 10246, date 12/31/24, due on demand, amount 
$5,000. No. 11141, date 5/6/25 due 9/27/25, $10,000, total 
$25,000. 
By Nir. Allen: 
·Q. Read on the balance of it that refers to tlw Payne notes. 
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A. i' The record docs not reveal the payment of notes num-
bered 9349 and 9350 which are the origin of the presept dis-
puted notes numbered 16954 and 16955. The cashier claims 
$5,000 of the Payne obligation is not ow·ing by the Paynes 
for the reason that a personal obligation of his to the Paynes 
'vas used as an offset for that much of their obligation to 
the bank and that the remaining $5,000 is in doubt and prob-
ably owed l1y the Paynes. 1\Ir. Payne, when inter-
page 22 ~ viewed, could recall nothing of the personal obli-
gation 'vhich is supposed to have been settled about 
the time the S. L. Loving note No. 12224 was accepted into 
the bank. The cashier has admitted his responsibility to 
the bank for the entire $10,000. '' 
1\fr. Turnbull: Is that all about the Paynes 1 
1\fr. Allen: That is all at this point. 
By :Nir. Allen: 
Q. Now, 1fr. Pugh, turn to Exhibit ''C" of that same audit 
and see if you do not find the Otis Tueker note and the Payne 
note placed in tl1e same elass and both listed under the sum-
mary of shortages in the loans and discounts? 
1\fr. 'Veaver: vVe object to that question. 'Ve think it is 
immaterial to the issue here. 
1\Ir. Turnbull: vVe don't N1ink that the Tucker notes have 
got anything to do with it and the way the auditor reported 
them. 'Ve don't see ho'v that has anything to do with the 
issue here. The question here is are the Paynes liable on 
these notes. The fact that their nephe·w, 1\fr. Loving, stole 
$36,000 of which $10,000 was their notes, the other $26,000 
we don't think has lftnything to do with it except insofar a.s 
whether or not the bonding company has paid it and that is 
the question. 
'J.1he Court: That seems right to me, sir. I don't see the 
materiality of the Tuc.kcr transaction. 
. 1\Ir. Allen: vVe 'vant to be heard ju.st a minute 
page 23 r on that. 
The Court: Gentlemen of the jury, go outside 
a ·few minutes. 
Note: The jury retired. 
1\Ir. Allen: The first mention of the Tucker note was 
brought in lly tl1is witness. Of course, that doesn't make the 
fJUestion of the Tucker notes or the circumstances of the 
rrucker transaction· material here. 
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The Court: The first mention of it 'vas in response to a 
questipn from you, was it not? 
1\f.r. Allen: I think you are mistaken. . 
Mr. 'f'urnbull: As a matter of fact, he did, in response 
to a question from me, state 'vhat the bonding company items 
were that they paid. . 
Mr. Allen: This "ritness says or has admitted that the 
Tucker notes were not. valued and represented a shortage, 
hut he _states that t·he Payne notes are obligations which 
the Paynes owe to the bank. I asked him if they did not 
employ auditors to audit the affairs of ·the books and if that 
auditor didn't place the Payne nqte in the same category that 
the auditor had placed the Tucker notes, that is to sho,v, 
if your Honor pleases, that the Payne note did represent 
a defalcation exactly as the Tucker notes did and, in addition 
to that, the bank ~examiner has .subsequently made them 
charge the Payne notes off. We don't eare anything about 
the Tucker notes. You can erase the Tucker notes 
page 24 ~ off, if you want to, but we are entitled to sho'v 
that his own auditor has certainly placed the 
Payne notes in the class of shortages among the loans and 
discounts. 
The Court: I don't think the jury would have a right to 
decide this question on the testimony of an auditor 'vho is not 
here. The objection is overruled. . 
1\fr. Early: When 've went in this case 've knew that the 
records of the State Bank of Pamplin would show that these 
two notes were valid notes. We have got to disprove the 
records of the State Bank of Pamplin. In order to do that 
it looks to me like we haYe a. right to show that this is not 
the only transaction in 'vhich the records of the State Bank 
of PampHn are false, that. we 'vould hatve the right to show 
that other notes in that bank, shown as valid obligations to 
the bank were not valid obligations. It looks like on that 
ground 've would have a right to sho·w this. 
The Court: I am satisfied in my mind, gentlemen, that 
these plaintiffs here should not be eredited in any way by the 
'vay the bank has handled some other claim not connected. with 
tl1at. Bring the jury baek. 
1\fr. Allen: We save the point on the ground stated. 
Note : The jury returned. 
Bv ~{r. Allen: 
~ Q. You· said you had eharged these notes off, the· 
page 25 ~ notes you were suing on' 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Why did you charge them off' ~ 
A. The bank examiner required that every penny of the 
shortage be made good before we could open up. 
Q. And you regarded this as a shortage? 
A. The $10,000 of Payne's Y 
Q. Yes. 
1v[r. Turnbull: Does your Honor think that is proper! 
The Court: Yes, sir, on· cross examination. 
By Mr. Allen: 
· Q. That is true, isn't itY 
A. I will ask you to repeat the question. 
By the Court : 
Q. The question was-so you regarded the $10,000 as a 
shortage of the bank, did you f 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Allen: 
Q. Didn't you make a claim on the bonding company for 
this as a shortage Y 
A. Yes, sir, that "ras included in the claim. 
Q. The bonding company declined, as I understand, to pay 
anything on account of this shortage¥ 
A. They declined to pay anything on the $10,000 of Payne. 
· Q. And after tha.t you protested the notes for non-pay-
ment and decided to bring ·suit on them? 
A. The notes were protested on the 28th of ~Iay, 
page 26 ~ 1928. The da,te that the bonding company made 
t·hat settlement-I don't remember the date. 
Q. You held the notes from January, 1928. When were 
the notes due Y 
A. The notes 'vere due J\:lay 28, 1928. 
Q. You did not make any claim on the Paynes, that is 
you did not bring any suit on the· notes until after the bond-
ing company had declined to pay them Y 
J\:lr. Turnbull: I don't think that rs a proper question. 
The Court : I think so. 
J\:lr. Turnbull: We save the point. 
A. No, there wasn't any suit brought until after the bond-
ing company paid the fifteen thousand some odd dollars. 
Q. And declined to pay any more f 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. What was- the amount of your bond at that time 1 
A. $20,000. 
Q. Mr. Pugh, at the time of the transaction with the Paynes 
who was cashier of your bank? 
A. Mr. S. Pierce Loving 'va.s cashier. 
~· He had full charge of the matter of making loans and 
discounts? 
A. Under the supervision of the directors. 
Q. Your directors had extended the Paynes a line of credit 
up to some thirty-five or forty thousand dollars, 
page 27 ~ hadn't they¥ . 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And 1\fr. Loving· had ample authority to receive the 
notes of the Paynes and discount them up to that amount 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And in discounting the notes of the Paynes he was the 
sole representative of the bank in the matter of receiving 
and discounting these notes after they had granted the Paynes 
that line of credit Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You stated something with reference to $20,000 having 
been paid by the Paynes. I hand you a draft "r]1icll appears 
to have been drawn by the State Bank of Charlotte County 
upon the Virginia National Bank, Petersburg, Virginia, for 
$20,000, payable to the State Bank of Pamplin. I ''rill ask 
you if you got that money and credited it to the Paynes T 
1\.rfr. "'\:V ea ver: You are offering this check 1 
Mr. Allen: I am going to offer everything there. 
Mr. "'\Vea:ver: We object to everything. 
The Court: Gentlemen of the jury, step outside. 
Note : The jury retired. 
Mr. Allen: I am not going to offer letters from Pettis 
to the Paynes but the letters signed by S. Pierce Loving 
and also from Pettis to Loving will be offered. 
The Court: Pick out what. you are going to offer and if 
· these gentlemen object to it, I will hear you on it 
page 28 ~ and we will go on. 
~ir. Weaver: If your Honor please, these 
checks-,ve don't know tl1at we have any objection to the 
introduction to those but here are a number of letters, I think 
·every one signed by S. Pierce Loving and one letter here is to 
W. H. Pettis, President of the State Bank of Charlotte 
County, one from S. Pierce Loving to J. L. Payne and all 
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of the others addressed to the State Bank of Charlotte 
County, all of them signed by S. Pierce Loving. \Ve object 
to the introduction of these letters in evidence as they are 
utterly foreign to the issues in this case and we_ don't think 
if they were othenvise admissible that this is a competent 
witness through whom to introduce them. V\T e object to them 
'on the further ground that they are not properly identified 
either. 
The Court: You expect to identify them as you offer 
them Y I think they are material after having read them. 
J\Ir. Turnbull: "\Ve save the point for the reason stated. 
Note : The jury returned. 
A. On August 7, 1925, there "rere four notes of $5,000 each 
entered as J. L. and \V. 1{. Payne with no numbers, no de-
scription of the note as being paid. 
By J\ir. Allen : 
Q. You say those notes that appear to have been paid by 
this $20,000 bear no numbers and no deseription·? 
page 29 ~ A. No description on the ledger. 
Q. I hand you a. letter dated Aug-ust 7, 1925, 
which appears to have been signed by S. Pierce Loving, 
Cashier, and I will ask you to look at the .signature to that 
letter and tell me if that is ~ir. Loving's signature~ 
A. That is his signature. 
Q. 'Vill you read that letter to the jury, please? 
A. ''Pamplin, Virginia, August 7, 1925. J.\IIr. W. II. Pet.tis, 
Jr., President, State Bank of Charlotte Cotmty, Drakes 
Branch, Virginia. Dear 1\:fr. Pettis: 'Ve acknowledge re-
ceipt of your Petersburg draft for $20,000 to be applied as 
credit on the indebtedness of J. L. and ,V. 1{. Pavne to ns. 
The notes for which this draft are intended to co,;er are all 
rc-cliseounted 'vith our correspondents and the collateral se-
curing the papers held by the same bank. V\T e are recalling 
the paper today and will mail collateral to you within the 
next fe"r days. \Ve are instructed in a letter from J. L. 
and ,Y. 1{. Payne of August 1st to mail cancelled notes to 
J. L. Payne at Fair Bluff, North Carolina. Yours very 
truly S. Pierce Loving, Cashier." 
Q. Now, I will ask you to look at a letter dated August 
19, 1925, which appears to bear the sig-nature of S. Pierce 
Loving, your cashier, and tell me if that is his signature 1 
and if it is read the letter to the jury 1 
.... -
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A. Yes, sir. ''Pamplin, Virginia, August 19, 
page 30 ~ 1925. State Bank of Charlotte County, Inc., 
Drakes Branch, Virginia. Gentlemen: "\Ve en-
close collateral as listed below 'vhich we have been holding 
as security for the indebtedness of :M~essrs. J. L. and W. ]{ .. 
Payne: One hundred and eight tobacco storage receipts, 
certificates for one hundred shares preferred stock, Tobacco 
'l~rading Corporation. "\V e still hold in our files certificate 
for fifty-five shares of Buckingham Tobacco Company as 
security for notes of Messrs. J. L. and W. IC Payne due 
September 27th. We regret the delay in letting you have 
these securities and will thank you to acknowledge receipt. 
Yours very truly, S. Pierce· Loving, Cashier. Registered 
mail." 
Q. Do you }{now the signature of :tvir. W. H. Pettis, J·r., 
of the State Bank of Charlotte County? 
A. I have seen his signature. I have seen his name signed 
to letters. I can't sw·ear it is his .signature. 
Q. Can you state whether or not what appears to he his 
signature to a letter dated August 20, 1925, is his signature? 
A. I reckon that is his signature. I couldn't identify it 
though because I have never seen ~Ir .. Pettis sign his nmne. 
Q. Your bank had transactions with him and received let-
ters from him? 
A. I say that looks like his signature. 
Q. Read that to the jury. 
Mr. Weaver: We object. 
The Court: Unless yon can identify it, of 
page 31 ~ course, you are just \vasting time. 
Mr. Turnbull: We will withdraw the objeetion. 
The Court: You can identify it by members of the jury. 
A. ''August .20, 1925. ~Ir. S. P. Loving, Cashier, State 
Bank of Pamplin, ·virginia. Dear Sir i I am this morning 
in receipt of yours of the 19th inst., enclosing the collateral 
mentioned in your letter ru1d for which I thank you. I under-
stood from l\ir. J. L. Payne, also from your letter of the 
7th inst., that you ·would forward us all of the collateral 
of theirs you have :and I now note that you are 'vithholding 
· the Buckingham stock which I thought would also have been 
forwarded to us. Yours very truly, ,V. H. Pettis, Jr., Presi-
dent." 
By Mr. Allen: 
Q. Now, look at the letter under that which appears to 
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have been signed by S. Pierce Loving and, if that is his 
genuine signature to that letter, please read that letter to 
the .jury? · . 
A. ''Pamplin, ·virginia, August 21, 1925. Mr. W. H. Pettis, 
Jr., President, State Bank of Charlotte County, Inc., Drakes 
Branch, Virginia. Dear Sir: We ha.ve yours of the 20th with 
reference to fifty-five sha.res of Buckingham Tobacco Com-
pany stock 'vhich is held by us as collateral for note of J. L. 
and W. K. Payne for $5,000, due September 27th. In con-
versation with Mr. J. L. Payne just .before he left for South 
Carolina, the writer understood that arrangements had been 
made with you to retire the whole of his indebtedness with 
us, jn which case we, of course, expected to send. 
page 32 ~ you all collateral. If you ·wish to anticipate pay-
ment of the note referred to above, we will be 
glad to send you the stock in question and allo'v you the un-
earned interest on the loan. Yours very truly, S. Pierce 
Loving, Cashier.'' 
Q. Read the letter of August 24, 1925, from your cashier 
to the State Bank of Charlotte County Y 
A. "Pamplin, Virginia, August 24, 1925. State Bank of 
Charlotte County, Inc.., Drakes Branch, Virginia. Gentle-
men: We are requested by Messrs. J. L. and \V. K. Payne 
to credit their note for balance of $5,000 'vith their balance 
subject to check for $1,3_26.33 and to advise you the balance 
then due and that you would for,vard check to us in settle-
ment. We wish to advise that the balance due on this note 
will be $3,673.67 subject to rebate interest on $5,000 from 
Aug-ust 7th and· $5,000 from date check is. received from 
you in payment. Yours very truly, S. Pierce Loving, 
Cashier.'' 
Q. No'v read the letter of August 24, 1925, to ~{r. J. L. 
Payne at Fair Bluff, North Carolina., from your cashier S. 
Pierce Loving, if that is the genuine signature of Mr. Loving 
to that letter. 
A. "Pamplin, Virginia., August 24, 1925. :rvrr. J. L. Payne, 
Fair Bluff, N. C. Dear Uncle Joe: I have yours of the 
22nd inst., and as requested, am advising the State Bank of 
Charlotte County of the balance no'v standing to the credit 
of J. L. and W. K. Payne a.nd also the amount due on your 
·note after applying the ba.lance as a credit on note 
page 33 ~ and a copy of my letter is enclosed here,vith. .Am 
sorry to hear through Somerville that the crop in 
that section is not promising. We ·have had fairly good rains 
recently and the tobacco shows great improvement. With 
best wishes, yours very sincerely, S. Pierce Loving, Cashier.'' 
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Q. I believe you stated you know the signature of 1\{r. 
Pettis or rather you have seen it signed to letters. I hand 
you a letter dated September 2, 1925, to your cashier, signed 
W. H. Pettis, President of the State Bank of Charlotte 
County. If that is the signature of ~Ir. Pettis, I will ask 
you to read that letter to the jury. 
A. "September 2, 1925. ~fr. S. P. Loving, Cashier, State 
Bank of Pamplin, Pamplin, Virginia. Dear Sir: I have 
just returned from my vacation else your letter \Vould have 
had earlier reply, and I beg to ask that you kindly dra\v 
on us for the balance due you by ~Iessrs. J. L. and 1V. K. 
Payne on the $5,000 note, less their checking balance and 
the rebate interest on this note. ICindly attach to this draft 
the note, together wiN1 such collateral as you may hold, and 
\ve will pay this draft, and I beg to remain, ·with kindest 
regards, Yours most sincerely, W. H. Pettis, Jr., President.'' 
Q. No,v, ~fr. Pugh, this letter directs your eashier to dra\v 
on the Paynes for the balance that they O\Ve the State Bank 
of Pamplin. I now hand you a draft which appears to have 
been signed by your bank through your cashier for this 
· balance and I \vill ask you if tha.t is the draft and 
page 34 ~ if it was not collected by your bank. Read the 
draft. 
A. ''Pamplin, Virginia, September 3, 1925. On demand, 
pay to the order of ourselves $3,635.33 for value received 
and charge the same to account of State Bank of Charlotte 
County, Drakes Branch, Virginia, signed State Bank of 
Pamplin by .S. Pierce Loving, Cashier." 
Q. When was tha.t draft paid? · 
A. On September 5. On September 5th. On September 
3rd out books sl1o'v a credit of $5,000, being balance on Note 
No. 11141, J. L. ancl W. J{. Payne. 
Q. That $5,000 there w·as made up of the balance to the 
Paynes' checking account and this draft, wasn't it? 
A. It appears to be. I would haYe to check that up. 
Q. Yon have the Payne checking account. I want you to 
show the jury the balance the Paynes had to checking ac-
count and see if it doesn't correspond. ''That is the balance 
that was to the checking account of J. L. and W. K. Payne 
on September 3, 1925, 'vhen· the account was closed out f 
A. $1,326.33, the balance when he closed his account on 
September 3rd. 
Q. T·hat is the amount referred to in 1\tfr. Loving's letter 
as the amount in the checking· account. I refer to the let-
ter of August 24, 1925, 'vhich you read to the jury and the 
draft whi$:h you have read in evidence constitutes the balance 
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to mal\:e up the last $5,000 note referred to. That 
page 35 ~ is true, isn't it f 
A. Yes, sir, I think so. 
Q. Did J. L. and \V. l{. Payne . do any more business 
with your bank after t·ha.t t 
A. ·we discounted, I think, some personal notes. 
Q. I mean don't your records show that their checking ac-
count was closed out? 
A. Their checking account was closed out. . 
Q. And they did no more business on checking account with 
your bank? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. That last $5,000 there appears to have been paid, Mr. 
Pugh, on September 3rd-5th actually, according to your 
books, 1925, wa.sn 't it 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. The Somerville Loving note of $10,000 did not come 
~nto your bank until after the entire indebtedness of the 
Paynes had been closed out, according to the records from 
which you have testified, that is the letters and drafts? 
A. No, sir, on November 10, 1925, our records show that 
note No. 9349 and note No. 9350 of J. L. and \V. l{. Payne 
for $5,000 each 'vere paid on that elate, November 10, 1925. 
Q. That "rasn 't my question, ~ir. Pug-h. I asked you if it 
isn't a fact that the Somerville Lclving note of $10,000, pay-
able on demand, did not eome into your bank on November 
10, 1925~ 
A. Yes, sir, it eame in on November 10, 1925. 
page 36 ~ Q. And that ·was after this set_tlement with ief-
erence to which you have been testifying had been 
handled? 
A. After that date there,. yes, sir. 
Q. In whose handwriting are the book entries from which 
you have been testifying? 
A. Tl1ese note entries? 
Q. Yes. 
A. ~Ir. Loving, Cashier. 
Q. S. Pierce Loving? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So, then, according to your books, when the Paynes 
endeavored to close out their business and asked for the 
bcllance which they owed the bank and made arrangements 
'vith the State Bank of Charlotte Count)T to pay their entire 
balHnce, your cashier, instead of giving t·hcm these note~ 
which yon claim were the origin of the present notes, said 
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nothing about them but subsequently renewed those notes or 
paid them with the Somerville Loving notes of $.10,000? 
J\.Ir. Turnbull: We object to that question. 
The Court: Overruled. · 
Mr. Turnbull : We save the point. 
A. These two $5,000 notes here on this date came out of 
our :files and were renewed by . the $10,000 note of S. L. 
J.Joving. 
Q. When you speak of rene·wed, you mean that the Somer-
ville Loving· note was simply renewed and sub-
page 37 } sti tuted in the place of the two $5,000 notes f 
A. Yes. 
Q. '1\he Paynes never rene,ved those notes Y Yon don't 
mean that, do you~ 
A. I mean tha.t they 'vere .substituted for these hvo $5,000 
notes of J. L. and W. K. Payne. . 
Q. In other words, you claim that at the time the Paynes 
made their settlement with the bank, these two notes 'vhich 
were discounted on August 30, 1924, ·were in the bank un-
paid~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q .. And that 1\{r. Loving did not include them in the notes 
which were set offY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And as soon as the Paynes settled their entire indebted- . 
ness,. as they thought, then 1\{r. Loving substituted for the 
two Payne· notes. the Somerville Loving note of $10,000, pay-
able on demand. 
1\fr. Weaver: If your Honor please, we object to that 
question as it is apparent that l\1r. Allen, in the form of a 
question, is endeavoring to give testimony before the jury. 
The Court: Objection overruled. 
1\fr. Turnbull: We save the point. 
A. Yes, sir. tl1is was substituted after they made that set-
tlement of $25,000. 
page 38 } By Mr. Allen : 
Q. Why was it tha.t your bank did not tell the 
Pa)TJl es about these notes, these two notes whieh were dis-
counted on August 30, 1924, and which you· say had not 
lJeen paid? · 
A. These notes were drawn on demand. We sent out 
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notices of all our notes that are drawn for a specified length 
of time, thirty, forty ·or sixty day notes, but demand notes 
we do not send out the notices. We charge up the interest -'i 
on these notes every six months and that 'vas the reason 
've hadn't sent out notice to ~fr. Payne on these notes. We 
do not send out notice of demand notes. 
Q. 1\fy question was, Mr. Pugh, when the Paynes asked 
for a statement of their entire indebtedness and told your 
bank that they were going to move their account and wanted 
to close out and settle for everything that they owed your 
bank, why it was that you did not tell them that you then 
held these two notes ~against them. 
A. They settled that with J\tir. Loving as cashier and I don't 
know why he didn't tell them. If they would ask me I could 
have told them the notes were still in o_ur files .and carried 
as an asset of the bank. 
Q. Who paid the interest on them then 1 
A. In 1928 Mr. Loving dre'v a draft on the lVIessrs. Paynes. 
I don't remember the exact amount of the draft, and credited 
it up to interest on those notes. 
Q. Where is the draft~ Where is your evidence 
page 39 ~ of it? 
A. Well, the only evidence I can give you ·was 
where the credit was made on this general ledger. 
Q. You don.'t know then who paid the interestt 
A. The draft was drawn on Messrs. Payne. 
Q. So your books show. Look there and see what your 
books show? . . · 
A. I ha:ven 't got the draft. 
Q. Won't your books show how that interest was paid 
and by whom? 
A. In 1\fr. Loving's handwriting he has credited J. L. and 
W. IC. Payne with $250 interest. 
Q. You don't know whether they paid that or Mr. Loving 
paid that out ,of his pocket, do you? 
A. At that particular time I am positive that a draft was 
drawn on J. L. and W. K. Payne. 
By the Court: 
Q. Are you testifying tha.t from memory or from your 
books or what! 
A. That is just from my memory. 
Q. You remember .seeing a draft? 
A. Seeing a draft that 'vas drawn on J. L. and W. K. 
Payne for that amount.. · 
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By Mr. Turnbull: 
Q. What date was that¥ 
A. That is on J anua.ry 27, 1928. If it ''ras ever paid by 
Mr. Payne, I couldn't say. 
page 40 ~ By ~Ir. Allen : . 
Q. You know that your cashier admitted that he 
kept the interest up on those notes, don't you~ · 
A. I don't kno'v whether he did or not. 
Q. Do you kno'v that? 
A. No, I don't kno,v. 
Q. Didn't he make that statement to you 1 
A. He never made the ·statement to me that he kept the 
interest up. 
Q. Ho'v many notes of S. Pierce Loving to your bank did 
you have in the bank at the time that the Paynes settl-ed their 
account with the bankl 
A. I would have to check these records over to tell you. 
I couldn't tell it "without checking the records. 
Q. I "rill ask you if this isn 't true : You didn't have a 
demand note of S. Pierce Loving No. 11336 dated 6/26/25 
payable on demand for $2,500'1. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, I 'vill ask you if you did not also have at the 
same time a note of .S. Pierce I.Joving in your bank, No. 11361 
dated 6/20/25, due August 19, 1925, for $5,000~ 
A. No. 11361, S. Pierce Loving, $5,000. 
Q. Now, I will ask you if you did not also ·at the same 
time have a note No. 11362, made by S. Pierce Loving, dated 
6/26, 25, due August 25, 1925, for $2,500 ~ · 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 41 } Q. I will ask you if you did not also at the same 
time have in your bank a note No. 11363, signed 
by S. Pierce L~ving, dated 6/14/25, due August 13, 1925, 
for $5,000? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I will ask you if you did not also have in your bank 
at the same time a note-
~Ir. Turnbull: One minute. If your lionor please, w~ 
fail to see the materiality of trying to prove what notes 
1\:Ir. Loving had in the bank at any one particular time. I 
don't see the materiality of that, what notes the bank held. 
~ir. Allen: \Ve can state it to yon mighty quickly. 
The Court : I think the evidence is certainly material under 
the pleas they have filed and under the statements they 
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made that the very debt you are .suing 011 has beeil paid. 
They certainly have a right to show what indebtedness there 
'vas of 1\{r. Payne at the time of settlement. · 
1\fr. Turnbull: 'l'hey are showing the indebtedness of S. 
Pierce Loving at the time of settlement. 
. The Court: I thought these were Payne's notes. You 
say you claim they are Loving's 1 I will hear you on that 
if you want to argue it. Gentlemen, I will excuse you again. 
Note : The jury retired., 
1\!Ir. Allen: Our contention is, if your IIonor please, and 
we expect to introduce evidence to that effect, that 
page 42 ~ at the time the Paynes closed out their account 
with the bank they paid every dollar that they 
owed but that these notes, being blank forms of negotiable 
notes which had been left with 1\fr. Loving to be used to 
cover any over-drafts that might occur on account of the 
Paynes, 'vere still left with Loving. The Paynes asked for 
those notes and l\Ir. Loving stated that he had destroyed 
them. We are going to sho'v that l\fr. Lo"\ring was indebted 
to the bank in a. considerable smn at the time the Paynes 
made their settlement and that after the Paynes had made 
their settlement 1\Ir. Lo!ving used these blank notes here and 
filled them out to take up his own obligations in the bank 
nnd the notes were :filled out, not for the purpose for 'vhich 
the bank was authorized to use them, and were used to take 
up 1\fr. Pierce Loving's personal obligations and l\'Ir. Payne 
never got any benefit from them. We will go back and show 
these notes had their origin in a legitimate transaction, yet 
instead of delivering those legitimate notes to the Paynes 
when they paid all their indebtedness to the bank, they 'vere 
taken up or rather the Somerville Loving $10,000 note was 
substituted for those two $5,000 notes and they had to be 
gotten out of tl1e bank reeords. That is the way it was done. 
vVhen the Somerville Loving demand note of $10,000 was 
· carried for some little time, as long- as the Bank 
page 43 ~ Examiner would allow him to carry a demand note, 
he split that and renew·ed it by signing two more-
filling out two more of these blank notes w·hich the Paynes 
had left there and which 1\fr. Loving said he had destroyed. 
Our proof will be 1hat l\fr. Loving substituted for these notes 
the $10,000 note and still carried the 11otes ·in the hank as 
live obligations 'vhen they had, in fact, been paid hy the 
Paynes. 
------------------ - -- --
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M1\ Turnbull: What has· that got to do with showing 
what indebtedness·Loving o'ved the bank~ 
Mr. Allen: \V e are going to show he took 'up that indebted-
nes·s with the notes. 
Mr. Turnbull: I don't think showing what he owed the 
bank has anything to do with it, granting that statement. 
The Court: Unless he sho·ws 1\ir. Loving was indebted 
to the bank at the time. That is the foundation of the line 
of evidence that he says he is going· to introduce, that he paid 
his own indebtedness with these notes. 
Mr. Turnbull: That is a contradiction of the bank records 
that have been introduced. 
The Court: You are arguing whether he can prove it but 
he has a right to try to prove it if he can. · 
Mr. Turnbull: We save the point. 
Note : The jury returned. 
page 44 ~ By- lvfr. Allen: 
Q. Now, Mr. Pugh, you ha.ve testified that at the 
time of this Payne transaction which we have been talking 
about, 1\'Ir. S. Pierce Loving had in the bank his own notes 
agg-regating $15,000, two $2,500 notes and two $5,tJOO notes. 
Now, I wil1 Rsk ~70U if you did not also have in your bank at 
the same time a note No. 11816 sig·ned by himself, dated 
September 14, 1925, payable on demand, for $1,000~ 
A ... One note for $1,000 payable on demand, .s. Pierce Lov-
ing. 
Q. I will ask you also if you did not at· that time have in 
your bank a note No. 12122 signed by S. P. Loving and Elsie 
J. Loving, dated October 27, 1925, payable on demand for the-
sum of $1,000? 
A. S. Pierce Loving and E. J. Loving, drawn on demand 
for $1,000. 
Q. I will ask you if you did not also at the same time have 
in your bank a note, 12162, signed b~ S. Pierce Loving, b<?al'-
ing· date October 28, 1925, due December 27, 1925, for $5,000? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Can you state whether or not that is a renewal of one 
of the other $5,000 notes¥ 
1vfr. Turnbull: What other $5,000 note~ 
].{r. Allen: One I have already read. 
A. I think those two notes are renewals. I will have to 
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check back in the records, checJr this note register against 
the discount register. 
page 45} By lvir. Allen: 
Q. l\lr. Pugh, there is another note No. 12163 
signed by S. Pierce Loving, bearing date on October 28, 1925, 
which was due on December 27, 1925, for $5,0007 
· A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Those two last notes that I have read, is there anything 
on your note register there to indicate that they are· renewals 
of the former $5,000 notes? 
A. Not on the note register but on the -general ledger-re-
ne,vals. 
Q. It is not on the note register 1 
A. No, sir. 
Q. But on the general ledger. vVhat is on the general ledger. 
there to indicate that those two are renewals of the two 
former $5,000 notes? 
A. We have the numbers of the notes here and entered out 
here is ''Renewal of $5,000 each'', the two notes. 
Q. But the maturity dates of the .first two $5,000 notes, 
comparing them with the dates that the second two $5,000 
notes were paid, doesn't indicate that they were renewals 7 
A. The notes could have been past due. 
Q. But when notes run past due isn't it your custom to 
rlate the renewal on the maurity dates of the notes that are 
being renewed' 
.A. In some cases we date it on the maturity date and in. 
some cases he RflYS up the past due interest on it 
page 46 ~ and 1ve date it from the day it is renewed. 
Q. Isn't it the custom though, to date the re-
newal note the same date that the original note matured so 
that you won't have to pay up any difference in discount'1 
A. That is the custom but we have done it in a number of 
cases, paid up past due interest and dated the note the day 
it was renewed. 
Q. Does your book indicate that was done in this case? I 
will state for your information that the first hvo $5,000 notes 
-one was due on October 19, 1925, and the other one was 
due on October 28, 1925, and the last two $5,000 notes that 
I asked yon about were dated October 28, 1925, both of them 
bearing the same date. Can you state whether the last two 
'vere renewals of the first two f I believe you stated that 
your note register did not jndicate? 
A. I will have to check this note ledger against the note 
register before r can say. 
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Q. Your note register does not indicate they were not re-
newed¥ 
A. No. 
Q. It is a fact that the note register does indicate gen-
erally whether notes are renewals or not. You have the word 
"R" written- by each note that is a renewal'! 
A. M:r. Loving was keeping this note register at that time 
and he did not indicate on any of them there, renewals or 
new notes. 
page 47 ~ Q. The S. L. Loving note of $10,000 which you 
say was substituted for the hvo Payne notes of 
$5,000 indiea.tes that was a renewal, doesn't it~ That is No. 
12224, bearing date on October 1, 19251 
A. If you will come here I will show you. 
Q. Tell the jury what i_s there. 
A. You are asking why it was that it don't show renewal 
or new note. You will notice nowhere back here either re-
newals or new notes. From here on you will find them marked 
renewal or new note. 
Q. Well, from about October 1, 1925, it sho,vs renewals and 
!new notes, too, doesn't it? Go to October 1, 1925·, and see 
from that point if it isn't indicated by the letter "R". Go 
to No. 12224, S'. L. Loving? 
A.. That is this note right here, 12224. 
Q. Doesn't that show? 
A. Yes, sir, you will notice on November 6th th~y started 
marking it ne·w note or renewal note. 
By 1\tir. Turnbull: 
·Q. November 6th of what yeart 
A. 1925. 
By 1\{r. Allen: 
Q. Now, you say that prior to '26 your note register did 
now show where the notes were renewals or originals. Jio'v 
then can you trace the present note which you are suing on 
back to August, 1924f 
page 48 ~ A. By this ledger, g·eneral ledger. 
Q. Have you answered the question definitely 
''"hether or not the last two $5,000 notes which I asked you 
about, made by S. Pierce :Loving, one being· 12162, dated Oc-
tober 28, 1925, due December 27, 1925, and the other being 
No. 12163, hearing the same date, clue on same date, were 
renewals of the two former $5,000 notes or not? 
A. I 'vould have to check back throug-h here, through this 
general ledger against the note register to find oht. 
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Q. And you haven't done that T 
A.. No, sir. 
Q. Well then, if they are not renewals, S. P. Loving, your 
cashier, was indebted to 11 the bank on his own individual ob-
ligations at the time of[ the last Payne transaction in the 
sum of $17,000, wasn't lie¥ If they were renewals it would 
be $17,000 and if those ]ast two notes were not renewals S. 
Pierce Loving's person~! indebtedness would be $27,000~ 
A.. I would have to cl1eck back over all of these records, 
1\fr. Allen, to make a definite answer to that question. 
Q. Mr. Pugh, you can h.nswer the question the way I asked 
you. There 'vas no question about any of the notes except 
the last two $5,000 notes. You stated you did not kno'v 
whether those two w·ere renewals of the former $5,000 notes 
or not. I say if they are renewals, then ~Ir. Pierce Loving's 
personal indebtedness to :the bank at the time you are speak-
ing of was $1:7,000, wasn't it 1 
page 49 ~ A. I couldn't say that because from the time 
those notes up there have been put in the bank he 
might have paid some of these notes that you have here. 
Q. You said they were in the bank at the time of the trans-
action~ 
, A. I said those notes 'vent in the bank on the dates that 
you have here. I didn't say that they hadn't been paid or 
renewed. 
Q. Can you look and tell us 1 
A. I will have to check this note register against the di~-· 
count ledger and it will take sometime. 
The Court: You are asking for information that he can't 
,give without stopping to investigate the books. 
l\Ir. Allen : We would like to know the personal indebted-
ness and which of it was paid just about the time of the trans-
actions of the Paynes. 
r:rhe Court: I unde1·stand the witness can't give it to you 
unless you give him time to stop and check over certain ac-
count~. on the books. 
By :Nir. Turnbull·: 
Q. How long would it take you to do that? 
.A ... To check that record over from the beginning it would 
take me at least two or three hours, to check over lHr. Lov-
ing·'s note account. 
pag·e 50 } By :i\rlr. Allen: 
Q. I will leave that now aKd ask you to do it at. 
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lunch hour and ask you a bout something else. Yon stated a 
moment ago, 1\Ir. Pugh, on your direct examination, that tlJe 
S. L. Loving note of $10,000 was discounted on November 
10, 1925. You appear to be looking at the note register. I 
will ask you to look at the note register and ask if it shows 
any date as to 'vhen that note was discounted 7 
A. You mean the day that the note was handled at the 
hank? 
Q. YesY 
A. November 9, 1925. 
Q. 'Vhat .is the date of the note as it appears on y\)ur 
registerY 
A. October 1st. 
Q. That note had never been in the bank before' 
A. This $10,-000 note had never been in the bank. 
Q. And it was not a renewal of any obligation, prior obli-
gation of S. L. LovingY-
A. It would be a substitution of the two $5,000 notes of 
Messrs. Payne, 9330 and 9349. 
Q. Mr. Pugh, from the date that the Paynes settled their 
indebtedness in September, 1925, up until the date that these 
two notes came in the bank in January, 1928, your note reg-
ister does not show that you discounted a single note for the 
Paynes, does it¥ 
A. I think ··we discounted probably a small note, 
page 51 } wasn't it, 1\Ir. rayne? 
Q. I mean outside of that. I am speaking of big 
notes. The only transaction your note register shows is a 
small note that you speak of? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you say those hvo last notes on which you are no'v 
suing· were put in there to tak~ up the S. L. Loving note Y 
. A. Yes, sir. -· 
·Q. vVhich, in turn, had been substituted for the two Payne 
notes that were discounted in August, 19247 
A. August 30, 1924. 
Q. Has the bank recovered anything· from Pierce Loving's 
. estate to ·apply on these notes or on Pierce· Loving's obli-
gations to the bank¥ 
A. Yes, sir. I don't know exactly how much they have 
collected from his estate. - I had a statement of it made off 
but I don't think I have it over here. 
Q. Do you know approximately? 
A. I could find out from Mr. Franklin. 
Q. At your lunch hour, will you find that out for us 2 
A. Yes, sir. · 
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Q. And also check your books up as to the dates of pay..::~ 
ment~ of any of the Pierce Loving oblig-ations in your ba~,· 
that IS the payments subsequent to August, 1925. You will 
recaU that I asked you about obligations of S. Pierce Loving 
to your bank aggregating $27,000 and described 
page 52 } the obligations to you and can give you a memo-
randum· of them if you wish. '¥hat I want to know 
is what your books show with reference to when and how 
these obligations were paid, if any of them were paid. 
A. From what date¥ 
Q. From August, 1924, down to the time that the notes we 
are suing on came into the bank, January 27th or 28th. 
l\fr. Turnbull: I don't think it would be possible for the 
'vitness to do that except by agreeing roughly that such and 
such dates he owed roughly so much money. You know 
roughly how much he owed and so do I. 
1\fr. Allen: We tried to facilitate this matter all we could 
and I am not criticizing 1vir. Turnbull at all for it, but we. 
had process issued for these books to be brought here yes-
tEn·day morning at ten o'clock and there was some mistake 
on their part as to the date. Instead of .reading the sum-
mons, the bank officials just a.sstm1ed it meant today and con-
sequently we are getting here now what we were not able 
to get yesterday as we had anticipated. 
1vlr. Turnbull: By two o'clock we had the books here. At 
. 1 :30 we had them here, but we carried them to Victoria. 
'Vhat I am after, what difference does it make whether it is 
ififteen thousand or twenty-two thousand; if you can say it 
is rong·hly sixteen thousand dollars, won't that 
page 53 ~ answer? 
Mr. Allen: If he could say roughly how the clif-
f erence was. paid. 
lVIr. Turnbull: I don't think he could say that. About 
$18,000 of them,.I understand, when the bank closed and they 
are there yet. That is my recollection of it. 
The ·Court: All I can say about that is that I cannot stop 
the trial to allow any exhaustive examination of the books at 
this time. You will have to get on. You had time before the 
case was tried to have any examination of the books made 
that was necessary. We will have to go on with the case with 
reasonable dispatch. 
l\fr. Allen: I was going to state, if your Honor please, 
that we wrote to these gentlemen some little time before the 
trial and asked them if they would allow us to examine these 
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books '"ithout regular process and they said they would 
not . 
. l1:r. Turnbull: Your letter was answered by return mail. 
Mr. Allen: ·vVe had process issued and there is no method 
known to the law whereby we can get access to them with-
out making them bring them into court, and we had that 
process issued requiring them to bring them to court here 
yesterday at ten o'clock and we 'vere here for that purpose 
and they didn't bring· the books. It isn't our fault. 
The Court: I am not quarreling with you. I am stating 
to you that the trial of the case, after you an-
page 54 ~ nounced yourself ready, can't be delayed in order 
to have an examination of the books. 
RE-DIRECT EXA1\£INATION. 
By 1\fr. Turnbull: 
Q. 1\{r. Pugh, could you tell me to the total amount of the 
defalcations of 1\Ir. Loving in round figures as shown by the 
audit~ You have it there somewhere? 
A. You had my audit. I don't kno'v what you did with it. 
The total amount in round figures is around $36,500. 
Q. Now, 1\fr. Pug·h, as I understand it, the Board of Direc-
tors of your bank passed on every note which came into the 
bank or· allowed the cashier to discount notes up to a cer-
tain amount; is that correct? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I think you stated that the total amount or line of the 
Paynes was $40,000 i 
A. $40,000, yes. 
Q. \Vas there ever at any time in the bank, no matter from 
what source they came, notes of the Paynes in excess of the 
line of $40,000 granted them by the directors t . 
A. No, sir. 
Q. The Loving· that you speak of as Somerville Loving; tl1at 
is S. L. Loving, isn't it¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. \Vas his note for $10,000 which you mentioned endorsed 
by the Paynes, 1\ir. vV. IC. and J. L. Payne~ 
page 55 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So indirectly they were liable for that note, 
were they not~ · 
A. Yesl sir. 
Q. As ~ndorsers ¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. On what date was this Somerville Loving nota put 111 
the bank1 
The Court : He said it was put in the bank on the lOth of 
November, 1925. 
By 1\:Ir. Turnbull: 
Q. Will you look on the books and show me the exact date, 
which I didn't catch, when the interest was paid on these 
notes by draft on the Paynes and give me the exact amount 
of the draft 1 · 
A. On January 27, 1928, credit J. L. and W. K. Payne and 
the credit was $250 interest. 
Q. You said that you had a r.~ollection that a draft was 
drawn on the Paynes for that amount 1 
A. I have no record of that here but, as well as I remem-
ber, I think I remember seeing a draft drawn on J. L. and 
W. I{. Payne about that time for $250. 
Q. Do you recall on what bank the bank draft 'vas drawn ·1 
A. State Bank of Charlotte County. 
Q. Is that the bank at Drakes Branch 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 56 ~ Q. Now, ~fr. Pugh, do you remember how much 
~fr. Loving was indebted in round figures t.o the 
bank when the bank was closed temporarily, I think, lviay 5, 
1928, and, if so, how much collateral in round 1igures he had 
up against it 1 
A. I think it was around $16,000 that ~Ir. Loving owed at 
the time the bank was closed. 
Q. And how much was his collateral in round numbers 
put up to secure th,ose loans~ 
A. I would say rig·ht around sixteen or seventeen thousand 
dollars. 
Q. You stated there that your books show up to a certain 
date when those notes were new notes and when thev were re-
newal notes and afterwards for a certain period of ~time they 
did not show whether they were renewal notes or new uotes. 
"\Vhy was that? 
A. 1\ir. Loving kept tliis note register, wrote it up himself 
and when I started to wTite it up he told me to mark them 
renewed or new notes~ whichever it was. 
Q. But he did not do it 'vhen he kept it himself t 
A. No, sir. 
Q. 'Vhen everything is said and done, has anything beeu 
paid to the bank on these two notes upon which we ure now 
suing? 
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A. Our record doesn't show that these two notes have ever 
been paid. 
Q. Or anything paid on them, no credit~ 
A. No credit at all on these two five thousand 
page 57 ~ dollar notes due 1\fay :!8, 1928. 
Q. Your recnrds do show, however, that the 
Paynes were credited for the original note in full from which 
these notes came~ 
A. Our records show that J. L. Payne's account was cred-
ited with the two $5,000 notes on Aug·ust 30, 1925. 
RE-CROSS EXA.MINATION . 
.By Mr. Allen: 
Q .. Mr. Turnbull asked you just a moment ago to give the 
aggTegate of the shortages in th~~ bank due to 1\fr. Loving's 
. defalcation. You stated it was around $36,000. I will ask 
you if these two Pay.ne notes were included in that sum that 
you mentioned~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did the Paynes have any :3ollateral up for those two 
notes after September, 1925? 
A. No, I never saw any collateral. 
Q. And there 'vas none in the bank when the bank closed f 
A. No, sir. i 
Q. But up until September, 19;m, when they endeavored to 
close out their business there, yo 1u did have considerable col-
lateral to secure their indebtedhess? 
A. I never did see any collateral at all that 1\{r. Payne 
ha.d. , I 
Q. Yon know there was collat6~ral there. You have heard 
testimony this mon1inig in reference to it? 
page 58 ~ A. Just by your leHers there is the only way· I 
know there was any ~~olla teral. 
I 
At 12:30 P. 1\L a recess was I taken until 1:30 P. 1\IL· for 
lunch. i 
, I 
page 59 ~ AFTERNOON S~E.SSION. 
Charlotte Court I-IoliSe, Va., September 6, 1929. 
1\{et at the expiration of the r~cess. 
Present: Same parties as hm·etofore noted. 
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T. R. PUGH, 
recalled for further cross examination, testified as follows: 
Examined by ~Ir. Allen: 
Q. Mr. Pugh, turn to your general ledger there where the 
$20,000 was paid to your bank by the Paynes. What does 
that show~ 
A~ It shows that Payne paid four $5,000 notes. 
Q. On what date~ 
A. August 7, 1925. 
Q. Turn to your ledger where they paid the balance of 
$5,000 and read exactly what that says. .What is the date 
first! -
A. September 3, 1925. !.fessrs. Payne paid the balance-
Q. Read what the book says now exactly. 
A. "Note No. 11141, J. L. and W. K. Payne, balance 
$5,000. ,, 
Q. Did you say that the note which you claim to be the 
origin of this transaction came out of l{r. Loving's private 
lock boxY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you find any printed blank forms there with the 
signatures of the Paynes on them? 
A. Notes! 
Q. Yes? 
page 60 ~ Q. Ho'v many? 
A. I think there were five blank notes. 
Q. ""\Vere you present when some of those forms we·re de-
livered or brought to the bank! 
A. No, I knew nothing about those notes being in ~{r. 
Loving's lock box. 
Q. Were you present when the Paynes brought these notes 
to the bank and instructed your cashier to fill them out for 
such amounts as may be necessary in the ev~t their account 
showed an overdraft and discount them and credit them with 
the proceeds? 
A. I was present several times when ~Ir. Payne was over 
there at the bank but so far as knowing he left any notes 
signed in blank, I didn't know that he left them. 
Q. Weren't you present with Mr. Brightwell and also Mr. 
Pierce Loving when the ·P·aynes made arrangements about 
_getting this line of credit and left these blank notes there 
for that purpose! 
A. No, sir, I was not present. 
Q. When did you first hear that? 
A. First hear about these notes being there? 
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Q. Hear about the Paynes leaving blank notes there to be 
used to cover overdrafts.? 
A. When the bank closed 1\fay 5th, when the bank examine1· 
went into 1\fr. Loving's personal lock box and found notes 
in there. 
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they were left there T 
A. I didn't kno\v what purpose they were left there for. 
That was the :first I knew of the notes being there. 
Q. Mr. Pugh, do you remember in the fall of 1924 lvlr. J. 
L. Payne came to your bank and you and :.Mr. Brightwell 
were present with ~ir. Loving when 1\Ir. Payne discussed 
this matter with 1\fr. Loving and left these notes 7 
A. I have never been present. with ~fr. Loving and Mr. 
Payne when they discussed any business matters about bor-
rowing any money. 
Q. Were you present on the occasion when these notes were 
brought there and left for the purpose stated¥ 
A. I was in the hank there and I might have been there on 
that date but I didn't not know that ~Ir. Payne left the 
blank notes there. 
Q. You deny knowing anything about that¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
By ~fr. Turnbull: 
Q. Did you ever hear of any arrangement having been ronde 
whereby the Paynes were allowed to over-check and leave 
blank knotes for lVIr. Loving to fill in to cover their over-
drafts in your life~ 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You never have heard of it at all until this suit was 
brought, have you t 
page 62 ~ A. No, sir. 
By 1\:fr. Allen: 
Q. You kno·w it to be a fact that that was done and some 
of those notes were discounted? 
A. I knew that 1\fr. P~yne's account was overdrawn there 
and be took care of the overdraft. I don't know whether it 
was that fall or not. 
Q. But from time to time at various· times notes which they 
left there to be discounted were discounted and put to the 
credit of the Paynes f 
A. I know 1\Ir. Payne's account was credited several times 
with loans through notes. 
Q. I hand you two letters, one dated December 8, 1923, 
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and the other November 30, 1923, apparently signed by S. P. 
Loving and ask you if this is his sig11a ture to these letters 
and, if so, read the letters~ 
A. This is Ivlr. Loving's signature all right. "Pamplin, 
Virginia, December 8, 1923. Ivlessrs. J. L. and vV. 1(. Payne, 
Drakes Branch, Virginia. Gentlemen: vVe are today credit:.. 
ing your ac~ount with one more of your demand notes for 
$5,000 to take care of over-draft oc~urring as of this date. 
Yours very truly, S. Pierce Loving, Cashier." "Pamplin, 
Virginia, November 30, 1923. J. L. and W. l{. Payne, Drakes 
Branch, Virginia. Gentlemen: Replying to yours of the 28th 
in st., we are today crediting your acc.ount with another de-
mand note for $5,000 'vhich kindly enter on your 
page 63 ~ books and oblige, Yours very truly, S'. Pierce Lov-
ing, Cashie1·. '' 
By ~fr. Turnbull: 
Q. 1\fr. Pugh, did you have any idea where these notes which 
came in to make up the overdrafts of the Paynes came from 
or did you think they were sent in by the Paynes to Mr. 
Loving and by him discounted according to his line of credit 1 
A. I thought Ivlr. Payne sent them in. 
Q. And you knew, of course, they were in his line of credit 
extended by the directors 0/ 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. And you thought they were simply discounted in the 
usual course of business, had been filled in by him and sent 
in? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You knew nothing about the blank notes or any such 
arrangement as has been stated 1 
A. No, sir. . 
Q. And no one else in the bank except ~Ir. Loving had any 
knowledge of it f 
The Court: He can't testify to other peoples' knowledge. 
page 64 ~ B. J. "\¥00DW .ARD, 
having been first duly sworn, testified on behalf 
of the plaintiff as follows : 
Examined by l\Ir. Weaver: 
Q. JHr. Woodward, you are one of the State Bank Exam-
iners, I believe~. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Your headquarters are at Richmond '1 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long have you been with the State Banking De-
partment of Virginia f 
A. Since 1920, July, 1920. 
Q. 1\tfr~ \V oodward, shortly prior to ~:fay 5, 1928, did you 
~ake an examination of the affairs of the State Bank of 
Pamplin1 
A. Along in the latter part of February, I think it was. 
Q. You closed that bank temporarily? 
A. About the first of ~fay. 
Q. I hand you two notes which have been introduced in 
this case marked Exhibits 1 and 2 on which this suit is 
brought. I ask you have you ever seen those notes before~ 
A. There were two similar notes in the bank on demand for 
ten thousand dollars. I believe these are the same notes. 
Q. Did you r@quire that the State Bank of Pamplin charge 
off these two notes~ 
A. Before the bank was permitted to reopen, I required 
them to make certain charges off and the Payne 
page 65 ~ notes 'vere among the notes I required them to 
charge off. 
Q. \Vhy' _ 
A. Because I found out tliat the notes were in dispute. 
The probabilities are that it would go throug·h the courts 
and I did not consider it a desirable asset to have in a bank 
that was reopened, particularly one that had been through 
~rouble like that bank had. 
Q. Can you state whether or not before th(:\ bank aga:in 
opnned its doors that the $10,000 ·was put. up by the State 
Bank of Pamplin to take care of these two notes 7 
A. Not to my knowledge. They were charged off with 
the money that was paid into the bank by the stockholders to 
refinance it. 
Q. But the bank put up ten thousand dollars 1 
A. The bank put up ten thousand dollars and these amounts 
·that were charged off were charged off against that amount . 
.. Q. Do you know how the State Bank of Pamplin raised 
the 1noney to take care of these two notes? 
A. N e'v money was passed in and the stock of the bank was 
sold for a c-ertain amount, I tliink $5 a share or something· 
of that sort. I don't remember tb.e exact figures .but new 
3apital was raised and paid into the bank. 
Q. When you checked over the affairs of. the bank were 
these two notes carried as assets by the bank¥ 
A. Yes, sir, at the time tl1e bank was closeu and at the time 
of my examination. 
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page 66 ~ Q. Were these two notes necessary to make the 
assets and liabilities of the bank balance f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Weren't these notes in just the same position, so far 
as you could tell, as any other notes in the bank~ 
Mr. Allen: Don't lead your witness. 
A. Yes, sir, I consider those notes good and I might say 
that we had a meeting of the Board in which those notes were 
discussed, due to the fact of it -being a. large line of credit, 
along with some others, and we considered them good in 
every way. "\V e had no idea there was anything wrong with 
them until the bank was closed. · 
By 1vir. Weaver: 
Q. Mr. Woodward, I ask you this : Is there any custom 
current among banks in Virginia whereby the managing offi-
cer of a bank agrees to allow a customer to overcheck his 
account provided he leaves with t-hat managing officer notes 
filled out in blank, the managing officer to fill in these notes 
left with him, signed in blank, to take care of such over-
drafts 1 Is there any such custom as that among banks in 
Virginia? 
A. No, sir. 
~Ir. Allen : If your Honor please, we don't think the cus-
tom of any other banks would have anything to clo with it 
when the positive evidence here is that it was the custom of 
the Bank of Pamplin to receive these notes and the 
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that. 
~Ir. Turnbull: I think that statement is very objectionable 
before the jury. The cashier of the bank has stated he knew 
nothing about these notes being· there at all. 
The Court: I understand you are claiming a specific agree-
ment with 1vir. Payne about his account· and I don't think 
what the custom of other banks in that respect is has· any-
thing to do with this case, so I sustain the objection to that 
question. As to 1\fr. Allen having stated 'vhat Mr. Pugh 
said just now, that is a question of argument before the 
jury. The jury has heard his testimony and they will know 
what he said. 
1\'Ir. Turnbull: The only reason we asked 1\{r. Woodward 
this question was that Mr. Woodward is compelled to leave 
and we understood testimony will be brought in by the other 
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side shoWing this and we are going to ask you to allow us to 
use this in rebuttal. . · ~ 
The Court: They say that is not satisfactory and after 
having objected to it, I won't let them introduce it. 
Mr. Turnbull: All right. 
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Q. I will ask yo1:1 this question : If the managing 
officer of a bank, without the knowledge of the Board of 
Directors of that bank, made an agreement with a customer 
of that bank who has a credit line of $40,000 to permit that 
customer to over-check his account and to take care of such 
over-drafts by notes left with the managing officer, signed 
in blank and endorsed and that such notes were filled in by 
the managing officer and used to take c.are of the overdrafts, 
I ask you if that sort of thing would be in the usual everyday 
line of banking· practice 1 
The Court: That is the same question I have just passed 
on. You have framed it in different words. 
Mr. Weaver: \V e won1d like to be heard on that. 
The Court: Take the jury out. 
Note·: The jury retired. 
lvir. \Veaver: If your Honor please, I was not at all trying 
to re-state a question which your I-Ionor had ruled out. I am 
not interested at all in the proposition of what the custom is 
since the gentlemen representing the defense don't contem-
plate ah effort to establish any custom but this case narrows 
1own to this: If we ·assume, for the sake of argument, that 
the ~fessrs. Payne have paid back to S. Pie-rce Loving· all 
the money that they ever got, paid it to S. Pierce Loving, 
and we will assume that S. Pierce Loving filled in 
page 69 ~ these blank notes and dive-rted the proceeds of the 
same to his own use but the bank is out of the 
money, the question of the imputability of the guilty knowl-
edge of S. Pierce Loving to his principal, the bank, 'vould be 
the vital and decisive issue in this case. Now if the filling iq. 
of blank notes by S. Pierce Loving to take care of overdrafts 
is a matter coincident with his duties as the managing officer 
of the State Bank of Pamplin, it may be that whether the 
Board of Direclors knew anything about such an agreement 
or not, they would be charg·eable with constructive notice or 
it, whereas if that proposition is an independent act, a mat-
ter not usually in the line of banking practice, then any fraud 
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that Loving may have perpetrated while engaged in business 
not in the usual line of hanking practice, Loving's guilty 
knowledge of such fraud could not be imput.ed to the bank. 
We want to establish by this witness whether or not the 
leaving with Pierce Loving by the l\fessrs. Payne of notes 
signed in blank and endorsed for the purpose of taking care 
of possible overdrafts was in the usual line of S'. Pierce Lov-
ing's duties as managing officer of the State Bank of Pamp-
lin. That is the purpose of this question and we think it is 
vital. 
~fr. Allen: I think the question is rather iuv:olved. I 
think it is disposed of by the testimony of ~lr. Pugh. ~Ir. 
Pugh stated that the directors of the bank_had ex-
page 70 ~ tended the Paynes a line of ereclit not to exceed 
$40,000. Then he said it was left solely with Mr. 
Loving to handle the matter of aetually discounting the pa-
per and giving the Paynes the benefit of the line of credit 
that the Board of Directors had extended to him. He said-I 
used the word in asking him the question-that S. Pierce 
Loving was the sole managing officer who handled the mat-
ter of discounting these notes and the transaetions of the 
Paynes after the Board of Directors had extended them the 
line of credit up to $40,000. Any custom prevailing any-
where else hasn't anything in the \Yorld to do with it. II ere 
is a contract to let the Paynes have $40,000 and, as ~ir. Pugh 
says and as the letters which I read in evidence here and lv'Ir 
Pugh admitted were genuine, stated the Paynes put consid-
erable collateral there to protect the bank in protecting that ~ 
line of credit and th enotes were left there simply for the 
purpose of extending the line of credit that had been given 
and I think any banking practice anywhere else \Yould have 
nothing to do \vith this. 
The Court: It seems to me, gentlemen, that the defendant 
will have to show, if they clairn such an arrangement was 
made, that Loving was authorized to make such an arrang·e-
ment either by virtue of his duties as cashier or by Yirtuc 
of some special direction of the directorate of the 
page 71 ~ bank. The mere fact that he made it without any: 
showing that he had authority to make it either 
in law or by special agreement with the directors would not 
be sufficient and from their point of view I believe they 
should be allowed to show that there is no such implied au-
thority in any cashier. If he did that he must have had some 
express authority so I will permit the question. 
~Ir. Allen: \Ve note an exception on the g-round stated. 
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Note: The jury returned and the question was read. 
A. No, sir. 
CROSS EXA~1INATION. 
By M:r. Allen: 
Q. You stated the arrangement as ~{r. Weaver· stated it 
is not in accordance with the custom of banks doing a banking 
business ? · 
A. Yes,. sir. 
Q. I will ask you this: Suppose good customers of the 
b.ank who are engaged in a business that requires large 
amounts of money on short notice make an arrangement with 
the bank for a line of credit up to $40,000, that they deposit 
with the cashier, in accordance with that arrangement, col-
lateral to secure their line of credit to that extent, that in 
order that their ~hecking account may not show any over-
drafts as they use up this line of credit, they leave 
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in blank to be "filled in as occasion requires but 
never to exceed $40,000 and to cover any overdrafts that the 
account might show, in case any checks come in that would 
overdraw the account; is that out of line with the custom of 
banks? 
A. Yes, sir, every place I have ever seen it used ended in 
disaster. 
Q. H"ow does a man secure the bene·fit of a line of credit· 
to the .ex:tent of $40,000 wl1ich he may or may not n~ed? 
A. Have his notes discounted and if he doesn't need the 
money, what he doesn't need can be used to pay his notes 
off. 
. Q. So then in this instance when the Paynes went to South 
Carolina to do a tobacco business and they anticipated they 
might need forty .thousand dollars and made arrangements 
for forty thousand dollars and deposited collateral with the 
bank, you say that the custom of banks is for them to make 
their notes for forty thousand dollars whether they ever 
needed that much or not and discount those notes at the bank 
and then, after having paid the discount, if they don't need 
the money, let their checking account be 'credited with the 
notes? 
A. I would not permit any bank to make any such arrange-
ment as that if I lme·w it. · 
Q. I didn't ask you that. HaYen 't you known tha.t to be 
done! 
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A. I have known ~Ir. Poole at Virgilina to do it. 
Q. Who else do you lmow did it? 
page 73 ~ .A. This case right here. 
Q. Did you ever examine the Bank of Luncn-
burgY 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you ever examine the State Bank of Charlotte 
County, Drakes Branch? 
A. I was in there once. 
Q. Did you ever examine any of the banks that are in these 
tobacco towns? 
1\Ir. Turnbull: I think that is going rig·ht far. 
The Court: l-Ie is testing the witness on the accuracy of 
his statement that he hasn't known this to be done. 
By ~Ir. Allen : 
Q. Have you ever examined any of the banks in the tobacco 
towns that carry accounts with tobacco buyers? 
A. No, sir. · 
Q. Don't you know that it is done t. 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And you never knew it to be done except in the Pamp-
lin case and the State Bank of Charlotte County~ 
A. They are the only hvo places, to my kno·wledge, that 
it has been done. . 
Q. You wouldn't have known about it in the Pamplin case 
if it hadn't been for this trouble? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. There is no way for you to know about it beeause when 
you go to examine the bank the notes have been 
page 7 4 ~ filled out and discounted Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And there is no way for you to tell whether those notes 
were filled out before they were left with the bank or whether 
thev were left there in blank with instructions to fill them 
ou(; is that truef 
A. No, sir. 
Q. So there isn't any way in the world that a bank ex-
aminer- · 
A. The matter wa.s concealed from me in both of those 
cas~s, when I was at the Bank of Virgilina and I was at this 
bank twice before ~Ir. Loving was caught. 
Q .. The only danger of that, Mr. Woodward-you said it 
was a dangerous practice. You have reference to the op-
portunity that it affords the cashier to steal the money? 
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A. It affords him a wonderful opportunity. 
Q. That is what you mean by a dang·erous practice? 
A. No well managed bank would permit such a thing. 
· Q~ Permit wha.t T 
A. Permit notes to be left with the officer to be filled in 
promiscuously from time to time, signed notes. 
Q. Did you ever examine the Peoples Bank & Trust Com-
pany at Chase City? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You don't know whether they have done that¥ 
A. No. sir. 
· Q. If the officers 'vere properly looking after 
page 75 } the bank, wouldn't they know· of the practice~ 
A. Well, where there are several officers, one 
officer would have an opportunity to do a thing· that the other 
officers don't kno'v or the Board doesn't know. 
Q. If these five or a dozen notes were left there-
A. The policies of the banks are not to accept notes in that 
way. "\Vhen you have a note discounted at the bank, they 
want it filled in for a definite amount and, as I said, no well. 
managed bank would do it and the banking department would 
not permit it if they knew it. 
Q. When a man makes arrangements for a line of credit 
and he .finds that he needs $5,000 of that credit and no more, 
and draws a check for $5,000 and has left a note there to be 
filled out for the amount necessary to prevent an overdraft-
, A. He oug·ht to send the note when he needs the money. 
That is the proper way to do it-send a note when he needs 
lliemoo~ . 
Q. You did find these blank notes there in that bank, 
didn't you~ 
A. Yes, after the bank was closed I found a good many of 
them. 
Q. N o,v, Mr. VVoodward, you stated that you had made the 
bank charge off this $10,000 and that the directors or stock-
holders which paid the money- -
A. vVhen that bank was reorganized, refinanced, they raised 
so much money. They figured the stock when the 
page 76 t old bank closed was worth a. certain amount and a 
certain amount was paid in. Of that amount all 
doubtful assets and losses were charged off. These Loving 
notes and these Paynes notes ·were among the assets charged 
off. The reason that I knew there was going to be a suit-
in fact I think )ron notified :.Mr. Bristow and myself the day 
after the bank closed when we were up there that such would 
probably happen. 
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Q. By the way, you were present there that day with Mr. 
Bristow when we had that conference 1 
A. No, sir, I don't think I was pr:esent at the conference. 
Q. Weren't you down there at the hotel, the boarding house, 
that day? 
A. Yes sh, I wasn't present in the conference. 
Q. In the front room there with ~Ir. Bristow and myself 
and ~Ir. Kendig and Payne~ Weren't you in that roomY 
A. I think you called ~Ir. Bristow aside and said you 
would like to speak to him and the only thing you asked, if 
the Payne notes of $10,000 were in the bank and you also 
asked the question had those notes been negotiated or trans-
ferred to another bank and I think 1Ir. Bristow's reply was 
that they had not. 
Q. Didn't ~Ir. Bristow sa.y he thought the not(\S would be 
returned to the Paynes 1 
A. I don't recall it. I don't remember anythin~ about that. 
Q. You remember that much of it though, as you ~tated .;? 
A. You made a request if the notes were already in the 
bank that they remain there and put us on notice 
page 77 r that they must not be transferred. 
Q. So the bank did hold the notes 1 
A. They could not be transferred . 
. Q. You say enough money was put up to cover these Payne 
notes and therefore the Payne notes were charged off? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. If the Payne notes were now carried in the bank files 
as live assets, your bills receivable would be ten thousand 
dollars long, w·ouldn 't they 1 
A. Be ten thousand dollars long if they had been charged 
off. 
Q. If they had not been clwrg:od off' 
A. If they had been charged off. 
Q. I say if they l1ad been charged off, so you stated yon 
had charged them off 1 
.lt. Yes, I required them to be charged off. 
Q. Now, if they are carried in the bank's fil~s as aRsets 
of the banlr, then the bills receivable at the bank would be 
$10,000 long 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. vVho put up that money and paid off these notes? 
A. That was the people in the community around there, 
old stockholders of the bank and others. 
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page 78 ~- RE-DIRECT EXA~IINATION. 
By Mr. Weave1·: 
Q. When these two notes were charged off at your com-
mand, the capital or assets of the State Bank of Pamplin were 
pulled down $10,000; is that true~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q.. Is the State Bank of Pamplin still $10,000 loser be-
cause of these two notes Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q .. What became of Poole, formerly managing officer of the 
Bank of Virgilina Y 
Mr. Allen: We object to that. 
The Court: That is· a side issue. 
Mr. Turnbull:- He just stated he is the only other one tha.t 
did this and I think the· jury should know where he went. 
The Court : I don't. 
By 1\fr. Allen : 
Q. 1\ir. Poole-! beg your pardon. 1vlr. Woodward, I. would 
like for you to explain how the bank is the loser of $10,000 
when you said depositors and others had put up this money 
to cover this note and if the note were now in the files of 
the bank the bills receivable would be $10,000 long·? 
A. The capital of the bank was impaired by leaving these ~ 
notes in there so therefore they had to put up the money in 
order to open it. These notes were not considered 
page 79 ~ desirable assets to go in the new bank. 
Q. But these notes have been covered by $10,000 
of good United S'tates money, haven't they? 
A. They have been paid by people in that community up 
there, yes. 
By Mr. Weaver: . 
Q. Isn't it true that they have been paid by the stock-
holders of the State Bank of Pampliri Y 
A. The present stockholders, yes._ 
Q. They have not been paid by the Paynes Y 
A. Not to my knowledge. 
By Mr. Turnbull: 
Q. The impaired capital was made up? 
A; Yes, sir, the impaired capital was made up. 
1fr. Allen: 1V e move to strike out all the evidence that 
\ 
\_ 
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has been introduced upon the .. gro~nd that it .appears here 
that the State Bank of Pamplin is not the holde~ of these 
notes. They have been paid by others and if anybody is en- . 
titled to collect on these notes it is the people 'vho paid them· 
and the notes ought to be assigned to those people and so the 
State Bank of Pamplin has no title whatsoever to these notes 
and has no standing- in court in a suit as plaintiff on these 
notes. · 
The Court : The motion is overruled. 
lVIr. Allen: We save the point on the ground stated: 
lVIr. Turnbull: We rest. 
page 80 ~ S. PIE.RCE LOVING, 
having been first duly sworn, testified on behalf of 
the defendants as follows: 
Examined by 1\:fr. Allen: 
Q. ~fr. Loving, were you cashier of the State Bank of 
Pamplin at one time 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When did you first go into that bank as cashier? 
A. April, 1916. . 
Q. How long- did you remain as cashier? 
.A. Twelve years. 
Q. When did you leave the bank? 
A. The latter part of April, 1928. 
Q. What were your duties as cashier of that bank? 
A. Well, the usual duties that came under the cashier. 
Q. Did you have any active president or any other officer 
that was active in the bank in the matter of loans and dis-
counts-anybody who stayed there all the time except you Y 
.A. We had two assitsant cashiers, one assistant during 
part of that time and two a part. 
Q. Was there any active official above you Y 
.A. No, sir. 
Q. You had no superior who stayed at the bank all the 
time and had charge of the matter of loans and discounts Y 
.A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know 1\fessrs. J. L. and W. K. Payne? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 81 } Q. How long have you known them? 
.A . .All my life. 
Q. What relation, if any, are you to the Paynes? 
.A. They are my uncles. · 
Q. Did they do any business with your bank? 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. About when did they commence doing business wit)l 
your bank? 
A. I think during the year 1923. 
Q. What business were the Paynes engaged in at that timeT 
A. In the tobacco business. 
Q. Did your bank extend the Paynes any line of credit, 
and, if so, to what extent? 
A. $40,000 ·was their line. 
Q. 'Vas that line granted by the Board or by you as cash~ 
ier? 
A. Granted by the Board, approved by the Board. 
Q. Who was the person in charge who was to look after 
the matter of actually discounting the paper of the Paynes 
and giving them the benefit of the line of credit that had been 
extende~ to them by the Board? 
A. I was. 
Q. About wlwn was this line of credit granted to the 
Paynes? ' 
A. I can't say, ~fr. Allen,-possibly six months after the 
Paynes established their account with us. 
Q. Did they put up collater~l to secure the bank for the 
line of credit that the ·bank was e~tending them '1 
page 82i r A. Not always. We didn't require collateral 
but at times they did have collateral. 
Q. What arrangement did you make with the Paynes in 
order to carry into effect and give them the benefit of the 
line of credit that the bank had extended them? 
A. I just don't understand what you mean by arrange-
ment. 
Q. How were the notes taken and discounted and under 
what circumstances? 
A. The notes were signed by J. L. and W. 1(. Payne by 
J. L. Payne-oometimes drawn that wa.y and endorsed in-
dividually by J. L. Payne and W. K. Payne. 
Q. Were these notes always filled out before they were 
signed or not? 
A. No, sir. l\Iore frequently they were left there in blank. 
Q. Can you state why that was done~ 
A. The Paynes usually left their notes in blank. 
Q. vVhy were they left in blank~ 
A. As a convenience to l\ir. Payne. 
Q. In the tobacco business, as they were carying it on, 
how 'vas it a convenience to them to leave notes there in 
blank? 
A. Mr. Payne was buying tobacco on the South Carolina 
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market and, of course, it wasn't convenient for him to send 
us notes as his account needed them and as the account 
needed funds we filled in those notes and placed the proceeds 
to the account of lVIr. Payne. 
page 83 ~ Q. Now, l\fr. Loving, can you state whether or 
not any of the officers of the bank other than your-
self ·knew about this arrangement 1 
A. Yes, the assistant cashier. 
Q. vVha t is his name? 
A. ~Ir. Brightwell and l\1r. Pugh, the second assistant. 
Q. lVIr. Pugh has stated that he did not know anything 
about the fact that the Paynes had left the blank knotes there 
to he filled in as his account needed money to its credit? 
A. Well, the notes were there in plain view, kept in a file 
that we used for that purpose, for carrying miscellaneous 
items, and reroained there until lVIr. Payne closed out his 
account. 
Q. Were they in any private file of yours or in the bank's 
files? 
A. In the bank's files. 
Q. Can you state whether or not any of the directors dis-
cussed this matter or knew anything about these blank notes 
being left there 1 
A. I can't recall the directors ever discussing it. In fact, 
there wasn't any occasion for it being discussed in the Board 
meeting, because they had granted a line of credit and they 
weren't interested in just how the notes came into the pos .. 
session of the bank. 
Q. \Vere those notes in a file that the directors were likely 
to see in examining the affairs of the bank~ 
page 84 ~ A. Yes, sir, they were kept in a file that we call 
a cash item file and cash items consisted of itenis 
representing cash. Whenever they made their examination 
they could have seen those notes if they had looked through 
the file. 
Q. Was that file where those cash items and blank notes 
were kept among the things that the directors are required 
to ~xamine when they examine the bank 1 
A. No, sir, not necessarily. They were in a file that they 
had to examine one pocket of, one or two pockets, but the file 
had se-veral pockets, maybe as many as four. 
Q. They had free access to the file 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. \Vhen l\Ir. Pay·ne made these arrangements with you, 
were either :Mr. Brightwell or l\fr. Pugh present f 
A. Both were present. 
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· Q. I have reference to the understanding about leaving the 
blank notes 7 
A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. You say they were both present f 
A. Both present, yes, sir. · 
Q. It appears in evidence, 1\:t:r. Loving, that the Payne's 
did business with your bank until about the last of August 
or the first part of September, 1925, and their claim is that 
they settled with your bank in full on that day. There has 
been introduced in evidence a draft dra wu by the cashier of 
the State Bank of Charlotte County on August 6, 
page 85 r 1925, on the Virginia National Bank at Petersburg, 
Virginia, for $20,000. I will ask you to look at 
that draft and state whether or not you gave the Paynes 
credit for that draft? 
A. Yes, sir, I did. 
Q. I hand you a. letter dated August 7, 1925, written by 
you to ~fr. W. H. Pettis, Jr., which has already been intro-
duced hi evidence, and I will ask you if you recognize that~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I hand you a letter dated August 19, 1925, written by 
you to the State Bank of Charlotte County, Inc., in which 
you list· certain. collateral which you had held for the pay-
ment of the Payne obligation. Among other things, you state 
in this letter that you were holding fifty-five shares of Buck-
ing·ham Tobacco Company stock as security for a note of 
the Paynes which was due on September 27th and that all 
the other collateral you returned to l\fr. Pettis. Do you recog-
nize that letter 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. \Vhen the $20,000 draft was received and the proceeds 
were used to pa.y the Payne obligations, can you state what 
balance the Paynes owed your bank 1 
A. $5,000. 
Q. And is that the $5,000 that you retained the Bucking-
ham Company stock to secure the payment off · 
A. 1res, sir. . 
Q. How was that $5,000 finally paid? 
page 86 ~ A. It was finally paid by applying the balance to 
the credit of J. L. and W. K. Payne and with a 
draft for the remainder of the note on the State Bank o{ 
Charlotte County. 
Q. I ha.nd you a letter 'vhich has already been introduced 
in evidence bearing date of August 24, 1925, in which you 
state the balance to be $5,000 and the checking account to 
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be $1,326.33, and subsequently another letter states that you 
'vere applying the balance t"o checking account on .this $5,000 
and drawing on t~1e Paynes for the balance to pay t~e $5,000 
in full. I now hand you a draft for $3,635.33, bearing date 
on September 3, 1925, signed S'tate Bank of Pamplin by S. 
Pierce Loving, cashier, drawn on the State Bank of Char-
lotte County, Drakes Branch, Virginia. I will ask you if that 
is the draft which closed out the Payne account' 
A. It is. 
Q. Can you state whether or not that draft paid the balance 
in full on all notes which the bank then held 1 . 
A. It did. 
Q. At the time the bank closed did the Paynes owe the 
bank anything at all~ 
A. No, sir. · 
Q. Now, :h{r. Loving, it is in testimony. here that on August 
30, 1924, two notes were discounted by your bank, one bear-
ing No. 9349, J. L. Payne, maker, dated August 30, 1.924, on 
demand "\villi W. l{. Payne as endorser for $5,000. ·The other, 
No. 9350 with J. L. Payne as maker, dated Au-
page 87 ~ gust 30, 1924, on demand, W. l{. Payne as endorser 
also for $5,000. It has been testified to here tlw.t . 
the proceeds of these two notes were credited to the check-
ing account of J. L. Payne who was then at Fair Bluff, North 
Carolina, and that these notes were carried in your bank as 
live obligations until November 9, 1925, when you substituted 
for those notes a note bearing date of October 1, 1925, due on 
demand signed by S. L. Loving and endorsed by W. K. and 
J. L. Payne and that later on, January 27, 1928, the two notes 
now sued on were substHuted for .the S. L. Loving note. I 
ask you if that note that "\vas discounted, the two $5,000 notes 
that were discounted on August 30, 1924, have ever been paid 
by the Paynes? 
A. I will have to answer that question in this way, ·Mr. 
Allen: The Paynes had paid at that time the bank every dol-
lar that was borrowed from the .bank through notes or other-
. wise. 
Q. Instead of marking the two notes dated August 30, 
1924, which you discounted for J. L. Payne, paid, 'vhy was 
it that you took them up or rather substituted for them the 
S. L. Loving note of $10,000 7 
A. Well, when :hfr. Payne closed his account with the bank 
I knew that it would be necessary to take up all of his in:. 
debtedness or it would create. suspcion with the bank direc-
tors or the bank examiners and to keep off that suspicim1 I 
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. substituted this note of my brother which had bcenl~ft there 
in blank too. 
p~ge 88 ~ Q .. v;; ell, then, at the time that you took up the 
two notes bearing date of August HO, Hl24, ,, ... ith the 
note of your brother, the Paynes did not owe those two notes~ 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Then why did you take up the S. L. Loving note~ II ow 
did you manage to take up the S. L. Loving note with the 
two Payne notes that are now in controversy f 
A. Because the S. L. Loving note had been there sometime 
and there had been some question raised. 
Q. Was that a demand note1 
A. Yes, sir, a question raised as to "rhy it was there, that 
the account didn't justify that line·of credit, and I was afraid 
that that would c.reate suspicion a!so, so I made a renewal of 
the transaction by .filling· in two more notes of J. L. and vV. IC. 
Payne and substituting those notes for the S. L. Loving 
note. 
Q. Yon still have some of the Payne blank notes in your 
file? 
A. Yes, sir. I knew their credit wasn't questioned and 
it 'vould be more satisfactory to the bank to have their in-
dividual notes than my brother's with their endorsement. 
CROSS EXA1viiNATION. 
By Mr. Turnbull : 
Q. J\IIr. Loving, all of these blank notes that were left there. 
by the Paynes were filled out by you when they 
page 89 ~ were used, were they not~ -
A. Yes, sir, I :filled them out. 
Q. And these two notes were also filled out by you Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When you tall{ed about suspicion, raising the suspicion 
of the directors, you mean suspicion as to the defalcations 
which you had made in the bank, did you not i 
A. Yes, I meant that. 
Q. You are- now in the penitentiary because of this defal-
cation of tins bank, aren't you~ 
A "\:T • • • .1. es, sir. 
Q. Do you recaii that shortly after the bank closed having 
a conversation with 1\:lr. .Stewart from Pullen & Company 
and also in the presence of 1\1r. Brightwell, I believe at that 
time, and possibly l\fr. Franklin in wl1ieh you stated-here 
is ~1r. Stewart's report which I will read you, in regard to 
these two notes: ''The ·cashier claimed that $5,000 of the 
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Payne obligation is not owing by the Paynes for the reason 
that a personal obligation of his -to the Paynes was used an 
offset to that much of their obligation to the bank and that 
the remaining $5,000 is in doubt and probably owed by the 
Paynes." Did you catch what I read you? 
A. Yes, I understood that perfectly. 
Q. Did you have that conversation with ~Ir. Stewart? 
A. I had the conversation with 1\:fr. Stewart but l\fr. Stew-
art didn't understand just what I meant. I said 
page 90 ~ there was a question in my mind at the time. l\Ir. 
Payne paid this indebtedenss-a discrepancy of 
$5,000 but that $5,000 was later accounted for in the fact that 
I had failed ot take into conside.rtaion this $5,000 time note 
that had not been paid. 
Q. But you did have this cqnversation with ~Ir. S'tewart~ 
A. I had the conversation with 1\fr. Stewart, yes, :3ir. 
Q. Is it practically as he reports to you 0/ • 
A. No it isn't practically that because I had· reference to 
one thing-
Q. And lw had reference to another~ 
A .. I think he had reference to another. 
Q. 1\'Ir. Loving·, it has been testified here that when the 
bank was closed that these blank notes w·ere all found in your 
private box. "'\Vhen did you take them out of the bank file, 
as you stated that they were in the file, and put them in your 
private box? 
A. When 1\fr. Payne closed his account with the hank, when 
he paid the bank what he owed the bank, I put those notes in 
there as a matter of record because I knew that these two 
notes of $10,000 he didn't owe. They represented my own 
. obligation. 
Q.. As I understand it from your testimony, the Payne ac-
counts were closed out in full on September 3, 1925; is that 
right¥ 
A. I haven't testified that, 1\fr. Turnbull. The record will 
show that, I presume. 
page 91 }- Q. I thought you did when you said they were 
closed out by that draft that you drew, tbe last 
draft. l\Iy recollection \Vas that you closed the Payne ac-
count with this draft which is dated September 3, 1929? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That is correct, is it 1 
A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. Then their account was closed out on this date by this 
draft and taking- their checking account and putting it to 
this $5,000 note 1 
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A. ·Yes, sir. . 
Q. And that was the day on which you took these blank 
notes, which had not been used,- out of the· bank's file and 
put them in your private box 1 
A. I didn't say that was the date. I said after that time. 
Q. How long· afterwards 1 
A. I don't know, ~1r. Turnbull. 
Q. Would it be approximately-
A. It might have been several days after that or it might 
l1ave been several weeks.· 
Q. You certainly did it within the next thirty days, didn't 
you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 92 ~ RE-DIRECT EXA~1INATION. 
By Mr. Allen: 
·Q. ~1r. Loving, who paid the interest on these Payne notes 
and the S. L. Loving note after the Paynes closed their ac-
count in September, 1925 'I 
A. I paid it. 
Q. There is an entry on the books which were introduced 
in evidence this morning to the effect that in January, 1928, 
interest to the extent of $250 was paid on these notes on 
January 22, 1928. Did you pay that interest on the Paynes Y 
A. I paid that. 
Q. Mr. Pugh said while .the books didn't show that the in-
terest was paid by a draft on the Paynes, that he had a recol-
lection of having seen in the bank a draft on the Paynes for 
that interest but he couldn't say 'vhether the draft was ever 
paid by the Paynes or not. Did you ever draw any draft 
on the Paynes for that T 
A. I filled out a draft for $250, drawn on the Paynes, to 
1nake the appearance that the Paynes were paying that in-
terest, but I later took the draft out of the file. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION . 
. 
By Mr. Turnbull: 
Q. Nobody knew anything about your taking out this draft 
in January, 1928, except yourself, did they, ~Ir. Loving? 
A. Nobody knew. that I paid it-nobody but my-
page 93 ~ self. 
Q. In other words, you ran the draft through 
so it would appear it was the Paynes' draft and then pulled 
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it out of the bank's papers yourself privately and paid it; 
is that the idea? · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So as to avoid all suspicion of evil on your part, is that 
right? · 
A. Not only that, Mr. Turnbull, but I knew if anything oc-
curred to question these two Payne notes it would develop 
that they were bogus notes in the sense that they were my 
obligation. 
Q. Of course, the signatures to the notes are genuine? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that. was another method that you had of trying 
to ~over up this transaction by pulling that draft out and 
paying it yourself, wasn't itt 
A. Yes, ·sir. 
J. L. PAYNE, 
one of the defendants, having been duly sworn, testified as 
follows: 
l~xamined by l\fr. FJarly: 
Q. 1\Jfr. Payne, you are one of the defendants in this suit 
on these two $5,000 notes? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 94 ~ Q. What business are you in? 
A. Tobacco business. 
Q. How long have you been in that business Y 
·A. Thirty years. 
Q. When did you first commence doing business with the 
Bank of Pamplin t 
A. December, 1922. 
Q. When did you make arrangements with tha.t bank for a 
line of credit Y 
A. In '23 or '24. I don't remember which. It was •)ne or 
the other years. 
Q. With whom did you make. the .arrangement? 
A. I made the arrangement. I talked to Pierce about 
handling these demand notes, but before I did anything I 
carried these notes up there and gave them to Pierce in the 
presence of Mr. Pugh and Mr. Brightwell and I said ''These 
notes are to be used only and exclusively for the payment 
of overdrafts in our account from time to time. 
Q. You knew that you were going down on the South Caro-
lina market and expected to buy tobacco do'Yn there' 
.A. Exactly. 
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Q. And your account might become overdrawn from time 
to time1 
A. I knew it would be. 
Q. And you left these blank notes signed by yon with 
Pieree Loving as cashier of the bank f 
page 95 ~ A. Exactly. 
Q. Did you leave any collateral there ·1 
A. Yes, sir, we left collateral there from time to time. I 
can't recall just how mueh we left but we had collateral there 
from time to time. 
Q. On August 30, 1924, two of your notes for $5,000 went 
into the bank of Pamplin? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were they valid obligations of yours? Did you owe 
them? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You put those notes in yourself~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. They claim these notes that are being sued on here to-
day are successors to those two original notes that you put 
' ~iliere? · · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Turn around there and tell the jury on your oath 
whether or not you paid those two notes that went in there 
on August 30, 19241 
A. When J. L. Payne's account 'vas transferred fr·om J. 
L. Payne to J. L·. and W. l(. Payne, that note was charged 
on account of J. L. and W. I(. Payne in the fall of 1924 or 
the spring of 1925. Anyway, when all my transactions were 
wound up in South Carolina I had my account of J. L. Payne 
transferred to the aecount of J. L. and W. K. Payne. We 
did business separately in South Carolina and that 
p~fie 96 ~ note appears to be charged to the account of J. L. 
and vV. K. Payne, which the statements I have seen 
so far balance otir account correctly. As for these notes 
charged to J. L. Payne, I did g~t credit for them but they 
were paid by the account of J. L. and vV. l(. Payne. 
Q. You tell the jury on your oath you know it to be a fact 
that those two $5,000 notes that went in the bank on August 
30, 1924, have been paid? 
.A. Yes, sir, I do, every dollar of them. 
Q. Tell the jury if you have ever made any effort to re-
cover back these blank notes and these notes that vou have 
paid from Pierce Loving, the cashier of the bani{ 7 fiave 
you made any effort to get them back?· 
· A. Which notes are you speaking of~ 
..:, 
I 
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Q. These two $5,000 notes that you paid? 
A. No, sir. I say ''No, sir,'' but he wrote me that he 
'vould send them to me at Fair Bluff, and I have never re-
ceived those notes. I took it up with him frequently, hut he 
would always give me some excuse, that he was going to send 
them. I never did get those notes. 
Q. And it now turns out those notes were in his private 
lock box ; is that right 1 ~ 
page 97 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q .. Did he have any other notes of yours that 
you have tried to get back from him¥ 
A. I tried to get them all back. 
Q. 'V" ere you able to get them 1 
A. No, sir. Sometimes he 'vonld send them and sometimes 
he wonldn 't. 
Q. At the time that yon closed out your account at the 
Bank of Pamplin and settled with the bank, did yon at that 
time make any request of Pierce Loving in reference to the 
notes that he held of yours? 
.A. I did. I asked him to send us our notes that we had 
there to cover our overdraft and he said he destroyed them. 
Q. Ha:ve you ever paid any interest on these notes upon 
which yon ate now being sued? 
A. Not a dollar. 
Q. lVlr. Pugh testified that he saw a draft for $250 made-
out on yon by Pierce Loving. Was that draft ever presented 
to you? · 
A. Never presented to us. 
Q. And you tell the jury under your oath it has never been 
paid¥ 
A. Yes, sir, it has never been paid by us. 
Q. Did you know anything about these two $5,000 notes be .. 
ing in the bank until the bank was closed~ 
A. Not a thing in the world. 
page 98 ~ Q. How did the mat.ter come to your attentiou 
then 1 
A. I will tell you how. I went over to Bruce Jackson and 
Bruce said "Pierce has defaulted in the Bank of Pamplin for 
$15,000", and asked me to go with him over to Pamplin but 
later on, before we went, Dr. Tucker and Bruce took Pierce 
back in there and he made a sworn statement before them 
that there was no use of their going. 
1\tfr. Turnbull: We object to that. That is all hearsay. 
The Court: Don't tell statements that were made by some-
one else. 
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A. What was the question? 
By 1\tlr. Early: 
Q. The question was how did you-
A. I went with Bruce over to Pamplin the very night that 
Pierce was found out to be short and I went in the bank and 
asked 1\Ir. Brightwell-! said "~Ir. Brightwell, have we any 
notes here?'' He said ''No''. I said. ''Pierce has made a 
sworn statement that we have two $5,000 notes in this bank". 
I said ''I don't know anything in the 'vorld about them. We 
paid all we owe''. 
'Mr. Turnbull: You think. that is proper testimony? 
. The Court: Make your objection. 
Mr. Turnbull: The objection is it is plainly hearsay. He 
is stating what Mr. So and S'o told him. 
The Court: In the presence of Mr. Brightwell 
page 99 ~ a representa.tive of the bank. 
Mr. Early: The statement was made by the 
cashier of the bank . 
.\ A. 1\'Ir. Turnbull, I b~g your pardon. I did say in the pres-
ence of ~Ir. Pugh and ~Ir. Brightwell. 
By :!vir. Turnbull: 
Q. Go ahead. 
A. Mr. Brightwell called 1\fr. Pug·h in there and said "Mr. 
Pugh, open this safe and see if Payne has got any notes in 
it". He opened it and found two five thousand dollar note~ 
·there. I said '' 1\fr. Brightwell, wha1t are these notes doing 
here. We have never had any credit for them and never . 
heard a word about them for nearly three years." He .said 
"This is the renewal of some of Loving's notes". I said "I 
don't know anything about thatH. I said "Who has been 
·paying interest on these notes?" He said "Pierce told me 
that he had filled out a draft and was going down ~nd collect 
it from you for the interest". That was the first I knew of 
it. 
By J\tir. Early: 
Q. Your account you have testified was closed with the 
bank on September 3, 1925' 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the bank was closed on May 5, 1928, something like 
two and one-half years later~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
~r -
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Q. And during that time was any demand ever 
page 100 ~ made on you by the Bank of Pamplin for payment 
of any interest? 
A. Not a scratch of.a pen. 
Q. I hand you herewith a statement of your account with 
the Bank of Pamplin as the bank has it. Will you turn to 
that an~ then show the jury how many notes were eharged to 
you by the bank, charged to your account subsequent to the 
date these two $5,000 notes went in the bank. They have 
been marked for your convenience. 
By Mr. Allen: 
Q. Beginning with October, 1924. That begins right there! 
A. There is $10,000, twenty, thirty, forty, forty-five, sixty 
and sixty-five-$65,000. 
By 1VIr. Early: 
Q. Did those items represent notes that had been charged 
to your aooountY 
A. Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By lVIr. Turnbull: 
Q.. You first went to do business there with this bank 
shortly after your nephe,v, Mr. Loving, went there as cashier, 
didn't you? 
A. Well, we were doing business at the Bank of Chase City. 
I think we did business there a couple of years first, Mr. 
Turnbull. · 
Q. And you went to this bank when Y 
page 101 ~ A. VVhat time? 
Q. Yes, approximately? 
A. I Imow exactly. It was in December, 1922. 
Q. And, of course, you had absolute full confidence in your 
nephew, Mr. LovingY 
A. Of course I did. 
Q. And you did business with this bank, according to ·your 
statement, until sometime in September, 1925. That is right, 
isn't it? 
A. That is right. 
Q. And during that time you did a vast amount of business 
there, didn't you Y . 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Altogether covering the different times while you never 
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exceeded your line of credit of $40,000, you probably got a 
hundred or more thausand dollars, don't you think Y · 
A. A hundred thousand or more¥ 
Q. At various times? 
A. No, I wa.s in business-
Q. Don't you think if you take into aecount every cent of 
money that you borrowed from the bank, you and your 
brother, during that period of time that it would run up to 
about $100,0001 
A. No, sir, I don't think so. 
Q. How mueh do you think it was Y 
A. I think that would cover it right there. 
page 102 t Q. The ·$65,000 ¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. You left these blank notes with your nephew in whom 
you had absolute confidence 'for your convenience, didn't you t 
A. 1\:Ir. Turnbull, pardon me. I didn't leave them with 
Pierce. I left them with the bank. 
Q. You gave them to the bank. Didn't you give them to 
1\Ir. Loving 1 ' 
A. In the presence of J\Ir. Brightwell and lvlr. Pugh. If 
they are not the bank, I don't know who to go to. 
Q. Did you tell Mr. Pugh and 1\'Ir. Brightwell at that time-
about what time was that 1 
A. That was in '23 or '24. 
Q. In the fall or what time of the yearY 
A. It was in the fall. 
Q. Of '23? 
A.. Possibly '23. 
Q. Was it the fall of 0 '24 f 
A. One or the other. I don't remember which. 
Q. Do you know how many blank notes you left there? 
A. I think I left as many as six. 
Q. Dicln 't you leave more than that 1 
A. Not af one time. \Vhen he would use them up I would 
·give him some more. 
Q. Altogether, you don't know how many blank notes you 
left there signed, do you~ 0 
page 103 ~ A. Well, I have an idea. 
Q. About how many altogether? 
A. I reckon ten or twelve. 
Q. Well, now, wohere were- you when you gave these note!:~ 
to Mr. Loving 1 
A. I was in the Bank of Pamplin. 
Q. In the front part of the Bank of Pamplin Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
\ 
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Q. Were you behind the rail of the bank 1 
A. No, sir, I was standing right on the outside and ~fr. 
Brightwell and 1vt:r. Loving were on the inside. 
Q.. Did you say to 1\:Ir. Loving at ·that time "Here are blank 
notes I want you to keep here to fill in to keep my account 
from being over-checked'' 1 
A. I said in the presence of 1\Ir. Brightwell a.nd ~Ir. Pug·h 
that ''these were blank notes to stay here specificaJly to take 
care of our overdrafts with ·the State Bank of Pampli11". 
Q. You said that¥ 
A .. Yes. 
Q. Both of those gentlemen heard you 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. l\fr. Pugh stated this morning he did not hear you ·1 
A. I don't 'vant to dispute him but-
Q. You say he did? 
A. Yes. 
Q. The notes, of course, were left there, the 
page 104 r ·blank nO'tes, for your convenience just as 1\tlr. 
Loving has testified to 1 
A. Not only for my convenience but for the bank's con-
venience. 
Q. Wasn't it your convenience that you should get the 
moneyY 
A. It was to the bank's convenience that they shouldn't 
be handicapped with overdrafts. 
Q. Do all of your banks allow you to overcheck Y 
A. Every one I have ever done business with allowed me 
the same identical privilege. 
Qt. To overcheck 1 . 
A. To leave these signed notes to take care of overdrafts. 
Q. They all allowed you to overc.heck Y · 
A. All of them allowed me the same. 
Q. The same privilege¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. But, as a amatter of fact, J\fr. Loving· testified a moment 
ago that these notes were left there for your convenience be-
cause you were so far away and you couldn't send out aud 
send the note back without a good deal of trouble. That is 
true, isn't it 1 
A. That is true. 
Q. As a matter of fact, ~lr. Payne, most of the money 
'vhic.h you borrowed and have borrowed, you would fill out 
the no•te in full, wouldn't you Y 
A. No, the business I have been doing-I did 
page 105 ~ business at the People's Bank & Trust Company, 
Chase City, State Bank of Charlotte County at 
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Pamplin and also left my notes for them to fill out as my. 
account needed except I might lerJve a note for five or ten 
thousand dollars filled out just for a balance. 
Q. And you are certain both of these gentlemen were there? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you still make that statement in view of the fact that 
1\1r. Pugh said he wasn't there and knew nothing about it and 
1\:Ir. Brightwell may testify the same thing? 
A. They , were certainly there. 
Q. And heard you make that statement? 
A. If they didn't hear it, I don't see why. He was right-
Q. He was as close as you are to me? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You say that you went down there. The bank closed, I 
think, about the 5th day of May, 1928? . 
A. Something like that, yes. 
Q. What day did you go down there Y . 
A. I went down the,t o1· a Saturday night in May. 
Q. It was close to the 5th, wasn't itY '"'! 
A. It might have been a day or two afterwards. 
Q. It was after the bank had closed Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. You say to the best of your recollection it was within 
a week after the bank closed? 
page 106 ~ A. Yes. 
Q. Certainly within a week? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. At that time you asked ~Ir. Brightwell if you had any 
notes in the bank Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. And he told you he didn't have any? 
A. He said ''Not that I know of''. 
Q. And then he called 1\fr. Pugh and they went and looked 
through the notes in the bank and found these two notes? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And told you here were the notes? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that was the first you kne'v those notes 'vere there? 
A. The first I knew. 
Q. Yon have never paid them or any part thereof~ 
A. No, sir. . 
Q. You said that these notes which you had left there were 
being paid by you, that you frequently asked Pierce Loving 
to send you the notes back. That is true, isn't it? 
A. Yes . 
. Q. And he told you that he kept putting you offi 
.... 
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A. Yes. 
Q. Why didn't you ·ask him to give you receipts for. the 
notes then which he didn't return or receipts showing you had 
paid themf _ 
page 107 ~ A. 1\fr. Loving said they 'vere re-discounted and 
. he would send them as soon as they came in. 
Q. Could you have said then ''Why not give me a receipt 
showing I have paid the note". You could have done that. 
That is frequently done 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you ever a.sk for a receipt sho~ing that you had 
paid the notes when you didn't get the notes back? 
A. I don't recall whether I did or not but I think on one 
occasion I asked for a receipt. 
Q. Did you get it Y 
A. The receipt f 
Q. Yes. 
A. I don't remember ever getting the receipt. 
Q. Do you mean to say that you would ask a man there-
go there and pay a note for as much as $5,000 and ask the 
cashier for the note and he would say "I haven't got it; it 
has been re-discounted", and then you would say "Give IDE( 
a receipt for it showing I have paid it", and not insist upon 
getting the receipt f Is that your statement' 
A. I did insist upon it continually. 
Q. But didn't get it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Why couldn;t he write it? You were right at him? 
A. I wasn't at him. I was in· South Carolina possibly. 
· Q. How long· did you stay in South :Carolina, 
page 108 ~ Mr. Payile' 
A. About three months. 
Q. Beginning when Y 
A. The 25th of Aug{\st or July. 
Q. Which? 
A. The 25th of July and staying· until.October lOth or 5th. 
Q. ·Coming back to 1925, you .got back here before Septem-
ber 5, 1925, from S'outh Carolina? 
A. No, I didn't get back ·until around October 1st or 5th. 
Q. 19257 
A. Yes. 
Q. But you did get bitek here about the 5th or 6th of Oc-
tober, 1925 7 
A. Somewhere along there. · 
Q. You knew that all of your notes had been paid, didn ,t 
y'ou, at the bank by this payment of October 5th Y 
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A. You mean the 25th~ 
Q. The payment of September 3rd ¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. Why didn't you -ask him then to give you back those 
notes' 
A. He said he would mail them to me at Fair Bluff. 
Q. That he had mailed them to you 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You found out pretty quickly that he hadn't mailed them 
to you at Fair Bluff~ 
A. I found out two or three weeks later and then I took 
it up with him and he said he couldn't find them. 
Q. Why didn't you ask him for receipts for 
page 109 r those notes thep sh_owing that you had paid them~ 
A. I didn't ask him. 
Q. You didn't ask him 
A. No, sir. . 
Q. And you 'vere willing to leave them in that condition f 
I don't believe I 'vant to ask you anything else. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
I 
By l\fr. Early: 
Q. Do you recall whether or not you signed those blank 
notes in the bank when you went to Pamplin or whether they 
were sig·ned and carried by you to Pamplin Y 
A. I signe4 them in the bank. 
By Mr. Turnbull: 
Q. Signed the blank notes in the bank in the presence of 
Mr. Loving·. 1\Ir. Brighhvell and Mr. Pugh! 
A. Yes, sir. 
W. 1{. PAYNE, 
one of the defendants, having been first duly .sworn, tes-
tified as follows: 
Examined by l\fr. Jefferson : 
Q. You are one of the defendants in this suit? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 1\fr. Pugh testified that during January, 
page 1!0 ~ 1928, he saw a draft drawn on you and J. L. 
Payne for $250. Has any such draft ever been 
presented to you 1 
A. I have never seen or heard· of it until today. 
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Q. In this partnership business of you and your brother, 
who 'vas in active charge of it, you or your brother? 
A. He was in the active :financial end of it. 
Q. Did your brother arrange with the ~auks for the loans 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And attended to the financial end Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
HUGH GOODE, 
ltaving been :first duly s'vorn, testified on behalf of the de-
fendants as follo,vs: 
Examined by M:r. Early: 
Q. "\Vhat position do you hold 1 
A. Vice president and cashier of the People's Bank & 
Trust Company . in Chase City. 
Q. You have heard it testified here today that the Paynes 
arranged for a line of credit with the State Bank of Pamp-
lin and that after arranging for this line of credit they 
signed blank notes and went south to buy tobacco and that 
they left these notes with the cashier of the bank with the 
u~derstanding that they were to be filled up and placed in 
the bank to cover overdrafts. Have you any customers that 
have made that arrangement 'vith your bank~ 
page 111 } Mr. Turnbull:· We object. 
The Court: vVasn 't it you that introduced this 
testimony 1 You proved by him there was no such custom 
and it 'vas bad banking and it would not be permitted. 
J!Ir. Turnbull: We proved that to show· it '\Vas not imput-
able knowledg·e but I think your Honor's ruling on that very 
question-
The Court : Yon afterwards got me to change my ruling ·1 
lfr. Turnbull: I think the ruling 'vas to limit it to this. 
The Court: I will have to overrule your objection. 
1\fr. Weaver: You ruled our question out on custom. vVe 
think it was perfectly proper to question this witness as to 
whether or not the leavings of the blank notes there to take 
care of anticipated overdrafts is good banking and in the 
usual line of a manging officer of a. bank's duties. 
The Court: Go ahead with your question. 
Mr. Turnbull : "\V e save the point. 
By l\fr. Early: . 
Q. Have you any customers that have made this arrange-
ment with you? 
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A. I have had these same gentlemen, J. L. and W. K. 
Payne and I think one or two other instances-tobacco men 
I have had do the same thing. When they went south, were 
doing business with us-as a matter of fact, one 'vent to one 
place and another to another and they were both 
page 112 } checking and they would have no way of know-
hlg what their bank account "ras and they would 
have to leave notes for somebody to fill in for them. 
Q. Do you. think there is any bad banking on your part in 
accepting these notes in this manner and filling them up as 
the account demanded it? 
Mr. Turnbull: We object to that. 
The Court: You asked that question of your witness and 
no'v you object to his asking it of his witness. 
1\ir. Turnbull: I withdraw the objectiop.. 
A. Here is the idea. We don't like to accept them. We 
don't want anybody to leave signed notes with us but when 
one man is buying at one place and ·another in another and 
they are both checking on the same account, they would 
hardly know-they couldn't tell how they stood and by leav-
ing- notes at the bank, if they needed $5,000 today a demand 
note was put in for it and if they needed $5,000 more tomor-
ro"r another demand note was put in for it until they g·ot 
their remittanc~s back from the tobacco companies. They 
only bought on order and as soon as the bills reached the to-
bacco companies they sent us the checks-not Payne. They 
sent checks direct to the People's Bank & Trust Company 
for the account of J. L. and W. 1{.. Payne. It is not a hazar-
dous .business a.t all except advancing money to people buy-
ing tobacco on order for established companies like Impe-
rial Tobacco Company or when they send a check direct to 
the bank. although they put the money up for it 
page 113 ~ because the money comes direct to the bank. 
B:v Mr. Turnbull: 
·(~. 'rhe money was sent direct to the bank from the tobacco 
companies? 
A. The tobacco companies send the checks direct to the 
bank in most cases. 
By 1\fr. Early: 
Q .. After a line of credit is arranged for, it doesn't make 
any particular difference to the ba~.k how the notes .e;:et into 
the bank or when they are put in~ . . . 
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A. If you give a man a certain line it i.s. immaterial 
'vhether he gets it at one time or another, if you have agreed 
to it. If he wants it all at one time he gets it, and i(]1e 
'vahts it piece-meal he gets it that 'vay. They usually get 
it so they will pay the least interest. 
Q. And you say as cashier of your bank that you have 
done this for the P'aynes .and for at least one other cus-
tomer? 
A. One other customer less one hut in that particular case 
it didn't need it and it didn't go to his credit. Checks didn't 
come in to overdra'v his account so it was not placed to his 
eredit and I handed him the same note that he handed me 
when he came home. 
page 114 ~ CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Weaver: 
Q. 1\fr. Goode, have you ever had any such arrangement 
at your bank other than with the Paynes and this other party 
you said that never needed it? 
A. I don't recall anybody having .signed notes other than 
those. 
Q. And I notice that you said you didn't like the custom? 
A. It was a little unusual for us but they said it had been 
their practice in the past to do that and we didn't see any 
reason why we couldn't do it for them if other people had 
filled in the notes for them. 
Q. As a matter of fact though, that is not the usual prac-
tice in banking? 
A. It is not the usual practice. 
Q. It is a rather extraordinary practice, wouldn't you say Y 
A. I .would say it was because I never had but two in-
-stances of it. 
Q. Did the money come direct from the companies~ 
A. From the Imperial Tobacco Company~ 
Q. Yes. 
A. Yes. 
Q. The money came direct from the companies to your 
bank! 
A. I think it did. I wouldn't swear it did but I think it 
did. In other words; in a good many cases with us it came 
direct and I think it did with them because on each deposit 
ticket we would have to give them the bill that thi.s ticket 
covered. In othe·r words, the· company would 
pag·e 115 ~ send in covering an invoice of eight and one-
third or 'vhatever it is and we 'vould have to 
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put that on each deposit ticket when we sent it to them. 
Q. And you state that isn't the usual practice in every day 
banking! 
A. No, of course not. 
M. H. GREGORY, 
having been first duly sworn, testified on. behalf of the de-
fendant as follows: 
Examined by ~1r. Early : 
Q. How long have you been with the State Bank of Char-
lotte County f 
A. Sinc.e January 1, 1923. 
Q. vVhat position do you n~nv hold with the bank 1 
A. Cashier. 
Q. Have- the ~Iessrs. Payne done business with the bank 
since your connection \Vith it~ 
A. "'\Veil, they have been doing business \vith the bank for 
the past four years. I am sure of that but whether they were 
doing business with the bank when I first .started to work 
for the bank, I just couldn't say positively. 
Q. Yon have heard it testified to here today that the Paynes 
arrang-ed with the Bank of Pamplin to leave signed notes 
· with the cashier of the bank to be used and 
page 116 r placed in the bank ·when their aooount became 
overdrawn. Have the Paynes ever done this 
with your hank t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do they or not generally do it when they go south to 
buy tobacco! 
A. Yes, sir, they have been doing it for the la.st two or 
three years, I am sure. _ 
Q. Do you know whether the custom existed in your bank 
before you "rere employed f 
. A. I just couldn't say whether it existed before I became 
cashier because Mr. Pettis at that time was president and 
cashier and he attended to that part and I ·wasn't familiar 
with that. 
Q. In accepting tl1ese bla.nk notes and later in filling them 
up and placing in the bank, did you eonsid~r that you were 
acting outside the scope of your authority as cashier of the 
State Bank of Charlotte County¥ 
A. No, I didn't think so because the notes had been left 
there for the purpose of being placed to their credit when 
their account required it, when checks 'vould come in to over-
dra'v their account. That is what the notes were left there 
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for, to be used for. They had been granted a line of credit 
up to a certain amount. 
Q. And you considered filling of these notes and placing of 
them in bank was .simply in discharge of your duties as 
c.ashier of the bank? 
page 117 ~ A. Yes, sir, it had been done before I became. 
cashier two years and a half ago and seemed to 
be all right. 
Q. Do you kno'v whether the bank l1as ever done this by 
any body else' 
A. \V e have one other customer I know who is a tobacco 
buyer and we have done it for him. 
Q. It has been testified to here that about January 22, 
1928, S. Pierce Loving filled out a draft on the Paynes 
through your bank. Have you examined Payne's account in 
your bank to see whether a check or draft or any item for 
$250 was charged to the Payne account on or about the last 
of January or the first of February~ 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Has any such item be·en charged to the Payne account f 
A. No debit of that amount shown against their account 
anywhere about the last part of January or first of Febru-
ary. 
Q. 19287 
A. 1928. 
B.y l\fr. Lewis: 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
. ''"'~ 
Q. ~Ir. Gregory, are you the active officer in the State 
Bank of Charlotte County? 
A. I am the eashier. 1\fr. \V. H. Pettis is president. He 
is the active head of the bank except the last three mouth!:; 
he has been ill and unable to be there. 
page 118 r Q. you state that it has been your practic-e to 
allow the ~lessrs. Payne and probably one other 
customer to leave blank notes in your bank to take care of 
overdrafts. That is the only two cases you ever knew of ol 
A. The only ones I kno'v of. 
Q. You wouldn't say that was a custom of yours then to 
generally allo'v people to leave blank notes in your bank to 
take care of overdraftsf 
A. No. It w·as more of an accommodation to these gentle-
men who had to go south to buy tobacco and their accounts 
would become overdrawn at different times unless they had 
some funds put to their eredit. 
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Q. You would call that a special privilege that you granted 
to the Paynes rather than to your customers generally ? 
A. I don't kno:w whether you would call it a special privi..: 
lege because I don't kno'v that a11y one el~e ever requested 
or asked for it particularly. 
Q. Do you consider that practice good banking practice? 
A. 'Veil, I don't think it 'vould be extra good practice if 
it were made a general practice for a large numb~r of cus-
tomers. 
By the Court : 
Q. vVas that done with the knowledge and approval of 
the Board of Directors or have you yourself just made that 
arrangement? · 
A. ·Yes, sir, the Board of Directors or, at 
page 119 ~ least, through their executive committee which 
meets every morning to pass on such matters-
they were familiar with the circumstan~s and they knew that 
it was being done. 
By Mr. Lewis: 
Q. When you speak of the danger of the practice, it does 
leave a loop-hole open for a dishonest cashier to take take 
the bank's funds, doesn't it f 
A. No question about that. 
Q. And for that reason it is hazardous banking? 
A. I would think it was rather hazardous if made a regu-
lar practice all the time. 
S. L. LOVING, 
having been first duly sworn, testified on behalf of the de-
fendants as follows: 
Examined by 1\!Ir .Early: 
Q. You are a brother of Pierce Loving? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. It has been testified to in this case that hvo $5,000 
notes that the P·a.ynes put in the bank on August 30, 1924, 
were taken up by a $10~000 note of yours as the maker, which 
note was endorsed by the two Paynes. Did you know that 
· this $10,000 note of yours was used for this· puo~·pose? 
·A. No, sir. 
Q. Tell how this $10.000 note of yours happened to be in 
the State Bank of Pamplin? 
page 120 ~ A. I was buying tobaeco at Hemingway, South 
Carolina, and the Payne Brothers endorsed for 
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me. They gave me an endorsed ·note for $5,000 and, in addi-
tion to that, they gave ID;e se·veral blank notes endorsed to 
be used to take care of any overdraft I might have and it· 
so happened that these notes were never returned to me. 
They were never used, so far as I know. :: 
Q. Was this $10,000 note one that the Paynes let you have!:, 
A. No, sir. -
Q. This was a note drawn by you and endorsed by . the 
two Paynes? 
A. It must have been one of the blank notes that was left 
there. 
Q. Blank note and filled in for $10,0001 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know whether your account was overdrawn in 
buying tobacco that year? 
A. I can't remember. 
Q. You can't remember~ 
A. No, sir. . . 
Q. Was that $!0,000 note ever discounted and put to your 
credit? 
A. No, sir . 
Q. Did you have any knowledge of the fact that the bank 
was using this note to take up the two $5,000 notes Y 
A. No, .~r. 
page 121 }- Q. Did you ever pay any interest on that $10,-
000 note~ 
A. No, sir 
Q. Do you kno'v who paid the interest Y 
A. No, sir · . 
Q. Was demand ever made on you for interest on that $10,-
000 note 
A. No, sir 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Turnbull: 
Q. Mr. Loving, that is your signature, isn't it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That is the signature of the PayUes, isn't it, on the 
back~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you say this note yon never got the Paynes to en-
dorse for you Y · 
A. I don't think I .said that. 
Q. Did you or did you notY 
A. I said they endorsed for me, I think, as well as I re-
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member, three notes. One was filled out for $5,000 and two 
were left blank with the hank to take care of any overdrafts 
that I might have. 
Q. This is one of those two notes? 
A. This is one of the two blank notes. 
· Q. }.{r. Loving, you said you don't know any-
page 122 r thing a.bou t this note being discounted a.t all¥ 
A. No, .sir. 
Q. And it was never -placed to your credit Y 
A. No, sir 
Q. A.nd the blank notes 'vhic.h yon left there 'vere never 
placed to your credit because you didn't overdraw; is that 
the idea 
A. No, I didn't kno'v whether they were or not. 
Q. Have yon ever received them back? 
A. The two blank notes? 
Q. Yes. 
A. No, sir 
Q. IIa.ve you ever received the note that yon say wp.s filled 
out back? 
A. 1\fr. Payne has it, I think. 
Q. But the other blank notes made by you and endorsed by 
Paynes never came back Y · . 
A. No, sir 
Q. And you don't know where they are to this day? 
· A. No, sir 
Q. You are a nephew also of the two Mr. Paynes, a.ren 't 
you? . 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. And you are in the tobacco business or were t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 'Vhere were you buying 1 
A. Hemingway, South Carolina .. 
S. PIER.CE LOVING, page 123 ~ 
follows: 
recalled on behalf of the deefndants, tescified as 
Examined by Mr. Jefferson : 
Q. At the time the Paynes closed out their account in Sep-
tember, 1925, did they request you to return all their unused 
notes¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you return them? 
A. No, sir. 
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(No Cross Examination.) 
J\,lr. Allen: There has been some question as to whether 
we have introduced the account of the Paynes in evidence. 
There was considerable testimony with reference to it and 
out of abundance of precaution, :we w·ant to offer it. 
Note: This account was marked Exhibit No. 6. 
page 124 ~ S. PIERCE LOVING, 
recalled on behalf of the defendants, testified as 
follows: 
Examined by 1\fr. .Allen: 
Q. I don't recall that you testified clearly as to how and 
why the two Payne notes dated August 30, 1924, were kept 
in the file if they were paid, after they were paid. Did you 
tell me why they were kept there ~ 
A. Mr. Payne had in reality paid every note that he had 
placed in the bank but these notes represented money that 
I had appropriated for my own use and had replaced those 
notes in the bank's :files 'vhile in reality they had been paid 
and I had failed to de-liver them to Mr. Payne. 
Q. They were kept then to cover your misappropriations, 
as you said? 
A. Yes, sir. 
..:. . ~ 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By :Mr. Turnbull: 
Q. ·You tell the jury you kept the notes in there to cover 
money that you had taken from the bank? 
A. J\foney that I had used. 
Q. And taken from the bank~ 
A. From the ba11k 
page 125 r ~fr. Allen : ·r11a t is our case. 
R. L. BURKE, 
having been duly s'vorn, testified on behalf of the plaintiff in 
rebuttal, as follows: 
Examined by 1\Jlr. Turnbull: 
Q. You are president of the Bank of Appomattox? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are you the active -president of the bank there ? 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What bank is itf 
A. Bank of Appomattox. 
Q. ~Ir. Burke, have you ever had any custom in your 
bank of having a customer leave notes in blank with you to 
take care of possible overdrafts? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Would you permit anything of the sort in your bank or 
• would your ban.k permit it? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Is it all in the usual course of banking practice for the 
managing officer of a bank to accept notes signed in blank to 
take care of overdrafts Y 
A. Certainly not in our institution. I never heard of it be-
ing tlie practice anywhere else. 
Q. Have you ever had any agreement with any customer 
as a consequence of the customer overchecking ~ 
page 126 ~ A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you handle any warehouse accounts in 
·your bank? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Tobacco accounts? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you have any men who go south and buy tobacco in 
rather large sums who do banking with you? 
A. We have had some to go south-not a large sum but we 
have had some buy south that had accounts with us-two 
different buyers-not large amounts. 
Q. Did they make any such arrangement that I have just 
referred to? 
A. No. sir. 
Q .. Did they borrow any money from your institution 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. They gave notes, I presume before they got the money? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You are president, I believe. at this time, and a member 
of the Board of Directors of the Bank of Pamplin, the plain-
tiff in this case, are you not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long have you been on the Board of Directors of 
that bank? 
A. I think it was in June when the bank wa.s reorg·anized 
and I was put on the board. 
· Q. Since you have been on the Board of Dirac-
page 127 ~ tors, has the Board of Directors of the State 
Bank of Pamplin countenanced any such agree-
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ment, that is the managing officer, Mr. Brightwell, accept-
ing notes in blank to take care of overdrafts 1 
A.. No, sir, I wouldn't .serve on the Board if one did that. 
(No Cross Examination.) 
E. W. SANFORD, 
having been first duly sworn, testified on behalf of the plain-
tiff in rebuttal as· follows: 
Examin.ed by 1fr. Le,Vis : 
Q. Mr. Sanford, have you any banking conllection at the 
present time, and, if .so, where and how long? 
A. I am assistant cashier of the. First National at Farm-
ville and have been connected there for four years. 
Q 1\ir. Sanford, do you handle any warehouse accounts or 
tobaeco buyers' accounts with your bank? 
A. We have a tobacco buyers.' aceount but not a warehouse 
aceount. . 
Q. Have you ever carried any warehouse accounts since 
you ha:ve been there Y 
A. Not since I have been there. 
Q. Do any of your buyers ever go south to buy tobacco? 
A. No, the one we have does all his buying on local 
markets. 
Q .. You have heard it testified here that it has been the 
custom of some banks-of their buyers to leave 
page !28 ~ blank notes 'vith the cashiers to take care of pos-
sible overdrafts Has that ever been a custom in 
your bank? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you ever known it to be a custom in your town 
anvwhere~ 
A. No, sir, I never heard of it. 
Q. Do you call that good banking business, 1\!Ir. Sanford 7 
Mr. Allen: We didn't start this line of testimony. T};ley 
did and we objected to it and after your Honor allowed it in 
we called a witness, of course, to rebut it. We want it un-
derstood that we are still objecting to all this line of testi-
mony and, of course, if your Honor allows it, 've are not waiv-
ing our objection. 
The Court: That is understood. 
By Mr. Lewis: 
Q. Do you say, ~ir. Sanford, you don't consider that is 
g-ood banking practice? 
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A. No, sir. 
:: 
. . __.__._ -·- . . .. . .... -·-. (No Cross Examination.) 
· page 129 ~ DR. F. H. LUKIN, 
having been first duly swon1, testified on behalf 
of the plaintiff as follows. in rebuttal Y 
Examined by Mr. Turnbull: 
Q. Doctor, are you a director in the "State Bank of Pamp-
lin~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long have you been a director in the State Bank o.f 
Pamplin f 
A Since it opened about twenty years ago, I guess. 
Q. You have heard it testified here today, I think, that the 
Paynes left blank notes ·with J\tir. Loving, the cashier of that 
bank, with the understanding that if there \Vas any overdraft 
he was to fill out those blank notes and place them to their 
credit. Did you kno\V that any such notes were left in the 
bankY 
A. Never knew it until after we found them in his lock-
box. 
Q. "\Vhere were those notes found 1 
A. The examiner found them in his private box. 
Q. Did any members of the directorate know about it or did 
it ever come before a meeting of the directorate tha.t any 
sueh arrangement as that was made i 
A. It never has been mentioned. 
Q. Were those notes at any time left, so far as you know, 
in the files of the bank so that the people could find them 1 
A. I never heard one of the directors say they saw them or 
knew they were there. 
Q. You were present, I believe, at the time the 
page 130 ~ directo gave a line of credit to the Paynes of 
$40,000 ~ 
A. I was there. 
Q. \V ould you have granted them or extended them that 
line of credit if you had know·n that they were going to leave 
blank notes there in tl1e possession of the cashier such as they 
have testified to today7 
.A. I would not. 
Q. Did the Board of Directors or any member of the 
Board, .so far a.s you Imow, at. any time giveS. Pierce Loving, 
cashier, authority, expressed or implied, to make any such 
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arrangement as he has testified to with the Messrs. Paynes 7 
A. No, sir. 
CROSS EXA1\1INATION. 
By Mr. Allen: 
Q. You have .stated, Dr. Lukin, that you extended the 
Paynes a line of credit amounting to $40,000, but that you 
'vould not have extended them credit if you had known that 
they were going to use up that credit under the arrangement 
'vhich Pierce Loving made 'l.rith them. "\Vhy was it that that 
arrangement was objectionable to you 1 
A. vVe had some right conservative men on our Board, 
and it was decided not to let anybody get money until they 
sig·ned the notes fir.st. 
Q. The notes were .sig11ed and left with your cashier? 
A. vV e didn't know it. 
page 131 }- Q. You know they the notes were signed by the 
Paynes, don't you? 
A. Didn't know that any notes, unfilled out, were left 
there. 
Q. "\Vhat was your objection to allowing your cashier to 
receive notes which were signed by the Paynes but to be 
filled out as the Paynes needed the money, after you had 
already authorized the cashier to loan the Paynes as much as 
$40,000? 
A. Do you want me to answer that truthfully~ . 
Q. Yes. 
A. I have known two or three families of Paynes and I 
never· knew one tha.t 'vouldn 't beat you if he got a chance. 
Q. How could the Paynes beat you with notes with their 
names to them? 
A. 'rhey could get in with some body else. I don't know, 
but I just had that feeling. 
Q. You then, as a director and an officer of that bank, au-
thorized loans to the Paynes to the extent of $40,000 when 
you said you kno'v at that time that you never knew a Payne 
that wouldn't beat you 7 
A. I said I had dealings with some and they 'vill bea.t you 
if they got a good ehance. 
Q. Was that the reason why you 'vould have objected to the 
Paynes leaving notes 'vith their names on them to be later 
:filled out for such amounts as they might need~ 
A. Partly that and partly because we didn't 
page 132 } want to give the cashier too much authority. 
Q. So you had two reasons? 
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A. That was two reasons, but that other was my personal 
reason. 
· Q. When you said that, you asked me if I wanted you to 
tell the truth. The one you told me was your personal rea-
son? 
A. 'That was my personal reason. 
Q. This other reason wasn't what influenced you? 
A. The other directors influenced me about that. 
Q. Didn't you have confidence in your cashier? 
A. I did, yes, sir. 
Q. You had already authorized your cashier to loan $40,-
000 to the Paynes 7 
A. So I did. 
Q. And the Paynes actually signed the notes so your 
cashier had nothing to do but fill the notes out and give the 
Paynes the credit for the money. That was acting com-
pletely within the authority that you had extended him, 
namely to loan the Paynes $40,000, wasn't it? 
·A. Yes, sir. 
RE-DIRECT EXA~iiNATION. 
Bv ~fr. Turnbull : 
WQ. As I understand it, the directorate lmew nothing about 
these notes to be left with the cashier to fill in' They 
thought the notes would be :filled out absolutely 
page 133· ~ in full before they were presented Y • 
· A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And under those circumstances they extended them a 
line not to exceed $40,000 like they would anybody else~ 
A. We did. 
Q. And yon never heard or knew of this practice of these 
notes being left there and if you had you would have objected 
to it; is that right f 
A. Yes, sir. 
W. C. FRANKLIN, 
having been :first duly swon1, testified on behalf of the plain-
tiff in rebuttal as follows: · 
Examined by 1\fr. Weaver: 
Q. Are you a member of the Board of Directors of the 
State Ba.nk of Pamplin? 
A. I was until the reorganization. I was there the start-
ing of the l;>ank some fifteen or maybe twenty years ago. I 
am not now a member of the Board of Directors. Since the 
' 
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reorganization I concluded I would rather see somebody else 
have it and I voted my stock to somebody el~e. · 
Q. Mr. F,ranklin, you were a member of the Board of Di-
rectors of the State Bank of Pamplin at the time that ~at 
·Board voted a line of credit of $40,000 to the Paynes, were 
you not? 
A. I know we· voted a line of credit. Just what it was the 
minutes will show. We couldn't very well re-
page 134 ~ member but I understood Mr. ·Loving said it 
was $40,000. I reckon it was that. 
Q. Did you ever hear of the Paynes leaving any notes 
signed in blank with Pierce Loving to fill in to take care of 
possible overdrafts 
A. I never heard of it u11til after this trouble and the bank 
closed. . 
Q. If you had known that P'ierce Loving would make any 
such arrangement with the Paynes, would you have as a di-
rector voted to extent a line of credit to the Paynes Y 
A. Not with blank notes, no, sir On genuine notes of 
1\fr. Payne I wouldn't hesitate- to do it, because I have never 
had any business transactions with 1\Ir. Payne but heard of 
him often times and always understood him to be perfectly 
good, but on perfectly good notes of Mr. P'ayne I wouldn't 
have hesitated to have voted for an unlimited credit. 
Q. Did the Board of Directors of the State Bank of Pamp-
lin give Pierce Loving any authority to accept notes signed in 
blank by the Paynes 1 · 
A. No, sir, I don't think any Board would do that, with any 
judgment. · 
-Q. And you knew nothing about any blank notes until 
after the bank closed 7 
A. No, .sir. 
page 135 ~ CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Allen: 
Q. Mr. Franklin, you said you lmew the Paynes and you 
always understood they were good 7 
A. I said I knew of them. 
Q. And you also understood they were good' 
A. I believe I did know Mr. Pane very slightly but- never. 
had any business with him. . 
Q. And that you would have granted them a line of credit, 
unlimited line .of credit, not on blank notes but on good notes 
signed by Payne 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. If these notes w·ere signed by the Paynes and properly 
filled out payable to the bank, you 'vould consider them good 
loans, 'vouldn 't you ~ 
A. I suppose so. 
Q. And after you had extended to the Paynes a line of 
credit up to $40,000 to be used up by them, of course as they 
needed it, there would have been no objection on your part 
to your cashier ·taking notes from the Paynes, properly 
.signed by them, and then filling the notes out in accordance 
·with their instructions, that is the instructions of the Paynes 
for such amount as their accounts needed i 
A. I don't think so. 
Q. And you "rould have considered them good notes¥ 
A. Wouldn't you? 
Q. Yes. 
page 136 ~ A. The trouble is, gentlemen, I didn't know 
anything as a director about those notes, but per-
haps, I, speaking for myself, had a little too much confidence 
in Mr. Loving· and that was the trouble with Mr. Payne. He 
gave him blank notes and l\1r. Loving used them and the bank 
had to make them good. 
Q. You say you had a little too much confidence in Mr. 
Loving and that was the trouble with the bank too Y · 
A. I don't kno,v. I am speaking for myself. I say I would 
take what 1\tir. Loving said about these notes. 
Q. And the other directors would too, wouldn't they! 
A. I a.m not telling about the other directors; I am telling 
what I did. That is what Mr. Payne did too. He had con-
fidence like I did and he gave him a note signed in blank and 
authorized him to sign for any amount he wanted. 
0. E. PETERSON, 
having been first duly sworn, testified on behalf of the plain-
tiff in rebuttal as follows: 
Examined by l\1r. Lewis: 
Q. Mr. Peterson, have you any connection now with the 
State Bank of Pamplin~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In what capacity? 
A. Director. 
Q. How long l1ave you been a director in the 
page 137 ~ State Bank of Pamplin~ 
A. About twenty years. 
Q. Were you present at the State Bank of Pamplin at a 
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meeting of the Board of Directors when they g·ranted the 
Messrs. Payne a line of credit 0/ • 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you ln1o'v how much that line of credit was? 
A. It was not to exceed $40,000. 
Q. ~Ir. Peterson, did you, as a member of that Board, 
have any knowledge of any private arrangement made with 
Mr. S. P. Loving and the 1\llessrs. Payne in regard to their 
leaving blank notes with 1\tlr. Loving to take care of over-
draftsY 
A. No, sir, I never knew anything about it until after the 
bank suspended and blank notes were found in his box. 
Q. 1\fr. Peterson, were you a member of the finance com-
mittee at· that time that he got this loan~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In what capacity did you serve f 
A. I think chairman. 
Q. Did you ever make any investigations of your bank to 
see how the :finances of your bank were getting on? 
A. Yes, 've made arrangements to that effect. 
Q. Did you ever discover in your bank any blank notes in 
any of the files of the bank~ 
A. Never did, never was any there that I sa.,v. 
Q. If you had know11, Mr. Peterson, that the 
page 137 ~ Messrs. Payne and ~Ir. Loving 'vere to enter into 
some arrangement just mentioned about leaving 
the blank notes there, would you have consented to have 
gTanted.them that line of credit as a director·¥ 
A. No, sir, I 'vould have considered it very loose business, 
loose banking. 
Q. Would you have allowed, l\fr. Peterson, such an ar-
rangement as that in the bank as a director~ 
A. No, sir. -
~·--
CROSS EXf\1\fiNATION. 
By :Nir. Allen : 
Q. ~1:r. Peterson, Mr. Loving testified that these blank 
notes ·were in a. file there that had several pockets and that 
the directors had free aceess to the files when they examined 
the bank and could see these notes if thev wanted to. Did 
you e.xamine anything in that file at alit .. 
A. I don't remember ever seeing that file. I don't thiuk 
that file 'vas ever presented to the Finance Committee. It 
might have been in the bank some\\rhere. 
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· Q. Didn't you consider it your duty to examine something 
besides what the cashier put before you to examine 
A. We didn't kno'v there 'vas any such thing in existence. 
If we had known it 've would have examined it. 
Q. You considered it your duty to make a thorough exami-
tion of the affairs of the bank, not only what the 
page 138 ~ cashier showed you, hi1t everything else and you 
never did go through that file? 
A. Never knew where it 'vas, never kne'v where to look for 
it. There are a. good many files in the bank and various 
places where papers and documents are- kept. I didn't know 
the existence of anything· of the kind. 
Q. You didn't look anywhere to see? 
A. Where? Q. In those files? 
A. Didn't know where the files were. 
Q. Yon didn't know where the bank :files were ? · 
A. We knew where the files were that had the regular 
notes in but this file you speak of is one tha.t was not given 
to us. 
Q. Did you ever see that file? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You don't kno'v anything about it? 
A .. I don't remember ever seeing it. vVhat sort of a file? 
Q. Cash item file, 1\ir. Pierce Loving said? 
A. I don't kno'v anything about it. 
Q. It had a lot of cash items in it. 1Ir. Peterson, you have 
testified that vour Board of Directors did extend a line of 
c.redit not to ~xc.eed $40:000 to the Paynes~ 
A. ·Yes, sir, that is right. 
Q. And you required, I believe, collateral to secure their 
indebtedness to the bank? 
page 139 ~ A. Yes, sir, collateral most of the time to se-
cure it. 
Q. You simply extended that line of credit without specify-
ing just 'vhen or how that credit should be used up? · 
A. You mean how long it 'vas to stand? 
Q. No, whether they were to borrow the whole $40,000 at 
one time or different times as they needed it? 
A. No, sir, didn't specify that, just limited the credit not 
to exceed $40,000 and, of course, we supposed they would 
use it as they needed it. 
Q. You did not specify 'vhether tha.t line of credit .should 
be extended by demand notes or time notes, did you? 
A. No. 
Q. You did not say whether in using up that credit they 
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would be allo,ved to over-cheek and then cover overdrafts 
'vith notes or not, did you 7 
A. No, we presumed, of course, they wouldn't be likely to 
over-check ·very much. 
Q. You kne'v or understood rather that the Paynes were 
to use up that line of credit as they needed it Y 
A. Yes, sir, that is right. 
Q. After having extended them that line of credit in their 
business as they needed it, they decided to leave with your 
cashier notes with their genuine signature on it to be filled 
out by the cashier only for such amounts as they might need 
in order to prevent overdrafts. ·You would not have con-
sidered that in excess of your cashier's author-
page 140 ~ ity, would you? 
A. We never had any information as to any 
arrangement of that kind. 
Q. I understand that. I am not asking you that. ~Iy ques-
tion is this: After you had granted the Paynes this line of 
credit, with the understanding, as you say, that they would 
use up this credit as they needed it, and you had authorized 
your ca.shier to lend them this money as they needed it and 
your cashier, in endeavoring to lend it to them as they needed 
it, took from them notes with their genuine .signatures to be 
:filled out for the amounts as they needed it, as you had au-
thorized him to lend, 'vould you have considered that in ex- · 
cess of his authority? 
A. I would have considered it very bad business. 
Q. '\Vould you have considered it in excess of his authority 
after you had authorized him to lend these people $40,000 ~ 
A. We never authorized him to do it in that 'vay. 
Q. Didn't you have confidence in Mr. Loving at that ~imeY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You :wouldn't have suspected for a moment that he 
would have filled up these notes and used them himself, 
would you, for his own business? 
A. I don't know as I 'vould. As I say, I don ''t think any 
man has a right or has any business to do business in that 
Vlay, borrow and fill out blank notes for it. 
Q. I am asking you though if at that time you had any 
doubt about the honesty and integrity of your cashier? 
A. I would rather not answer that question. 
page 141 ~ Q. You don't mean to say you kept him in the 
bank there attending to business for you when 
you are unwilling to say tha.t you at that time 'vere will-
ing to vouch for his honesty and integrity? 
A. What time is that~-
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Q. That 'vas 1924 and '25 Y 
A. I had confidence in him then. 
Q. You had confidence in him through '24 and '25 f 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you· have confidence in him through '26 Y 
A. I didn't keep any record of it. 
Q. Did you tell ::.M:r. Early here that you had absoute con-
fidence ·in 1\{r. Loving· up m1til the bank was closed? 
A. I don't remember about it if I did. 
Q. No,v, 1\ir. Peterson, you don't mean to tell the court 
a.ud jury that you. as a member of the Board of Directors, 
would have kept Mr. Loving in the ha:nk if you didn't have 
confidence in him, would you 1 
A. No, if I had no confidence in him, had none at all. 
Q. Did you have full confidence in him during '24, '5 anu 
'6 ~ 
A. At those dates I did. 
Q. Then what objection would there have been, after you 
had authorized him to lend the Paynes $20,000, as they 
needed it-what objection would you have had to 
page 142 ~ an honest cashier taking notes "With the genuine 
.signatures of the Pa.ynes on them to be filled out 
only for the amounts as they needed them from this $40;000 
loan T 
A. We had no means of knowing when we saw those notes 
ho'v they were signed. We knew· 've considered· their paper 
was gilt edg·e and when we found those notes in the note files 
we passed them as absolutely good notes. 
Q. I understand that, but you haven't answered my ques-
tion. Yon have stated that you did not .specify just how Mr. 
Loving should lend this $40,000 to the Paynes. You stated 
that, didn't you ~ 
A. Yes, sir, we didn't know ho,v. 
Q. You expected him, of course, to take thP. notes of the 
Paynes for the money as he let them have it, did you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, 'vhat objection could you have had to your cashier 
taking the notes of the Paynes with the genuine signatures 
thereon arrd filling in the amounts as the Paynes needed this 
money which von had extended credit for? 
A. ·well, if it ·wa.s done regularly a.nd correctly we would 
ha.ve had no objection to it. 
Q. If the cashier had filled the notes out and placed tl1e 
money to the c.redit of the Paynes, there c.ould ha:ve been no 
objection because the notes bore the genuine signatures; isn't 
I • 
I 
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that true, and if he had done that you would have considered 
that within the scope of his authority, wouldn't 
page 143 ~ you 1 
A. Well,-
Q. If he had filled the notes out and put the money to the 
Paynes' c.redit, he would have been acting ·within the· scope 
of his authority and would have been letting the Paynes have 
the very money that you had voted to let the Paynes have, 
wouldn't he~ 
A. I suppose so. 
Q. And no'\v you are .suing and asking the Paynes to pay 
the very notes '\Vhich your cashier did fill out, aren't you 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
RE-DIRECT EXAl\:IIN1\TION. 
By !v1r. Turnbull: 
Q Mr. Peterson, was the cashier of your hank, S. Pierc.e 
Loving, a.t any time authorized by you, a.s a member of the 
Finance Committee, or your directorate or any member of 
your directorate, to fill out these blank notes for the Paynes? 
A. Absolutely not. '\Ve didn't know anything about those 
blank notes. 
page 144 ~ '\V. B. BINFORD, 
having been first duly s'\vorn, testified on behalf 
of the plaintiff in rebuttal as follo'\V.S: 
Examined by 1fr. Tun1bull: 
Q. Are you a director in the Bank of Pamplin now7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I-Iow long have you been a director in that bank~ 
A. I couldn't ten you-since it '\Vas organized up to this 
time. . · 
Q. Did you have any idea or did the direc.torate, so far as 
you know, have any kno,vledge that any arrangement had 
been entered into between the Messrs. P'a.yne and your cash-
ier, Pierce Loving, '\vhereby Pierce Loving '\Vas to keep blank 
notes of the Pa.ynes there and fill them in for their checking 
account as they over-checked 1 
A. None whatever. 
Q. Did you or any member of your direc.torate, so far as 
you kno,v. at any time authorize ~{r. Loving- to make any .such 
arrang-ement ? 
A. No. 
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Q. Did you lmow that any such arrangement had been 
madeY . 
A. Except a resolution authorizing that line of credit for 
$40,000. 
Q. I asked you did you kno\v that any such arrangement 
had been made behveen Loving and the Paynes as to the keep-
ing of these notes there? 
A. None in the \Vorld. 
Q. Did you have any idea that any such notes 
page 145 r were in the bank until after the bank 'vas closed' 
A. No, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Allen: 
Q. You have heard Mr. Peterson testify a moment ago, 
didn't you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You agree \vith him that your bank did extend to the 
Paynes the $40,000 of credit? 
A. Yes, sir. 
· Q. You agree. to that 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Did you hear 1\fr. Peterson say, and do you agree with 
him in that respect, that there was no particular limitation 
or restriction placed upon 1\ir Loving· just as to how he was 
to give the Paynes the benefit of this $40,000 which you all 
had agreed to let the Paynes have~ 
A. None that I know of. 
Q. Do you agree with Mr. Peterson when he says that if 
Ivir. Loving had filled these notes out properly and put the 
amounts to the credit of the Paynes that it \Vould have been 
within hi.s authority? 
A. Yes, it seems that it would have been. 
pa_ge 146 r J. W FRANKLIN, 
having been first duly s\vorn, testified on behalf 
of the plaintiff in rebuttal as follows: 
Examined by Mr. Lewis: 
Q Mr. Franklin, have you any connection now wth the 
State Bank of Pamplin as an officer; if .so, in what capacity f 
A. I am president since the reograniza;tion. 
Q. Did you have any connection with its before its reor~ 
ganization Y 
A. Yes, I was a director. 
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Q. How long had you been a director before the reorgani-
zation? 
A. About nine years, I reckon. 
Q. W ~re you present at a meeting when the Board of Di-
rectors voted a line of credit to Mr. W. l{. and J. L. Payne 
for $40,000~ · 
A. I don't think I \Vas present a.t that meeting, but I lmow 
he was granted that line of credit. · 
Q. Do you kno"' or did you have any lmowledge of any 
private arrangement being made between Mr. S. P .. Loving 
and Messrs. Payne that they should leave blank notes with 
Mr. Loving to take care of any overdrafts that they might 
ha:veT 
A. Absolutely none. 
Q. You didn't have any knowledge of that before the clos-
ing of the bank! 
A. No, .sir. 
Q. When was the fir.st time that you ever knew that those 
· notes had been signed in blank and left with the 
page 147 }- bank? 
A. After the bank was closed. 
Q. Mr. Franklin, if you had Imown that sueh an arrange-
ment was being· made with Mr. Loving and the Paynes, would 
you have consented to that as a director 1 
A. I would not. 
Q. And you .state that you would not have consented to let 
them leave notes_ in blank and they fill in the amounts to be 
used? You wouldn't have consented to that? 
A. No, sir. 
CROSS EXA~IINATION. 
By Mr Allen: 
·Q. Mr. Franklin; did you hear 1\fr. W. B. Binford, your 
co-director, testify a few moments ago T • 
A. I couldn't hear him distinctly. 
Q. Did you hear Mr. Peterson Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. Peterson and Mr. Binford both stated that if Mr. 
J_joving had filled these notes out and put the proceeds to 
the credit of the Paynes, that he would ha:ve been acting 
within the scope of his &uthority as eashier of your bank. 
Do you agree with that Y 
A. I don't hardly think so. He· never had authority to do 
so. 
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Q. You granted the Paynes. a line of credit up to $40,000, 
didn't you 
page 148 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you did not .specify just exactly how 
this credit was to be extended to them, that is 'vhether it was 
to be used from time to time and just how they 'vere to use 
it upY 
A. No, sir, they could get it all at once. 
Q. Or they could have gotten it from time to time~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. If they had chosen to get it from time to time, you did 
not specify to Mr. Loving just what evidences of that credit 
that he extended them from time to time should take, and 
just how he should take it, did you? 
A. vVe didn't give him any authority to fill in notes. 
Q. You didn't tell him exactly how they were to use up that 
creditY 
A. No. 
Q. Suppose that Paynes had decided to use up their credit, 
the $40,000 from time to time, that is get the money by piece-
meal in order to avoid paying interest on the whole amount 
when probably they wouldn't need but a part of it, suppose 
they had decided that and had decide to leave with your cash-
ier their genuine notes with their signatures on them an with 
collateral to secure those notes, with instructions to your 
cashier, ''Now fill these notes up for such amounts only as 
we may need to prevent overdra.ft.s and put it to our ac-
count'', and Mr Loving had filled those notes out in accord-
ance with those instructions and put the proceeds 
page 149 ~ to the Payne·s' account, you are not prepared to 
say that he 'vould not have had a right to do so, 
are you? 
A. I think he would have been exceeding his authority, any 
authority that he had been granted by the Board to do that. 
Q. You believe he' would have~ 
A. Yes, Rir. 
Q. So you disagree with lVIr. Peterson and J\!Ir. Binford 
in that respect ? 
A. I don't think he had any authority from the Board to 
do that. 
Q. You disagree 'vith Dr. Lukin in that respect Y 
A. I don't think he had been granted any authority to fill 
in any notes by the Board for anybody. 
Q. Suppose Mr. Payne instructed him to fill in the notes as 
he needed the money, did you prohibit Mr. Loving from dis-
counting any such notes' 
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A. If 1fr. Payne had come in the bank and asked 1\tir. Lov-
ing to :fill out a note for him in his presence and Mr. Payne 
signed it, it 'vould have been perfectly a legal transaction. 
Q. Suppose Mr. Payne was down in South Carolina and 
couldn't come in the bank and wouldn't kno'v just exactly how 
much he would need on a particular occasion and instructed 
your cashier to fill the note out for the amount that his ac-
count needed, would you have considered that out of the 
scope of his authority ~ 
A. What is that? 
page 150 ~ Q. Suppose ~fr. Payne was in South Carolina 
and cquldn 't get to the bank and left a note there 
'vith instructions to your cashier to fill it out, it already 
ha:ving been signed by the Paynes, and to fill .it out only for 
such amount as your bank needed to prevent over-draft, you 
'vouldn 't have considered that outside of the scope of the au-
thority of your cashier, would you? 
A. I don't know whether he would have been justified in 
that or no. 
Q. The notes that you are suing on, }.fir. Franklin, are 
notes that 1Yir. Pierce Loving filled out that way, aren't they·¥ 
A. I don't know whether he filled those out or Mr. Payne. 
L. N. LIGON, 
having been first duly sworn, testified on behalf of the plain-
tiff in rebuttal as follows: 
Examined by lVIr. Weaver: 
Q. Are you a member of the Board of Directors of the 
State Bank of Pamplin f 
A. Yes, sir, I am no,v. 
Q. Were you a member of the Board of that Bank at the 
time the $40,000 line of credit was extended to the ~1essrs. 
Payne? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. Ligon, did you as a member of the Board ever 
hear or know anything about any agreement be-
page 151 r hyeen Pierce Loving and the l\~Icssrs. Payne where-
by they 'vould leave notes signed in blank with 
l~oving for the purpose of taking care of a possible over-
draft¥ 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Would you, as a member of the Board, have counte-
nanced any such agreement? 
A. No, sir. 
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Q. Did Pierce Loving· have any authority to enter into 
any such agree~ent 'vith the Messrs. Payne Y 
A. No, sir. 
CROSS EXiliiNATION. 
By Mr. Allen: 
Q. When did you go on the Board of Directors of tha:t 
hankY 
A. I have been off the Board twice. I can't tell vou the 
exact date when I went on the Board. · .. 
Q. Were you on the Board in 1924? 
A. I think not in 1924. I wasn't on the Board part of 
1926. I left the Board in November or December of 1926, 
.As well as I remember. 
Q. You were not on the B.oard when the bank closed Y 
A. I was not on the Board when the bank Closed. 
Q. You were not on the Board in '24 and '25? 
A. I am not sure about all those years, about all those 
mont11s. I can't tell you exactly what months. 
Q. You were not on it at all in '24 then Y 
page 152 ~ A. I didn't think so. 
Q. You don't know then 'vha.t arrangement was 
made or what authority was granted Pierce Loving in '24Y 
A. No, sir, I don't know what was granted in '24. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By l\1:r. Weaver: 
Q. You were on the Board when this 'line of credit was 
l!xtended to the Paynes f 
A. Yes. 
Q. And at that time there was no authority given Pierce 
Loving to accept any blank notes to fill in for the Paynes f 
A. No, sir. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By ·Mr. Allen: 
Q. Then you were on the Board when the line of credit 
wns extended to Payne Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. 'V11en was that line of credit extended to Payne T 
A. In the fall of 1926. I can't tell you the exact date. 
Q. You are certain it ·was extended in '26 Y . 
A. I "roulcln 't like to be positive to make a statement as 
to the date, but I haven't any minute book in front of me. 
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By Mr. -Weaver: _ . 
Q. You are not sure, you say, about the year! 
page 153 r A. ·No, I am positive I was on the Board and 
present at the time the $40,000 line of credit was 
granted by resolution of the Board. 
By Mr. Allen: 
Q. Did you specify or -outline any particular method by 
which Mr. Loving should let the Paynes have this moneyY 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You did not? 
A. No, sir. 
T. R. PUGH, 
recalled on behalf of the plaintiff in rebuttal, testified as 
follows: 
Examined by Mr. Turnbull: 
Q. Mr. Pugh, it has been testified to here by Mr. Payne; 
J. L. Payne, that at the time that he delivered these blank 
notes to Mr. Loving and made the arrangement with Mr. 
Loving, that these blank· notes were to be held and :filled in 
by 1\fr. Loving to cover his possible over-drafts, that you 
were present in .such a position that you 'vere bound to have 
heard them made that arrangement. Is that trueY 
Mr. Early: He has already denied that once, your Honor. 
The Court: You may answer the question. 
A. As I said before, Mr. Payne came in the bank while I 
was in there but all the business transactions 
page 154 ~ were 'vith 1\{r. Loving. I wasn't right present. 
. · I was in the ·bank there. 
· Q. Did you ever hear any such. arrangement being made 
behveen Mr. Payne and Mr. Loving? 
A. No, .sir. 
Q. Did you ever see Mr. Payne sign any notes in blank in· 
the bank? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Now, 1\fr. Pugh, it has been further testified to by Mr. 
I~oving that these notes 'vere put in one of the pockets of 
the file which he called the cash item file and that you or 
any other officer of the bank could have seen them at any 
time you wanted them Y 
A. Possibly if I had gone in there I could have, but this 
cash item file, in the first pocket of" this pouch we carried 
cash items, checks or cash items that we count every day 
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but there a.re four or five little pockets in that pouch and 
sometimes I reckon it would go a year or two and not go in 
there. 
Q. Did you ever see these notes in the bank until the 
bank closedT 
A. I never saw: the notes until Mr. Loving's safety deposit 
box was unlocked. 
Q. Who unlocked that safety deposit box? 
.A. Mr. Woodward or Mr. Bristo,v one, State 
page 155 ~ Bank Examiners. · 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Allen: 
Q. Mr. Pugh, then these notes ·were in one of the pockets 
of that same cash item file? 
A. I don't kno·w that they w·ere in there. 
Q. I understand this cash item file which 1\{r. Turnbull 
asked you about is all one file, containing different pockets f 
A. It is a pouch with about five pockets in it. 
Q. And one of the pockets you kept the cash items in f 
A. The first pocket is the one I kept the cash items in. 
Q. And you could have looked in any other pocket any time 
you looked in tl1a.t pocket Y 
A. I could have. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Turnbull: 
Q. It was not a place you would ordinarily look? 
A. Nothing important in there, nothing hut old returned 
c~ecks that were no good that \Ve couldn't collect and stuck 
them back in those other pockets in there. 
By Mr. Allen: 
Q. But papers belonging to the bank were kept in these 
other pockets Y 
A. Yes. 
Bv Mr. Weaver: 
.. Q. Current papers of the h~nk 'vere not kept in those 
pockets, were they? 
page 156 ~ A. No, sir. If it had been a cash-item it would 
have been in the first pock~t. 
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W. R. BRIGHTWELL, 
having been first duly sworn, testified on behalf of the plain-
tiff in rebuttal as follows: 
Examined by Mr. Turnbull : 
Q. Mr. Brightwell, what is your occupation 1 
A. Cashier of the State Bank of Pamplin. 
Q. Ho"r long have you been cashier of this bank? 
A. Since the reorganization. 
Q. In May, 1928 7 
.A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. I-Iow long have you been connected 'vith the bank? 
.A . .About fourteen or fifteen years. 
Q. What were you before you were made cashier? 
A . .Assistant cashier. 
Q. Vvere you assistant cashier during the time ~fr. Loving 
'vas there? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. All the time ~fr. Loving was there? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. It has been testified tQ, ].fr. Brighhvell, that on one 
occasion :h1r. J". L. Payne came into the bank and delivered, 
in your presence and the presence of Mr. Pugh, to the cashier, 
Pierce Loving, notes signed in blank. The notes 
page 157 ~ were signed but the notes were blank with the 
understanding that he was to keep these notes 
and fill them in for the amounts needed to cash his over-
drafts while he was in South Carolina. Did that happen? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. 1\Ir. Payne. also testified that he signed those notes 
while he was in the bank. Did you ever see him sign any 
notes in blank in the bank 1 
A. I never did see him sign one. 
Q. Then you positively deny any such thing happened as 
that? 
A. I haven't seen it done. 
Q. He said you and ~Ir. Pugh and lVIr. Loving were stand-
ing close together on one side of the counter and he was on 
the other and that you 'vere bound to have known it at the 
time? 
A. I did not kno'v it. 
Q. Did you etver see or hear of these blank notes in the 
bank? 
A. Never did see tl1em. · 
Q. Did you ever hear of them being in the bank f 
A. No, sir. 
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Q. When did you first hear of them being in the bank and 
know they were there Y 
A. After the bank trouble up there. 
Q. The bank, I believe, was closed about 1\fay 5th, 1928 Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
pag·e 158 ~ Q. Where were these blank notes found? 
A. They 'vere found in Mr. Loving's lock box, 
lock box No. 100. 
Q. Was that Mr. Loving's lock box? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who opened it? 
A. Mr. Woodward opened it. 
Q. The bank examiner? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When the Paynes would come up there to do business 
with Mr. Loving, did they 'usually do it in the front of the 
bank or go in the directors' room? 
. A. Ordinarily they 'vent back in the directors' room. Most 
always 1\{r. Loving transacted business with people back 
Hwre, more often than he did 'vith us. 
Q. Mr. Loving was the cashier? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And he attended to all of that kind of thing, did hef 
A. Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. Allen: 
· Q. You say ~Ir. Loving attended to all that kind of thing. 
·'Vha.t do you mean by that? . 
A. When anybody would come to see Mr. Loving he wonld 
usually take them back in the directors' room and 
page 159 ~ have a talk 'vith them. 
. Q. You mean he attended to the making of 
loans and discounts and handling of paper that way? 
A. Very often he took the people "rho came to see him 
back in· the directors' room where it 'vould be private and 
there they would talk and there they would make their 
arrangements. . 
Q. You were there when 1\-fr. Payne came into the bank 
to ~ake arrangements about using his line of credit? 
A. Yes, 1\{r. Payne has been there several times that I know 
of. 
Q. 1\fr. Pa.yne said when he came in there and gave these 
notes to Mr. Loving that you and 1\{r. Pugh 'vere in the 
bankY 
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A. Doubtless we were in the bank, yes, sir. , . 
Q. And he said the notes were signed in the bank. Did 
you see him sign any notes in the bank? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Mr. Payne says they 'vere in the front part of the 
bank? ' 
A. Well, it might ha ;e been possibly that they might have 
been signed in the front part of the bank and I !lOt know it. 
Q. It has been testified to these notes were in that pouch 
which 'had a pocket in it in 'vhich you kept the cash items Y 
A. Well, 'vhy were they in the lock box when they fo~d 
them. 
Q. I mean before the bank closed. 
A. I have never seen them in that pouch. 
Q. Mr. Loving testified that they were put in the lock 
box when the Paynes closed out their account i~ 
page 160 ~ 1925? 
A. Probably so. 
Q. You know that they did close out their account in 1925? 
A. Well, I know that there has been some settlement, yes, 
sir. 
Q. And you know they did not do any more business there, 
that is carry any more checking accounts in your bank after 
1925. You know that? 
A. ~fr. Payne had another note there after that. 
Q. I didn't a.sk you about that, Mr. Brightwell. Can't you 
]ook at this exhibit No. 6 and see that they closed out the • 
checking account of J. L. and W. K. Payne in 1925 Y 
A. It appears that way on the face of it there. 
Q. Isn't that true? 
A.· It seems so. 
Q. No,v, }fr. Loving said when that was done and they 
paid those $25,000 worth of notes that they owed the bank, 
that he took these blank notes and put them in his lock· 
box? 
A. Probably he did. 
Q. But he said up until that time they were kept in this 
same pouch whicll contained this pocket in which they kept 
cash items. Are you in position to deny that? , 
A. I wouldn't deny it a.t all because they may have been 
there. · 
Q. And you had free access to that pouch, -didn't you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You could have looked a.t anything in it you 
page 161 ~ 'va.nted? · 
A. I certainly could have had I desired. 
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Q. That was not any private pouch of ~Ir. Loving? 
A. No, no private pouch at all. 
Q. Were you on the Boa.rd of Directors also 'vhen they ex-
tended this line of credit to the Paynes? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You did not specify any method as to their using up 
the credit? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Whether they were to use it all at one time or from 
time to timeT 
A. No, sir. 
·Q. Whether they were to use it all at one time or from 
time to time f 
A. No, sir, it 'vasn 't specified. 
Q. And you did not designate or specify whether }Jfr. 
Loving was to lend them this money on time notes or demand 
notes? 
A. I don't recall that that was mentioned either. 
Q. It was left largely to; :Nir. Loving as to just exactly how 
they were to use this $40,000 which you all agreed to lend 
themY 
A. It seems like it was. 
RE-DIRECT EXA~IINATION. 
By Mr. Turnbull: · 
Q. This cash item p:unch, did that have one pocket in it or 
several pockets in itT 
A. Probably four or five. 
Q. The only locket you kept the cash items in 
page 162 ~ was the first pocket¥ 
A. First pocket. 
Q. That 'vas the only one you 'vould look into? 
A. Only one I had any business in. 
Q. And if these notes had been placed in that-
Mr. Allen: I hate to keep on objecting, but he is leading 
the witness. · 
By ~:Ir. Turnbull: 
' Q. How many pockets were in this cash item or how ma11y 
items were in this cash item pouch? 
A. Four or five. 
Q. In what pocket were the cash items kept? 
A. In the first pocket. 
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Q. Did any of the officers of the ·bank halve any reason to 
look in any of the other pockets in this pouch 1 
A. I shouldn't think so. 
Q. Those notes could have been in the back then of that 
pouch in one of the other pockets and been practically private, 
could they not? 
A. Absolutely. They may have been there but I have 
never seen them. 
Q. Coming back to another phase of it, your Board of 
Directors, as I understood it, passed upon the line of credit 
and how much credit a man could have; is that correct? _ 
A. Yes. 
page 163 ~ Q. That was not left up to Mr. Loving, the 
cashier? 
A. No. 
Q. In other words, the Board of Directors discounted the 
paperY 
A. Yes, sir. 
T. R. PUGH, 
recalled on behalf of the plaintiff, testified aa· follows: 
Examined bv 1\fr. Turnbull: 
Q. Mr. Prigh, in your testimony this morning 'in answer to 
n question of 1\fr. A.l1en you read the number of a note as 
11141, J. L. and W. K. Payne, balance $5,000. \~Vhat does that 
$5,000 refer to 7 
~{r. Allen: That is not in rebuttal. They had full .oppor-
tunity to testify in reference to those books in the exami-
nation in chief and if he recalls this witness as to that, we 
wiU have to recall l\Ir. Loving back. 
1\fr. Turnbull: He cross-questioned him on that line and I 
think I ha.ve a rig·ht to. 
·The Court: Something you omitted this morning 1 
l\fr. Turnbull: I didn't know anything about it until a few 
minutes ago, 'vhen l\Ir. Pug·h told me about it. 
Mr. Allen: 1\Ir. Pugh testified relative to it this morning, 
that very item. 
A. I just didn't explain it. 
The Court: Here is an item counsel savs he 
page 164 ~ didn't know about until a few minutes ago: 
1\Ir. Allen: It is the identical item he testified 
to this morning. 
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The Court: The witness may answer the question. 
Mr. Allen: We save the point on the grounds .stated. 
A. This note No. 11141, J. L. and W. I(. Payne, balance 
$5,000-that is the balance on a $10,000 note, a $10,000 note 
that already had a credit of $5,000 and that balance means 
that this $5,000 pays the balance of the note. 
CROSS EXA~IINATION. 
By Mr. Allen: 
Q. Now, Mr. Pugh, was the $5,000 credit that you said 
already had been paid on that $10,000 note one of the $5,000 
items that you credited Mr. Payne with on August 7th, 1925, 
when you credited him 'vith four $5,000 items? 
A. I don't know when the credit was made on tins note, 
11141. If you refer to that note, you could get the credit 
off of it but this is entered on here as the balance on that 
note. 
Q. I am asking you though to turn to August 7, 1925, where 
the ·Paynes paid you $20,000 in $5,000 items. You testified 
.in your examination in chief this morning that that credit 
took up four notes but that the notes were not described and 
they were not numbered and you did not know what notes 
they were? 
page 165 r A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, I ask you if the credit of $5,000 that 
·had been previously placed on this note No. 11141 was one 
Qf the $5,000 items which you credited the Paynes with ·on 
August 7, 1925? · 
A. I don't know when this credit was made on this note 
11141. I don't know. I would have to look back and find 
when that credit was made on there. 
Q. 'Veil, now, how do you lmo'v that that $5,000 paid on 
September 3, 1925, 'vas not the balance of the entire indebted-
ness owing by the Paynes Y 
A. \\Then we have a note with a credit on it and enter it 
np here as balance paid, that met\nS the' note is paid in full. 
Balance means the balance on the note. . 
Q. Might not that balance also have been the balance owing 
by the Paynes r · 
A. We ne-ver put it down there like tha.t. When we enter 
up a note as balance, it means the balance of that particular 
note. 
Q. It means a balance of that particular note but if that 
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was all the money that tl1e Paynes owed, it would be the 
balance of the account they owed you, wouldn't itt 
A. If that was all the money that they owed. 
Q. And you saw the two drafts that were presented here 
this morning which represented $25,000 and you saw that in 
the letters from your cashier ~cknowledging receipt of those 
.. sums that he represented those sums to be the 
page 166 ~ balance that was owing by the Paynes. You saw 
that, didn't you? 
A. Yes, sir, I saw that this morning. 
~f r. Turnbull: We rest. 
S. PIERCE LOVING, 
I 
recalled on behalf of the ·defendants, testified as follows:· 
Examined by Mr. Allen: 
Q. ~Ir. Loving, ].fr. Pugh has testified that the entry on 
your general ledger under date of September 3, 1925, J. L. 
and W.- K. Payne balance, $5,000, means a balance on a 
$10,000 note and not the balance that the Paynes owed the 
bank. I will ask you what you have to say \vith reference 
to that entryY 
A. When that entry was made, that represented a balance 
that J. L. and W. K~ Pajne owed the State Bank of .Pamplin. 
At 5:20P.M. court adjourned until10 o'clock A.M., Sep-
tember 7, 1929. 
pnge 167 ~ MORNING SESSION. 
Charlotte Court House, Virginia, September 7, 1929. 
Met pursuant to adjournment. 
r 
Present: Same parties as heretofore noted. 
At the conclusion of all the evidence, the plaintiff asked 
the court to grant the following instructions, numbered 1, 2, 
H, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 11 : 
. INSTRUCTION NO. 1. 
"The Court instructs the Jury that if they shall believe 
from the evidence that two notes, each for the sum of 
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'$5,000:00 'vere made and endorsed by J. L. and W. l{. Payne 
dated A'!lgust 30th, 1924, payable on demand were discounted 
by the Plaintiff Bank on August 30th 1924 and the proceeds 
of the same credited to the Account of J. L. Payne; that said 
notes remained in the Bank until the lOth day of November 
1925, when a demand note of S. L. Loving endorsed by said 
. Paynes ·for the sum of ten thousand dollars and payable on 
demand 'va.s substituted therefor, and that this note remained 
in the Bank until the 28th day of January 1928, when the 
two :fiye thousand doJlar notes of said Paynes, sued on in 
this case, payable four months after date each, 'vere sub . 
. stituted for said S. L. Loving note, and that the 
page 168 ~ Plaintiff Bank had no notice of any irregularity 
in said transaction or of any fraud perpetrated 
therein by it~ Cashier S. P. Loving, a nephew of the said 
Paynes, except the Ia1owledge of said Loving himself, which 
was not communicated to any of the Directors of said Bank, 
that then they must find for the Plaintiff Bank.H 
''Refused. 
R. F. H.'' 
"2. 
"The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from 
the eyidence that 8. Pierce Loving filled in the two notes sued 
on in this case for his own benefit and thereby sought to 
perpetrate a fraud on the Plaintiff Bank as well as upon 
the Defendants, it is a presumption ·of law that S. Pierce 
Loving did not communicate his knowledge to the Plaintiff 
Bank and the Plaintiff is not chargeable with constructive 
notice of the fraud of said Loving. 
Refused. 
R. F. H." 
"3. 
The Court instructs tl1e jury that it is a general rule of 
law that tl1e kno"Tledge of an agent acquired in executing 
his agency is imputed to the principal a.nd charges him with 
the liabilities which such knowledge imposes, but that this 
rule has no application to the case of an officer of a corpora-
tion who, in .a transaction for his own benefit, seeks to per-
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petrate a fraud on the corporation as well as 
page 169 ~ upon third persons. 
· And, the Court 'further instructs the jury that 
if they belie've from the evidence tha.t the Plaintiff Bank \had 
no actual knowledge that S. Pierce Loving fraudulently filled 
in the two notes of $5,000.00 each, introduced in evidence, 
and fraudulently diverted the proceeds of said notes to his 
own use, then they must find for the Plaintiff for the amount 
claimed in the notice of motion. 
Refused. 
R. F. H." 
''4. 
The Court instructs the jury that if one of hvo innocent 
parties must suffer from the misconduct of a third, the burden 
must fall upon the one whose conduct enabled the third per-
son to perpetrate the wrong. 
Refused. 
R. F. H." 
"6. 
The Court instructs the jury that the doctrine of construc-
tive notice does not extend to a purchaser of negotiable notes 
as it does to a purchaser of property in general. In a pur-
_cl1ase of a negotiable note regular and complete on its face, 
before maturity, and for value, the good faith of the trans-
action is the decisive test of the holder's right to recover. 
Such holder is entitled to recover if he has come by the note 
honestly.'' 
Ref11sed. 
R.F. H. 
"7. 
The- court instructs the jury that the position of a holder 
of negotiable paper is an exceptional cl1aracter. He may even 
acquire "title through a thief, and yet maintain it against the 
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m~ker, provided he takes the note for value before maturity, 
and is not guilty of fraud or bad faith." . 
Refused. 
R. F. H. 
"8. 
The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from the 
evidence tha.t the Pla.intitf Bank had no actual knowledge of 
any infirmity or defect in the title of their transferror, S. 
Pierce Loving·, and no knowledge of such facts that their 
action in taking the said note amounted to bad faith, not-
withstanding they may believe that S. Pierce Loving. was 
guilty of fraud in using said notes contrary to his agree-
ment with the Defendant, yet the jury must find for the Plain-
tiff.'' 
Refused. I . 
R. F. H. 
"9. 
The Court instructs the jury that merely suspicious cir-
cumstances sufficient to put a prudent man on inquiry, or 
even gross negligence on the part of the· Plaintiff Bank at 
the time of acquiring the notes, are not sufficient of them-
selves to prevent a recovery, unless the jury find 
page 171 ~ from the. evidence that the Plaintiff Bank acted 
in bad faith, that is, was guilty of fraud.'' · . 
Refused. 
I ' R. F. H. 
''11. 
The Court instn1cts the jury, if you believe from the evi-
dence in this case that the notes sued on by the plaintiff bank 
in this action were complete and regular upon their face; that 
the said plaintiff bank became the holder of them before they 
were overdue, and without notice that they had been prviously 
dishonored, if such was the fact; that the said bank took 
them in good faith and for value; that at the time they were 
t 
/ 
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negotiated to the said bank it had no notice of any infirmity 
in the instrument or defect in the title of the person nego-
tiating them, then the said plain tiff bank is a holder in due 
course, and you must find ~·or the plaintiff bank.'' 
Refused. 
R. F. H. 
Which instructions were refused by the court a.nd the plain-
tiff excepted to the action of the court in refusing said in .. 
structions for the following reasons: 
First, that said instructions properly state t~e law ap-
plicable to this case ; 
Second, that Instruction No. 1 is based upon the testimony 
in the case showing that the bank was a bona fide holder of 
the notes in question and that the kno,vledge of 
page 172 } the cashier S. Pierce Loving, was not imputable 
to the bank under the circumstances of this case 
and the evidence as introduced. . 
The plaintiff excepts to the refusal of the court to grant 
Instruction No. 2 for the reason that under the evidence in 
this case this instruction is proper as the fraudulent knowl-
edge of S. Pierce Loving 'vas not imputable to the bank. 
The plaintiff excepts to the refusal of the court to give 
Instruction No. 3 for the same. reason. 
The plaintiff excepts to the refusal of the court to give 
Instruction No. 4 for the same reasons and for the further 
reason that it is a well established ·principle of law that 
where two innocent parties must suffer for the misconduct 
of a third, that the burden must fall upon the one whose 
conduct ca.used and enabled the third party to perpetrate 
the wrong and the evidence in this case is that the Paynes at 
best by thefr conduct in delivering the notes in blank to be 
filled out by said Lotving were the cause of the fraud and their 
misconduct caused Loving to be able to perpetrate the fraud 
upon the bank. 
The plaintiff excepts to the rsfu~al of the court to give 
Instruction No. 6 for the reason that the knowledge of the 
>) 
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cashier, Pierce Loving, is not imputable to the bank and 
that Instruction No. 6 properly states the law as applicable 
to the facts in this case as introduced in the evidence. 
page 173 ~ The plaintiff e~cepts to" the refusa1 of the court' 
in refusing to give Instruction No .. 7 for the 
reason that said instruction properly states the law applicable 
to. this case under the facts proven a.nd that the lmowledge of 
the cashier of his fraudulent act is not imputable to the bank 
under the evidence in this case. · 
The plaintiff excepts to the refusal of the court to give 
instruction No. 8 for the same reason hereinabove stated. 
The plaintiff excepts to the refusal of the court to grant 
Instruction No.9 for the reasons above stated as to other in-
structions. · 
\ 
The plaintiff excepts to the refusal of the court to grant 
Instruction No. 11 for the same reason. 
All of the instructions refused by the court properly state 
the law in this case. The court refused all of the instruc-
tions holding that the knowledge of ·S. Pierce Loving as to 
his fraudulent transaction \Vas imputable to the bank. Under 
the facts and circumstances of this case, the knowledge of 
said Loving is not imputable to the· bank for the reason that 
he was not the sole representative of the bank in discounting 
the notes nor was he in such a position that his ·knowledge 
would be imputable to the hank and these last. reasons are 
made to all the instructions offered by the plaintiff and re-
fused by the court. 
The court granted the following instructions, numbered 
5 and 10, offered by the plaintiff, and A and B 
page 174 ~ offered by the defendant. 
INSTRUCTION NO. 5. 
The court instructs the jury that if they believe from the 
evidence that the plaintiff bank took the notes for value be-
fore maturity, and the defendants deny the good faith of 
the plaintiff l)Emk in the transaction, the burden is on the de-
fendants to prove their case as the law will not presume 
fraud. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 10. 
The court instructs the jury that although they may be-
lieve from the evidence that ~Ir. 'Vood,vard, State Bank 
Examiner, compelled the plaintiff bank to charge off the two 
notes of the defendants sued on in this acfion, this alone does 
not affect the collectability of said notes in the hands of the 
plaintiff bank and they are just as collectable in the hands 
of the plaintiff bank as if they had never been charged off. 
INSTRUCTION A. 
' The court instructs the jury tha.t if they believe from 
the evidence that the notes he1~ein sued on were delivered by 
the defendants to S. Pierce Loving with only the names of 
the defendants signed thereto, with instructions to S. Pierce 
Loving to complete said notes to cover any overdrafts of 
the defendants in the plaintiff bank, and that it 
page 175 ~ was not necessary for 8. Pierce Loving to com-
plete said notes to cover such overdrafts, and 
if they further believe that the notes were filled out by S. 
Pierce Loving contrary to the instructions given him by the 
defendants and the said notes discounted at the plaintiff bank 
and the proceeds misa.ppropria ted by S. Pierce L~ving and 
not placed to the credit of the defendants at the· plaintiff 
hank, and that in discounting the notes at the plaintiff bank 
S. Pierce Loving was the sole representative of the bank in 
the transaction, then the knowledge of S. Pierce Loving is 
char,qeable to the plaintiff bank and you must find for the 
defendants. 
INSTRUCTION B. 
The court instructs the jury that if they believe from Uw 
evidence that the notes sued on were executed in blank by 
the Paynes prior to September 3, 1925, and that the blanks 
therein 'vere not filled in until the notes \Vere used at the bank 
in January, 1928, and that they were not filled up in accord-
ance 'vith the authority given by the Paynes, then the jury 
will find for the defendants. • 
The plaintiff excepts to the action of the court in giving 
Instructions A and B. for the reason that Instruction A tells 
the jury that the fraudulent knowledge of Cashier Loving 
was imputable to the bank and under the la'v as applied to 
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the evidence in this case said Loving was not the sole repre-
sentative of the bank nor, in any event, could his 
page 176 ~ fraudulent kno··w1edge -be imputed to it, and for 
the further reason that S. Pierce Loving could 
not have been the agent or representative of the bank in 
diverting the proceeds of the notes to his own use and must 
have been the agent of the Pa.ynes in filling out the notes. 
Tlie plaintiff also excepts to InstruC~tion B given at the in-
:.;tance ·of the defendants. for the reason that. this instruc-
tion does not p~operly state the law as to negotiable in-
H1:ruments. The instruction is based upon the idea that the 
note or notes in question were never negotiated under the 
negotiable instrument law when, as a p1atter of law, upon 
the evidence introduced, said notes were negotiated and said 
plaintiff 'vas. a holder in due course unless the fraudulent 
knowledge of the cashier, S. Pierce Loving, could be imputed 
to the bank and such fraudulent knowledge could not be im-
puted to the bank under the evidence in this case; for the 
further reason that there is no evidence in the case as to just 
when S. Pierce Loving filled in the blank notes sued on in 
this action and that there is no evidence, so far as the actual 
filling in of the notes is concerned, to indicate that this was 
done not in accordance with ihe authority given by the Paynes 
to fill in blank notes left by them with Loving. 
The defendants except to the action of the court in grant-
ing In§truction No. 5 offered by the plaintiff and state their 
grounds of objection as follows: that there is no 
page 177 ~ evidence upon which . to base said instruction and 
it is in direct conflict with the instructions given 
npon the prayer of the defendants and especially in conflict 
with Instruction B. 
The defendants except to the granting of Instruction No. 
10, offered by the plaintiff, a.nd state their grounds of ex-
ception as follows : 
That the evidence in the case is to the effect that the notes 
Rued on have ·been paid by the stockholders and others and 
that the bank, the present plaintiff, is not out of anything 
on account of these notes; that the property in the notes 
sued on is now in those who paid the notes and the plaintiff 
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has no right or title sufficient .to base a suit on said notes. 
The jury retired, and after deliberation returned the fol-
lowing verdict: We, the jucy,- on the issue joined, find for 
the defendants, N. L. Perkinson, Foreman. 
Whereupon the plaintiff mC\ved the court to se~t aside the 
verdict of the jury and enter up a judgment for the full 
amount sued for, which motion the court over-ruled and 
plaintiff excepted to the refusal of the court to set aside 
the verdict of the jury and enter up a verdict for it because 
the verdict of the jury is contrary to the law and the evi-
dence, because of errors of the cour,t in giving instructions 
asked for by the de_fendants over the objection 
page 178 t of the plaintiff and because of errors of the court 
in refusing to give certain instructions asked .for 
by the plaintiff and because of the error of the court in ad-
lnit.ting certain evidence over the objections of the plaintiff 
in refusing to admit certain evidence asked for by the plain-
tiff. 
page 179 ~ I, Robert F. Hutcheson, Judge of the Circuit 
Court of Cha~lotte County, ·virginia, who pre-
sided over the foregoing trial, do certify that the foregoing 
is a true and correct copy or report of the testimony and 
other incidents of the trial of the case of State Bank of 
Pamplin v. J. L. and W. K. Payne, tried in the Circuit Court 
of Charlotte County, Virginia, on September 6 and 7th, 1929, 
and that the attorneys for he defendants had reasonable 
notice, in writing, of the time and place when said report of 
the tesHmony and other incidents of the trial would be ten-
dered and presented to the undersigned for verification. 
Gn,ven under my hand this 23rd day of Sept., 1929. 
ROBT. F. HUTCHESON, Judge. 
page 180 t I, H. B. Chermiside, Clerk of the Circuit Court 
of Charlotte County, Virginia, do hereby certify 
that the foregoing· copy od report of ,the testimony and other 
incidents of the trial in the case of State Bank of Pamplin 
v. J. L. and W. K. Pa-yne was filed with me as Clerk of said 
Court on the 24 day of Sept.t-1929. 
H. B. CHER~IISIDE, Clerk. 
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In the Clerk's Office of the . Circuit Court of Charlotte 
County. 
I, H. B. Chermside, Clerk of the Circuit Court of Char· 
lotte County, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a. true 
and correct copy of the record in the case of State Bank of 
Pamplin, Inc., a. Corporation, vs. J. L. Payne and W. 1{. 
Payne, lately pending in said Cour.t, and I do further certify 
that due notice as required by Section 6339 of the Code of 
Virginia, was duly given by counsel for State Bank of Pamp-
lin Inc. to counsel for J. L. and W. K. Payne before said 
transcript was made out and delivered to counsel for State 
Bank of Pamplin Inc. 
Given under my hand this 3d day of October, 1929. 
H. B. CHERMSIDE, Clerk. 
Clerk's fee for transcript, $65.10. 
A Copy-Teste: 
H. STEW ART JONES, C. C. 
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